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PREFACE
The work described in this report was performed by the Tracking and
Data Acquisition organizations of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Air Force
Eastern Test Range, Manned Space Flight Network, and the NASA Communica-
tions Network of Goddard Space Flight Center. This volume covers the
Tracking and Data System Support for the Mariner Mars 1969 Mission from
the planning phase through the midcourse maneuver, Volume II covers the
period from the midcourse maneuver through the end of the mission; and
Volume III covers the extended mission operations.
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ABSTRACT
The Tracking and Data System support for the Mariner Mars 1969 Project
was planned and implemented in close cooperation with the Mission Operations
and Spacecraft System of the project. The project requirements for tracking,
telemetry, command, simulation, mission control, and compatibility testing
were reviewed for matching to DSN capabilities. The DSN capabilities to sup-
port the project were set forth in an Operations Plan describing the design of
the DSN Systems formulated for the support of this particular project. Each
of the systems is described. Unusual new features were the Multi-Mission
Telemetry System, which eliminated need for miss ion-dependent equipment at
the tracking stations, and an experimental High-Rate Telemetry System oper-
ating at 16, 200 bits/s. This unusually high rate, employed for the first time
in deep space missions, permitted return of low resolution pictures in real-
time, and full resolution pictures played back from the spacecraft tape
recorder in less than 3 h. Normal techniques and rates would have required
7 to 8 days of playback.
Flight support was provided in the Near-Earth Phase by the facilities of
the Air Force Eastern Test Range and by the Ascension Island Station of the
Manned Space Flight Network. The 26-m antenna stations of the Deep Space
Network provided the Deep Space Phase support throughout the mission. Dur-
ing the cruise portion of the Deep Space Phase, the DSN 64-m antenna at
Goldstone, Calif. , provided ranging data to planetary distances; during the
planetary encounter, it provided the 16, 200 bits/s capability by means of the
block-coded, high-rate telemetry system.
Analysis of the support performance shows that virtually all tracking and
telemetry data received on earth was acquired, processed, and delivered to
the project. All commands delivered to the DSN by the project for transmis-
sion to the spacecraft were transmitted successfully.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This document, Volume I, covers the
Tracking and Data System (TDS) activities in
support of the Mariner Mars 1969 Project from
the system design phase through the Mariner VII
midcourse maneuver. With the inclusion of
cruise, encounter, and post-encounter activities
in Volume II and the extended operations in
Volume HI, this report constitutes the complete
history of the TDS activities supporting the
Mariner Mars 1969 Mission.
A. Mariner Mars 1969 Mission Objectives
The primary mission objective of the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project was to conduct flyby missions
in order to make exploratory investigations of
Mars to set the basis for future experiments,
particularly those relevant to the search for
extraterrestrial life. The secondary mission
objective was to develop technology for succeeding
Mars missions.
To implement the primary mission objective,
six scientific investigations were selected: (1)
visual imaging by television, (2) ultraviolet spec-
trometry, (3) infrared spectrometry, (4) infrared
radiometry, (5) planetary occultation of the S-band
radio signals, and (6) celestial mechanics.
Objectives of the visual imaging investigation
were (1) to determine the general physiography of
the planet at a resolution significantly better than
that obtainable from earth, (2) to categorize
topographically the basic light and dark areas and
determine reasons for the seasonal variations,
(3) to explore further the geography of the plane-
tary surface for additional clues to its origin, and
(4) to obtain sufficient coverage at a suitable
resolution to distinguish, on the basis of crater
morphology and other criteria, between an
episodic and a continuous history.
The purpose of the ultraviolet spectrometry
investigation was to detect the presence of atoms,
ions, and molecules in the upper atmosphere of
Mars. The atmospheric constituents of prime
interest were hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen, carbon
monoxide, nitric oxide, and cyanogen. Although
the solar energy is probably not sufficient to ex-
cite their spectral lines, argon, krypton, and xenon
fly in the spectral range of the instrument and
were looked for. Further objectives were to
measure the scale height of each of the atmo-
spheric constituents, Rayleigh scattering from
the lower atmosphere, ultraviolet reflectivity of
the planetary surface, and atmospheric absorption
by molecules such as ozones.
The infrared spectrometry investigation
sought to acquire data relevant to ascertaining the
possible presence of life, current or past, on
Mars. The instrument used searched for the
presence of an oxidizing or reducing atmosphere,
the presence of those poly-atomic molecules that
suggest biochemical processes, affect the ambient
surface temperature, and limit ultraviolet light
flux at the surface, and to measure compositional
variations of atmospheric constituents, particu-
larly water vapor, relative to geographical
locale.
The purpose of the infrared radiometry
investigation was to ascertain the surface tem-
perature. The investigation measured the infra-
red radiation emitted from the same area of
Mars scanned by the television system in order
to obtain a temperature mapping correlated with
topological or cloud features observed visually.
Other objectives were to obtain a surface cooling
curve in a scan roughly perpendicular to the
terminator, measure temperature of the dark
side surface inaccessible from the earth, and to
obtain absolute temperature measurements of
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the south polar cap in order to differentiate
between the carbon-dioxide and water caps.
Observations of the occultation of the S-band
radio signals by the planet were intended to obtain
measurements leading to an improved determina-
tion of the pressure and density in the atmosphere
of Mars at the surface, and their variation with
altitude. Similar measurements were sought on
the electron density profile and the radius of
Mars.
The purpose of the celestial mechanics
investigation was to obtain data to provide im-
proved estimates of the mass of Mars, the mass
of the moon, the astronomical units, and the
improvement of ephemendes of the earth and
Mars.
A secondary mission objective was to develop
technology needed for succeeding Mars missions.
A number of engineering development objectives
were defined. Improvements in the accuracy of
orbit determination and flight path control were
attempted. Improved temperature control techni-
ques and the acquisition of more precise informa-
tion on the performance degradation of solar cells
was sought. Demonstration of an automatically
adjusted brightness gate on the Canopus star sen-
sor was desired to support future planetary mis-
sions where automatic acquisition of Canopus as
a celestial reference is important.
Future planetary orbiting missions also re-
quire demonstration of a 2-deg-of-freedom scan
platform to fulfill extensive scan pointing require-
ments of future scientific experiments.
The Central Computer and Sequencer (CC&S)
included the capability to read memory and to be
reprogrammed in flight via ground command to
demonstrate the degree of flexibility required for
planetary orbiter missions.
An experiment in telemetry transmission at
16, 200 bits/s was included to demonstrate the
technique of block coding in the transmission of
high-data rates over planetary distances.
B. Mariner Mars 1969 Mission Plan
Implementation of the mission objectives was
the subject of the Mariner Mars 1969 Mission
Plan. This plan included detailed mission re-
quirements from which were derived the require-
ments on the Mission Operations System (MOS)
and TDS. Essential elements of the plan were
that two spacecraft of identical configuration,
subsequently designated as Mariners VI and VII,
would be launched in the period February 23 to
April 6, 1969 and encounter the planet Mars at
two different, but fixed, arrival dates in the
interval July 29 through August 15, 1969. Al-
though the aiming points were different, providing
a near-equatorial pass for one spacecraft and a
southern polar pass for the other, each space-
craft would conduct a standard encounter sequence.
The standard far-encounter sequence consisted of
eight photographs taken from E - 2 2 t o E - 12h and
stored in the tape recorder until after near-
encounter. Approximately 24 photographs would
be taken in the near-encounter during which time
only engineering telemetry and certain selected
scientific data would be transmitted in real time
at 8 1/3 bits/s and 66 2/3 bits/s, respectively.
All of the stored data would then be played back
after the encounter at 270 bits/s. This standard
mission was designed to be dependent only on the
26-m (85 ft) antenna capability of the Deep Space
Network (DSN).
Optional standard missions were planned
which utilized the 64-m (210 ft) antenna of the
DSN at Goldstone, California (Fig. 1), and the
experimental high-rate telemetry system under
development as a demonstration of the employ-
ment of block coding techniques. This capability
provided the possibility of returning all of the
stored data at a rate of 16, 200 bits/s in less than
3 h. It also provided the capability of providing
in real-time, low-resolution television pictures
as well as all of the UV and IR data. Conse-
quently, the optional standard missions consid-
ered far-encounter picture-taking sequences
which started several days before encounter and
played back the stored data via high-rate telem-
etry during each period of visibility from
Goldstone.
As a result of mission studies in the last
quarter of 1968, the satisfactory progress of
development of the high-rate telemetry equipment,
and the reliable performance history of the 64-m
antenna, the Mission Plan was modified in
February of 1969. The heretofore Standard
Encounter Sequence was designated the Conser-
vative Sequence to be employed in case the new
Standard Sequences could not be followed.
Slightly different Standard Sequences were devel-
oped for Mariners VI and VH. Mariner VI was to
obtain 50 far-encounter pictures to be played back
in two groups at approximately E - 28 h and
E - 7 h. Mariner VII was to obtain 91 far-
encounter pictures to be played back in three
groups at E - 52, E - 27, and E - 4 h.
Although these changes did not require
changes to the basic TDS support commitments,
some modifications were made to the DSN Opera-
tions Plan.
C. Launch Vehicle Description
The launch vehicle for the Mariner Mars
1969 Project consisted of an Atlas SLV-3C first
stage and a Centaur second stage (Figs. 2, 3,
and 4). It is basically the same launch vehicle
that was developed for the Surveyor Project.
The Atlas SLV-3C configuration has two
main sections, the body or sustainer section and
the aft or booster engine section. The vehicle
was stabilized and controlled by gimbaling the
engine thrust chambers. The propulsion system
consisted of two booster engines, each with a
thrust of 75, 000 kg, a sustainer engine with a
thrust of 25, 800 kg, and two vernier engines,
each with 300-Kg thrust. The engines used liquid
oxygen (LOX) and kerosene (RP-1) as propellants.
All five engines were in operation at liftoff. The
Atlas telemetry subsystem transmitted functional
and environmental data on a VHF carrier.
The Centaur stage is driven by two gimbal-
mounted liquid hydrogen/liquid oxygen engines
which provide a combined thrust of 13, 600 Kg.
The same inertial guidance system which con-
trolled the Atlas first stage, controlled the
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Centaur second stage. The second stage injected
the spacecraft into its interplanetary trajectory
in a direct ascent mode. The stage carried a
VHF telemetry system and a C-band beacon for
radar tracking.
D. Mariners VI and VII Spacecraft Description
The Mariners VI and VII spacecraft configu-
ration is shown m Fig. 5. Each spacecraft with
its adapter weighs approximately 326 kg. Three
spacecraft of identical configuration were pre-
pared for the two launches. They are capable of
automatic operation without the use of ground
commands if the sequence stored in the CC&S at
launch is that to be followed at encounter and if
the trajectory dispersions are small enough to
preclude the necessity of trajectory corrections.
The spacecraft design made maximum use
of the Mariner IV (1964) spacecraft design and
experience. Some of the significant configuration
changes between Mariner IV and the Mariners VI
and VII spacecraft are as follows:
(1) Dual Traveling Wave Tube (TWT) ampli-
fiers were used, each capable of 20 W
output power. The increase from 10 W
was one of the changes necessary to per-
form the high-rate telemetry experiment.
(2) The high-gain antenna was modified to a
circular paraboloid of higher gain to
optimize the telecommunications per-
formance for the mission.
(3) The flight command subsystem was
modified to accommodate an increased
number of commands to provide addi-
tional flexibility to Mission Operations.
(4) The CC&S memory could be read out by
ground commands without changes to the
program, and a revised memory could
be reloaded by ground command.
(5) The flight telemetry system utilized
three frequency-multiplexed telemetry
channels, one or two at a time, in five
basic data modes. Mariner IV employed
a single channel. The engineering chan-
nel employed the same data rates as
Mariner IV, 8 1/3 or 33 1/2 bits/s. On
Mariner IV, science data shared a single
channel with the engineering data at
these two rates. On Mariners VI and
VII, the science channel operated at
either 66 2/3 bits/s for real-time trans-
mission during encounter or 270 bits/s
in the playback mode. A third channel
was provided for high-rate telemetry at
16, 200 bits/s. It could be used in the
Playback 2 mode to transmit data stored
on the analog tape recorder or on the
Encounter 2 mode for real-time trans-
mission of low-re solution television
pictures and the UV and IR science data.
(6) The data storage subsystem employed
two tape recorders. The digital tape
recorder, with a capacity of 2. 3 x 10^
bits, was basically the device used for
Mariner IV. An analog tape recorder
with an equivalent storage capacity of
1. 7 x 10^ bits, was used for recording a
maximum of about 34 television pictures
on four tracks. In the Playback 1 mode,
television picture data were transferred
through an analog-to-digital converter to
the digital tape recorder at 16,200 bits/s.
The digital recorder was then played
back at 270 bits/s.
The purpose of the digital recorder
during encounter was to record all of
the UV and IR science data, engineering
status of the television subsystem, and
every seventh television picture element.
The digitally-recorded TV picture con-
stituted a low-resolution picture whose
prime purpose was that of calibration
of pictures stored on the analog
recorder.
(7) The data automation subsystem (DAS)
controlled and sequenced the science
instruments, collected data from them,
conditioned it by encoding, buffering, and
formatting, and routed it to the flight
telemetry subsystem as was done on
previous Mariners. However, analog
TV data passed directly to the analog
tape recorder without going through the
DAS.
(8) The scan control subsystem, on which
the scientific instruments are mounted,
was designed with 2 deg of freedom. It
rotates in cone and clock angle. Cone
angle is the angle between the boresight
axis of the scan platform and the space-
craft roll axis. Clock angle is measured
in the plane perpendicular to the roll
axis. When passing the planet, varia-
tion in cone angle moves the pointing of
the scan platform forward or backward
along the line of flight. Variation in
clock angle is in a perpendicular direc-
tion intended to move the aiming direc-
tion closer to or farther from the plane-
tary pole. The Mariners VI and VII
scan platform included a second narrow-
angle Mars gate sensor. The first
initiated the near-encounter recording
sequence. The other activated the
motor and cooling valves of the infrared
spectrometer to initiate the cryogenic
cooldown. •
The scientific payload of Mariners VI
and VII differed substantially from
Mariner IV (Fig. 6). It did not include
instruments active during cruise; all
instruments were of the scanning type
to be used during planetary encounter
and were mounted on the scan plat-
form (Fig. 7). The salient features
of the scientific instruments are as
follows:
(a) The television subsystem employed
two electro-optical vidicon cameras,
a wide-angle camera (field-of-view
11 by 14 deg) and a narrow-angle
camera (field-of-view 1.1 by 1.4 deg).
The rotary shutter/filter assembly for
the narrow-angle camera is equipped
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with a blue cutoff filter to reduce haze.
The wide!angle camera alternated its
picture!takin g sequence to red, green,
and blue f i l ters in order to examine the
planetary surface at specific optical
wavelengths.
(b) The ultraviolet spectrometer examined
the planetary atmosphere and also the
surface. It was mounted with its axis at
a boresight cone angle of 11 deg less than
that of the television subsystem to make
certain of examining the upper atmo!
sphere during the time of limb cross ing.
(c) The infrared spectrometer examined the
spectrum from 1.9 to 14. 3 (i in two
slightly overlapping channels. The
longer wavelength channel, 4. 0 to 14. 3 \i,
achieves its sensitivity by cryogenic
cooling of the detector.
(d) The infrared radiometer measured
planetary radiation in the wavelength
region of 8 through 25 ц with a f ie ld!
of!vie w of 0.7 by 0.7 deg.
E. Description of the TDS
The TDS was composed of the facilities and
resources of four major support agencies as
follows
(1) Air Force Eastern Test Range. The
U. S. Air Force, through the Air Force
Systems Command and the National Range
Division, manages the Air Force Eastern
Test Range (AFETR) for the Department
of Defense (DOD). As lead range for
Mariner Mars 1969, the AFETR arranged
the required worldwide support from
DOD resources. The AFETR provided
prelaunch, launch, and near!earth track!
ing and data acquisition support for
Mariners VI and VII.
(2) Manned Space Flight Network. The
Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN),
operated for NASA by the Goddard Space
Flight Center (GSFC), provided near!
earth tracking and data acquisition sup!
port for Mariners VI and VII.
(3) NASA Communications System. The
NASA Communications System (NASCOM),
operated for NASA by the GSFC, provided
ground communications circuits required
for support of Mariners VI and VII.
(4) Deep Space Network. The DSN, operated
for NASA by the Jet Propulsion Labora!
tory (JPL), provided mission support in
the areas of deep space tracking, metric
and telemetry data acquisition, com!
mands, and operational control.
The organization developed to manage TDS
activities for the Mariner Mars 1969 Project is
shown in Fig. 8. Personnel involved in TDS acti!
vities had the following responsibilities:
(1) Associate Administrator for Tracking and
Data Acquisition. The Associate
Administrator for Tracking and Data
Acquisition at NASA Headquarters
designated JPL as the tracking and data
acquisition support center for Mariner
Mars 1969.
(2) TDS Manager. JPL appointed a TDS
Manager, whose primary responsibility
was to match the tracking and data
acquisition requirements of the Project
with the capabilities of the TDS facilities
which provide support. His task was to
organize and direct all cognizant agencies
in accomplishing the evaluation, planning,
and implementation of TDS capabilities
to support the mission.
(3) Assistant!TDS Manager. The assistant
TDS Manager, who also served as the
DSN Manager, was directly assigned to
the TDS Manager. He was responsible
for the planning and implementation of
DSN support and, in addition, acted for
the TDS Manager in the latter's absence.
(4) TDS Coordinator for the Near!Earth
Phase. The TDS Coordinator for the
Near!Eart h Phase was a representative
of the JPL/AFETR Field Station at Cape
Kennedy. He was responsible for inte!
grating AFETR, MSFN, and DSN plans,
testing, and operations as needed to
verify the TDS near!earth phase.
(5) MSFN Coordinator. An MSFN Coordina!
tor from the GSFC was the central point
of contact between MSFN elements and
other interfacing agencies. He was
responsible for MSFN planning support
and for assuring that compatible inter!
faces were established to make the MSFN
function an integral part of the TDS in
meeting project requirements. He repre!
sented the MSFN at TDS meetings and at
Project meetings.
(6) AFETR Program Management Officer.
The AFETR Program Management
Officer was the single point of contact
between AFETR elements and other
interfacing agencies. He was responsible
for AFETR planning support and for
assuring that compatible interfaces were
established to make the AFETR function
an integral part of the TDS in meeting
project requirements. He represented
the AFETR at TDS meetings and at
Project meetings.
(7) DSN Project Engineer. The DSN Project
Engineer coordinated all DSN systems
and subsystems, working with repre!
sentatives from numerous technical
sections at JPL. He ensured that all
systems interfaced in a compatible and
timely fashion. He was responsible to
both the DSN and the Mariner Mars 1969
Project for matching the requirements
of the Project to the capability and com!
mitments of the DSN. He also served
as the chairman of the DSN/Mariner
Mars 1969 Planning and Operations
Team.
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(8) DSN Facility Project Engineers. DSN
Facility Project Engineers, assigned
technically to the DSN Project Engineer,
were responsible for interface engineer-
ing and operations planning prior to
launch. Interface engineering included
the system-to- system integration and
testing of hardware and software. Oper-
ations planning included the design and
preparation of the operational support to
be supplied to the Project by the DSN.
During prelaunch testing and during
the flight, the DSN Facility P reject
Engineers had operational assignments
in support of the operational elements
of the TDS.
The DSN Planning and Operations Team for
the Mariner Mars 1969 Project met once a week
under the chairmanship of the DSN Project Engi-
neer for the purpose of controlling and directing
the Interface Engineering and Operations Plan-
ning. The Facility Project Engineers comprising
the team are shown in Fig. 9.
•
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Fig. 1. The 64-m (210 ft) antenna
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Fig. 2. Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle on pad
Fig. 3. Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle during
blastoff
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NOSE FAIRING
FORWARD EQUIPMENT
COMPARTMENT
LIQUID HYDROGEN
TANK
EQUIPMENT POD (2)
ATLAS RETROROCKET (6)
VERNIER THRUST
CHAMBER <2)
BOOSTER THRUST
CHAMBER (2) 4SUSTAINER THRUST
CHAMBER
Fig. 4. Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle (schematic)
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LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
CANOPUS SENSOR
SOLAR PANELS-
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
LOUVERS
MIDCOURSE MOTOR NOZZLE
LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
ATTITUDE CONTROL
GAS JETS
WIDE ANGLE TELEVISION
IR RADIOMETER
UV SPECTROMETER
IR SPECTROMETER
NARROW ANGLE TELEVISION
Fig. 5. Mariner Mars 1969 spacecraft configuration
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SOLAR PANELS
LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA
CANOPUS SENSOR
TEMPERATURE CONTROL
LOUVERS
MIDCOURSE MOTOR NOZZLE
LOW-GAIN ANTENNA
ATTITUDE CONTROL
GAS JETS
WIDE ANGLE TELEVISION
IR RADIOMETER
UV SPECTROMETER
Fig. 6. Mariners VI and VII scientific payload
IR SPECTROMETER
NARROW ANGLE TELEVISION
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Fig. 7. Scan platform
Fig. 8. TDS organization for Mariner Mars 1969
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Fig. 9. DSN project engineering organization for Mariner Mars 1969
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Д. FLIGHT PROJECT TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION REQUIREMENTS
A. General
Tracking and data acquisition is defined as
the acquisition, transmission, and processing of
information which enables the determination of
space vehicle position, velocity, direction, sys!
tem and subsystem performance, and experiment
measurements, all with respect to a common time
base. The Mariner Mars 1969 Project tracking
and data acquisition requirements which the TDS
was tasked to support are presented in this
section.
The importance of near!earth phase support
requirements are indicated by categorizing them
either as Class I, II, or III. These requirement
classes apply only to the near!earth phase of the
mission, and not to the deep space phase.
(1) Class 1 requirements reflect the mini!
mum essential needs to ensure accom!
plishment of primary mission objectives.
These are mandatory requirements
which, if not met, may result in a deci!
sion not to launch.
(2) Class II requirements define the needs to
accomplish all of the stated mission
objectives. Satisfactory Class II cover!
age increases the probability of mission
success and provides additional data for
post!fligh t analysis.
(3) Class Ш requirements define the ulti!
mate in desired support and should ena!
ble the network user to achieve the
mission objectives earlier in the
program.
Requirements were also identified as occur!
ring in either the near!earth or deep space phase
of the mission, and were grouped according to
type: (1) metric (tracking), (2) telemetry,
(3) data transmission, (4) communications, and
(5) data processing. The near!earth phase began
with prelaunch activities and continued through
launch to continuous DSN view. At this point, the
deep space phase began and continued to the end of
the mission. Material in this document is organ!
ized to follow this division of requirements.
B. Near!Earth Phase Requirements
1. Launch phase coverage. The project
required the TDS to plan to support a launch
period from February 23 to April 8, 1969, with a
launch window each day of 1 hour. Figure 10
shows a general correlation of near!earth track!
ing and data acquisition requirements with flight
profile.
The powered flight trajectory mode was to be
direct ascent (i.e., nearly continuous thrusting by
the launch vehicle from launch to injection), and
was to include one or two yaw maneuvers to
achieve required high!orbital inclinations without
violating Range Safety restrictions. Launch azi!
muths for planar trajectories (i .e., trajectories
without yaw maneuvers) were between 80 and
108 deg east of north. Trajectories requiring yaw
maneuvers had an initial launch azimuth of 108 deg
east of north.
Because of the large number of potential
trajectories to be flown, a decision was made to
choose representative trajectories for the whole
launch period for use in planning TDS coverage.
These trajectories covered the entire space
bounded in Figs. 11 and 12 in an orderly manner.
From this group of 85 trajectories, a П!day
group of windows was used to prepare the TDS
plans.
TDS coverage problems for the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project were less severe than for pre!
vious Mariner projects. The use of the direct
ascent mode caused injection and Centaur/
spacecraft separation events to occur well up!
range, in the vicinity of Antigua Island, rather
than near the African coast as was the case with
three previous Mariner missions. Since the area
from Cape Kennedy past Antigua is an area of
concentration of AFETR/MSFN resources, cover!
age of launch through Centaur/spacecraft separa!
tion was easier than in the past.
Figure 13 shows the earth tracks for two
cases which bound the launch azimuths used: a
February 24 launch, a July 31 arrival; and an
April 7 launch, August 5 arrival. Injection and
separation occur approximately 15 deg east of
Antigua. Also, the 1 h launch windows helped to
reduce the near!earth TDS coverage problems.
Half of the windows opened with a flight path angle
of at least 10 deg, which was favorable from a
near!eart h TDS coverage point of view.
2. Data acquisition. Data acquisition
requirements for the near!earth phase included
(1) launch vehicle telemetry, (2) launch vehicle
metric data, (3) spacecraft telemetry, and
(4) spacecraft metric data. The requirements
anticipated use of VHF links for launch vehicle
telemetry, C!band radar tracking for launch
vehicle metric data, S!band reception for space!
craft telemetry and metric data, and VHF links
for certain selected spacecraft telemetry channels
through the launch vehicle telemetry system.
The data were required:
(1) To establish as quickly as possible the
normalcy of the mission.
(2) To determine the minute!by!minute sta!
tus of the flight.
(3) To aid the DSN, MSFN, and AFETR sta!
tions in acquiring the vehicle and/or
spacecraft.
(4) To aid project decisions in the event of a
non!standar d mission.
(5) To allow post!launch analysis.
Table 1 summarizes the coverage require!
ments for launch vehicle telemetry. A brief
description of the Atlas telemetry link
(229.9 mHz) is given in Table 2. Tables 3 and 4
give brief descriptions of the Centaur telemetry
links. One of these links (225.7 mHz) contained
the spacecraft PCM telemetry at 33 1/3 bits/s on
Channel 13 (Table 3).
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Metric data requirements for the launch
vehicle are summarized in Table 5, accuracy
requirements on these data are shown in Tables 6
and 7. These requirements apply to the С!band
radar tracking of the launch vehicle.
Requirements for acquisition of spacecraft
telemetry and S!band metric data in the near!
earth phase are shown in Table 8. As indicated,
the project requirement for S!band telemetry and
metric data extends from separation until 5 days
after midcourse maneuver. The TDS assigned to
the near!earth phase the responsibility for meet!
ing the requirements from separation until the
beginning of the deep space phase. The DSN pro!
vided coverage thereafter.
The characteristics of the spacecraft teleme!
try system are as follows:
(1) Type: PCM/PSK/PM.
(2) Commutated designation: Solid state,
fully synchronous, four commutation
rates (ratio 1:10:100:200).
(3) Frame format: 100 segments (7 bits/
segment), 91 data words (1 segment
each), 1 sync group (3 segments long),
plus 6 sub!commutation points (1 seg!
ment each).
(4) Sync group format: 1 PN frame sync —
15 bits, 1 sub!commutation index word —
6 bits.
(5) Word format: 7 bits: f irst bi t—most
significant digit. Seventh bit —least sig!
nificant digit.
(6) Channel characteristics: see Table 9.
Spacecraft telemetry data acquisition
requirement during launch activities is at 33 1/3
bits/s. Prelaunch calibrations were required at
all data rates.
3. Communications. Project communication
requirements in the near!earth phase were, for
data and voice channels within the elements of the
TDS and between the TDS facilities and the project
launch operations facil i t ies, adequate to conduct
test and launch operations. Specific requirements
were for three voice circuits from Bldg АО at
Cape Kennedy, the site of Mission Control during
test and launch, and the Space Flight Operations
Facility (SFOF) at JPL. Exact numbers of trans!
mission circuits for teletype data and high!speed
data lines were not specified.
4. Data processing. Data processing tasks
which the TDS was required to accommodate dur!
ing the near!earth phase consisted primarily of
trajectory computations and spacecraft engineer!
ing and science telemetry conversions. Data
processing in this sense is defined as those
requirements which need the use of central com!
puter facilities. Because data processing is not an
independent TDS function, the project stated a
portion of their requirements in terms of equip!
ment needs rather than data needs. For the near!
earth phase, the project required dual IBM 7044/
7094 computers at the SFOF for conversion of
spacecraft data to engineering and science units
and for processing metric data in providing
trajectory computations and predict information.
Requirements for computations resulting
from tracking data were as follows:
(1) Transfer orbit elements, inter range
vector (IRV), and Mars mapping based on
C!band radar metric data after injection.
(2) DSN predicts for DSS 51 and the MSFN
ACN site based on the orbital elements
above.
(3) Transfer orbit elements, IRV, and Mars
mapping based on Centaur guidance
telemetry data after injection.
(4) Transfer orbit elements, IRV, Mars
mapping, and I!matrix based on recur!
sive C!band radar metric data solution.
(5) Spacecraft orbit elements, IRV, Mars
mapping, and I!matrix based on S!band
radar metric data after separation.
(6) DSN predicts to DSS 51 and the MSFN
ACN site based on the spacecraft orbital
elements above.
(7) Centaur postdeflection orbit elements,
IRV, Mars mapping, and I!matrix based
on C!band radar metric data after the
deflection.
(8) Centaur postdeflection orbit elements,
IRV, Mars mapping, and I!matrix based
on Centaur guidance telemetry data after
the deflection.
C. Deep Space Phase Requirements
1. Deep space phase coverage. Project
requirements for TDS support during the deep
space phase were divided according to mission
intervals as shown in Table 10. Coverage of
basically two types was required. Continuous
coverage was required during launch, trajectory
correction, and encounter operations. During
cruise, the requirement was for telemetry data
often enough to detect any spacecraft problems
and take corrective action. Two consecutive
spacecraft telemetry commutator cycles were
stated, as an adequate amount of information pro!
vided these operations were separated by a time
slightly less than the spacecraft battery l i fe .
Since only engineering data were to be transmitted
during cruise, observation periods of at least
28 mm at 33 1/3 bits/s or 112 mm at 8 1/3 bits/s
were required, separated by not less than 5.6 h,
5.6 h is the closest multiple of a commutator
cycle to the 6!h battery life restriction.
Metric data during cruise were required no
less often than once every 4 days with the restric!
tion that they must be derived from a complete
horizon!to!horizo n pass with no more than 20%
of the data missing. One pass every 2 weeks
per spacecraft from the station equipped with the
64!m antenna (DSS 14) was desired to meet a sec!
ondary objective; i . e . , improvement of trajectory
determination by the inclusion of ranging data
obtained from research and development ranging
equipment. Overall telecommunications
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performance did not predict acquisition of data
from the operational Mark I ranging equipment at
the 26-m antenna stations much beyond 800,000
km, certainly not to planetary distances. Metric
data were required for determination of the space-
craft trajectory and the required trajectory cor-
rections. The required accuracies for metric
data are listed in Tables 11 and 12.
2. Data acquisition and handling. Radio met-
ric data requirements included angle data during
the initial phase of the mission, but omitted this
requirement later; range in two-way doppler was
required throughout all phases. The data were
required in real time, except that the one
sample/s rate, during critical phases, displayed
on printers and plotters in the SFOF and recorded
on magnetic tape. During cruise, or non-critical
phases, radio metric data were required to be
recorded on magnetic tape and to be immediately
available if needed. All radio metric data received
in the SFOF in real time were required to be dis-
played on teletype printers.
Telemetry data were required to be processed
and recorded in the IBM 7044/7094 computer
string for display in the SFOF. At each tracking
station, telemetry data were required to be proc-
essed in the telemetry and command processor
(TCP) for local display of selected spacecraft
parameters and for preparation of the data for
transmission to the SFOF. The digital output of
the TCP was required to be recorded.
Requirements for delivery of magnetic and
paper tapes from the Deep Space Station (DSS)
were:
(1) From Goldstone - available in the SFOF
within 24 h.
(2) From Overseas Stations — shipped within
1 week and available in the SFOF within
2 weeks.
Records from the DSS, including strip-chart
recordings, operations logs, and calibration
sheets, were required to be available from micro-
film records and DSN document control.
Since it appeared that the Mariner 1969 Proj-
ect would be the first with a high probability of
two spacecraft successfully launched, the Project
agreed to schedule operations of the two space-
craft such that when one was in a critical phase,
the other would be in a quiescent state. The intent
was to scale the requirement to stay within the
capability of the IBM 7044 computer redesign to
handle two missions or data streams simultane-
ously in one IBM 7044/7094 computer string. The
project was aware that DSN resources would per-
mit the operation of but two such strings so that
scaling the requirement in this manner permitted
achieving the project goal of having block redun-
dancy in major portions of the data system during
mission operations.
An additional requirement was a capability to
operate a double-precision orbit-determination
program (DPODP) using an IBM 7040/7094 com-
puter direct couple arrangement to be provided on
a research and development basis; i.e., no
backup. Computer support requirements in the
SFOF are summarized in Table 13.
3. Communications. Project requirements
for ground communications assumed that the DSN
would provide sufficient voice circuits between the
DSS to execute mission operations. The same
assumption was made concerning provision by the
DSN of teletype channels and high-speed data lines
for the transmission of metric, telemetry, and
command data.
A specific requirement was two voice chan-
nels between the SFOF and the Spacecraft Assem-
bly Facility (SAF) at JPL for the purpose of con-
ducting spacecraft compatibility tests and
permitting support of mission operations from the
SAF.
4. Ground command requirements. Starting
at approximately launch + 1 h, command capabil-
ity was required during any phase of the mission.
The command system required use of Read,
Write, Verify (RWV) equipment provided by the
spacecraft system and maintained and operated by
the DSN. The project assumed the commands
would be sent using the 10-kW transmitter capa-
bility at the 26-m antenna stations. The project
also required backup command capability from the
20-kW transmitter and the 64-m antenna from
30 days before encounter through completion of
playback in the event of non-standard spacecraft
performance.
5. Simulation. The DSN was required to pro-
vide a simulation capability which the project
assumed was to be provided by the DSN Simulation
Data Conversion Center, a primary element of
which was an ASI 6050 computer. The center was
required for the generation of simulated space-
craft telemetry and radio metric data during com-
puter program testing and mission operations
testing.
By means of mission operational functional
requirements, the project required that the capa-
bility exist to simulate simultaneously two operat-
ing spacecraft in the cruise mode as well as one
in the cruise mode and the other in a critical
phase such as launch, maneuver, encounter, or
non-standard condition. The simulation system
was required to be capable of inserting simulated
data at various points in the data system, includ-
ing each prime tracking station.
6. Mission support area. The project re-
quested a total of 640 m^ of space in the SFOF in
which to conduct mission operations. Separate
rooms were requested for the functions of project
management, mission control, flight path analysis,
spacecraft performance analysis, space science
analysis, and conference.
Assistance was also required in interfacing
with and providing data to Complementary Analy-
sis Team (CAT) areas outside the SFOF. All
areas were located in other buildings at JPL.
7. Compatibility testing. Support from TDS
facility was required to design, plan, and conduct
radio frequency and data compatibility tests
between the spacecraft and the TDS facilities.
The project based this requirement on the
assumed availability of a DSN Compatibility Test
Area (CTA-21) at JPL. This capability was
required to perform telecommunications subsys-
tem tests and computer program checkout.
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Table 1. Launch vehicle telemetry data coverage requirements
Links
All
(229.9, 225.7,
259.7 mHz)
229.9 mHz
(Atlas)
225.7 mHz
259.7 mHz
(Centaur)
Class I
P relaunch calibration
and launch - 75 mm to
launch - 5 min
Launch - 5 mm to
launch + 5 mm
Launch - 5 min to
Centaur /spacecraf t
separation + 5 sa
Class II
Launch - 5 min to
LOS of the stations
supporting the
Class I require-
ments
Class I interval
extended to LOS
Launch - 5 mm to
launch + 42. 6 mm
Class III
Same as Class II
Same as Class II
Launch - 5 mm to
launch + 4. 5 h
Remarks
Evaluation of Centaur
systems, spacecraft
status, Centaur /
spacecraft separation
^eal-time transmission to Bldg AE until Antigua set; near real-time to AE after Antigua set.
Table 2. Atlas telemetry link (229 .9 mHz, PAM/FM/FM)
Channel
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Frequency,
kHz
0.4
0.56
0.73
0.96
1.3
1. 7
2 .3
3.0
3.9
5.4
7 35
10.5
14.5
22 .0
30. 0
40. 0
52.5
70 .0
No. of
Segments
_
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
60
-
60
-
60
60
-
60
Measurement Rate
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
2. 5 rev/s
Continuous
5 rev/s
Continuous
10 rev/s
10 rev/s
Continuous
30 rev/s
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Table 3. Centaur telemetry link (2Z5 .7 mHz, PAM/FM/FM)
Channel
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Frequency,
kHz
0.4
0.56
0.73
0.96
1.3
1.7
2.3
3.0
3.9
5.4
7.35
10.5
14.5
22.0
30.0
40.0
52.5
70.0
No. of
Segments
-
-
-
-
-
-
60
60_
60
60
PCM
-
60
PCM
-
60
Measurement Rate
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
1 rev/s
1 rev/s
Continuous
1 rev/s
2. 5 rev/s
33-1/3 bits/s
Continuous
5 rev/s
800 bits/s
Continuous
20 rev/s
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Table 4. Centaur telemetry link ( Z 5 9 . 9 mHz, PAM/FM/FM)
Channel
No.
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
Frequency,
kHz
7.35
10 . 5
14. 5
2 2 . 0
30.0
40. 0
5 2 . 5
70. 0
Measurement Rate
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Continuous
Table 5. Launch vehicle metric data coverage requirements
Class I
Launch to MECO + 30 s
Any 120 s between
MECO + 5 s (injection)
and Centaur deflection
maneuver starta
Class II
Launch to MECO + 30 s
First continuous 120 s
between injection
(MECO + 5 s) and
Centaur deflection
maneuver start
Any 120 s between
MECO 4! 40 min and
MECO + 50 mm
From MECO + 60 min
to MECO + 70 mm, any
continuous 120 s
Class III
Launch to MECO + 30 s
All of interval from
injection to Centaur
start def lect ion
Any 120 s between
MECO + 40 min and
MECO + 50 mm
MECO + 60 mm to
MECO + 70 mm, any
continuous 120 s
Any continuous 120 s,
starting at MECO
+ 5000 s
Remarks
For Atlas per formance
analysis
For RF link analysis
and Centaur perfor!
mance analysis
To determine Centaur
orbit for possible
Canopus acquis i t ion
analysis, ver i f icat ion
of planetary quarantine
criter ia, and TDS
acquis i t ion information
aData transmitted to Bldg АО in real time.
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Table 6. Launch vehicle metric data accuracy requirements
Position
Velocity
Reduced data accuracy
Class I
± 305 m
± 9 . 2 m / s
Class II
± 15 m
± 15 mm/s
Class Ш
± 3 m
± 1 . 5 mm/s
6 samples/ s.
C!ban d radar tracking.
Table 7. Orbital tracking data accuracy requirements
Class
1
2
3
Data type
Range, m
Angles, deg
Range, m
Angles, deg
Range, m
Angles, deg
Data e r ror s
Bias
200
0. 15
100
0.045
10
0. 007
Random
30
0.05
6
0.045
1
0. 005
Station timing
requirements to W W V , s
0.003
0. 001
0.0005
aC!ban d radar tracking of Centaur.
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Table 8. Spacecraft telemetry and S!band metric data requirements
Links
225. 7 mHz
(Centaur)
225.7 mHz
(Centaur )
2295 mHz
(S/C)
S!Ban d
Tracking
Data
Class I
Prelaunch calibrations
Launch minus 75 mm to
Centaur /space с ra f t
separation'
Prelaunch calibrations
From separation minus
5 sec to midcourse
maneuver plus 5 days^
MSFN/ACN rise plus
30 sec to midcourse
maneuver plus 5 days
Class II
Same as Class I
Same as Class I
Same as Class I
Same as Class I
Launch to launch
plus 30 min^
Same as Class I
Class III
Same as Class I
Same as Class I
Same as Class I
Same as Class I
Same as Class II
Same as Class I
Data transmitted to DSS 71 /Building АО in real time
Data transmitted to SFOF in real time
Telemetry data recorded on magnetic tape and returned in 24 hours,
tracking data delivered to the SFOF in real time
Table 9. Spacecraft telemetry channel characteristics
Channel
Science (66 2/3 b i t s / s )
Science (270 b i t s / s )
Engineering (8 1/3 b i t s/ s)
Engineering (33 1/3 b i t s/s)
High rate (16. 2 k bits/s)
Subcarner
frequency, kHz
34.286
34.286
24. 0
24. 0
259.2
Data bandwidth
about subcarrier, Hz
± 200
± 810
± 25
± 100
a
Maximum bit
error rate
5 in 103
5 in 103
5 in 103
5 in 103
5 in 103
The encoded signal was transmitted at a rate of 86, 600 symbols/s, requir ing a data bandwidth
of± 1.5 mHz about the c a r r i e r frequency.
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Table 10. Deep space phase tracking and telemetry coverage requirements
Mission interval
First acquisition to
launch + 3 h
Launch + 3 h to mid-
course maneuver
+ 5 days
Cruise
Second midcourse
maneuver - 10 days
to + 5 days
Encounter
(1) E - 14 days to
E - 1 day
E + 1 day to
E + 15 days
(2) E - 1 day to
E - 1 h
Exit occultation
+ 1 h to E + 1
day
(3) IRS gas jetting
- 30 mm to
occultation
Exit occultation
+ 20 min to exit
occultation H- 1 h
Radio metric data required
Type
Range,
doppler
(two-way)
angles
Range
doppler
Range
doppler
Range
doppler
Range
doppler
Range
doppler
Range
doppler
Sample rate
Continuous at
1 sample/min
1 sample/ 10 s
Continuous at
1 sample/ 15 min
1 sample/min
To be specified
during opera-
tions
1 sample/min
Continuous at
1 sample/ 15 mm
1 sample/min
(1 sample/ s
during maneuver)
1 sample/15 min
1 sample/min
1 sample/min
1 sample/min
1 sample/ s
1 sample/ s
Telemetry coverage
required
Continuous
Continuous
Two complete S/C
commutator cycles
separated by no
more than 5. 6 h
Continuous
Continuous -
(8 1/3 or 33 1/3
bits/s and 66 2/3
or 270 or 16,200
bits/s)
Remarks
Mark I ranging expected
only to about lunar dis-
tance. Assumes RfeD
ranging thereafter at
64 -m antenna only; one
pass every 2 weeks per
spacecraft desired to
meet secondary
objective
Metric data requirement
is for one complete
horizon-to-horizon pass
every 4 days, separated
by not more than 90 h.
No single station shall be
used for more than three
consecutive passes. At
8 1/3 bits/s, two com-
mutator cycles are of
112 min duration; at
33 1/2 bits/s, 28 min
May not be performed
Mission design assumes
three 26-m antennas and
one 64-m antenna for
standard operations and
plans to take advantage
of any additional support
that may become
available
1 sample /s data required
in real time
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Table 11. Doppler and angle data, accuracy requirements
Data A c c u r a c y
Correlat ion
Width, Т
(mm)
2
 CT Noise
Two !Way Doppler
(Hz)b
Three!Wa y Doppler
(Нх) Ь
Angles
(deg)
To support
pr imary mission
objectives
р г
I O
!
0 01
0. 01
0. 01
0. 01
0. 05
0.2
To support
secondary mission
objectives
< io 0. 005
0. 005
0. 005
0. 005C
0. 01
0. 06
a All 1 a standard deviations are for tracking data taken above 5° local elevation.
Based on 1 sample per minute.
Deviation from a constant bias, bias <• 0. 01 cps for primary mission objectives
and < 0. 003 cps for secondary mission objectives, throughout the pass.
Table 12. Ranging data accuracy requirements
Characteristic
Stability
Absolute
accuracy
Particular Case
Sample Period:
10 sec
10 4 sec
105 sec
(1!2 days)
S/N:
Strong
Weak
To Support Primary
Mission Requirements
Noise (1
 C T)
0. 7 ns ! 0. 1 m
5 ns ! 0. 8 m
40 ns !6m
100 ns ! 15m
300 ns ! 45 m
To Support Secondary
Mission Requirements
Noise (1
 CT )
0. 3 ns
1 ns
8 ns
10 ns
200 ns
q
Note: 1 manosecond (ns) = 10 sec =0. 15 meters (m)
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Table 13. SFOF computer requirements
Mission phase
Launch through midcourse,
second midcourse, encounter,
and tracking periods during
cruise
Tracking periods dur ing
cruise
Cruise
Prelaunch and launch
Mission operations testing
Computer
configuration
7044
7044/7094
7040/7094
(direct coupled mode)
7044/7094
7044/7094
Requirement
Continuous real-time
processing of telemetry.
Periodic processing of
metric data
Two 6-h periods/week prior
to encounter. Six 6-h
periods between E + 23 and
E + 33 days, and one 6-h
and one 12-h period between
E + 33 days to E + 90 days
Two 12-h periods/week
Real-time processing
Process data from com-
patibility test between the
spacecraft system and the
DSN test capability in
CTA-21
Remarks
Data acquired by
DSS 71 at ETR
during prelaunch
tests and first
phase of launch
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III. TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEM OPERATIONS PLAN
A. Planning Act iv i t ies
1. Support of mission design. The f l ight
project requirements on the TDS summarized in
the previous section resulted ultimately in a
Tracking and Data System Operations Plan.
Although the plan is the anticipated support of the
project in response to the requirements, the for!
mulation of the plan was part of a closely coordi!
nated effort in support of the total mission opera!
tion and design. Mission Operations was defined
as an activity dis t inct from the management ele!
ment, MOS, and included (1) a Data System, (2)
a Software System, and (3) an Operations System.
Since the Data System was defined to include all
earth!base d equipment provided by all systems of
the project for the receipt, handling, transmis!
sion, processing, and display of spacecraft data
and related data dur ing Mission Operations, the
TDS constituted the major portion of the Data
System, excepting only some relatively small
amounts of mission!dependent equipment sup!
plied by the f l ight project. In the near!earth
phase, facilities of the AFETR and MSFN were
included. The Software System included all com!
puter programs and associated documentation pro!
vided by either the MOS or TDS for the accom!
plishment of Mission Operations. The Operations
System was defined to include the personnel,
plans, and procedures provided by the MOS and
TDS required for the execution of the Mission
Operations. The responsibi l i t ie s and management
arrangements for these three areas are shown in
Fig. 14. The design act ivi t ies for the Data Sys!
tem were conducted by the DSN Project Engineer!
ing Team. Table 14 shows that each Design Team
included representatives f rom each of the three
technical systems supporting the project Mission
Operations.
The Mission Operations design process which
the DSN supported through these three teams is
shown in Fig. 15. The Mission Operations De!
sign Team formulated system! level functional
requirements for the Data, Software, and Opera!
tions Systems. From these requirements, as
well as from the project requirements stated in
the Support Instrumentation Requirements Docu!
ment (SIRD), the DSN Design Team formulated
the DSN configuration and the near!earth coordi!
nator formulated the Launch Support Plan. These
plans, taken together, constituted the TDS Opera!
tions Plan.
2. Support plans. The principal elements
of the TDS planning are set forth in the NASA Sup!
port Plan, DSN Operations Plan for the Mariner
1969 Project, DSN Test Plan for the Mariner
1969 Project, and the Near!Earth Phase Opera!
tions Plan for the Mariner 1969 Project. Addi!
tional provisions of the plan included interface
descriptions between the deep space and near!
earth phases of the TDS with the Spacecraft and
Mission Operations Systems and Compatibility
Test Plan for testing the interface design. Sup!
port by the MSFN was covered separately by an
Operations Plan for Mariner Mars 1969.
The NASA Support Plan (NSP) stated the gen!
eral capabilities to be supplied by the TDS, in
response to the project requirements stated in the
SIRD. All the major and significant project
requirements were met by operational capabilities
of the TDS, or in some cases, experimental DSN
equipment such as planetary ranging or time syn!
chronization. Although the plan could not commit
24!h tracking coverage of two spacecraft during
the periods original ly requested, it did include
provisions for equipping DSS 42 and 61 with equip!
ment for support of Mariner 1969 when they were
not required for supporting other projects . De!
tails of the support are set forth in the individual
Operations Plans of the AFETR, MSFN, and DSN
(Tables 15, 16, and 17).
B. Near!Earth Phase Configuration
1. AFETR telemetry data system. Space!
craft telemetry data acquired by AFETR stations
or range instrumentation ships were routed to the
DSN via DSS 71 at Cape Kennedy from where they
were transmitted to the SFOF in Pasadena. As
shown in Fig. 16, the down!range stations at
Ascension Island, Grand Bahama Island, Antigua,
and the range instrumentation ships transmitted
data to TEL!4 on Merrit Island via COMSAT, sub!
marine cable, or high! f requency transmissions.
At TEL!4, the AFETR Telemetry Coordinator,
under the direction of the JPL Telemetry Coordi!
nator, selected the best source for transmission
using the routing and switching capabilities shown
in Fig. 17.
As shown in Fig. 18, data were also routed
to Building АО for use by the spacecraft test team
at the System Test Complex. This capability was
required for pre!launch tests and flight analysis.
As shown in Fig. 18, two lines and modems
were used from TEL!4 to provide redundancy.
Data from the TCP in DSS 71 were transmitted to
the SFOF as well as Bldg АО via a NASCOM high!
speed data line. Figure 19 shows the full launch
configuration.
Table 18 shows the prime source of real!time
spacecraft data, optimized for station view. No
AFETR backup was provided for the Twin Falls
instrumentation ship or the Ascension Station.
2. AFETR tracking system for generating
radar metric data. Metric data during powered
f l ight for range safety support was to be provided
by the AFETR radars at Cape Kennedy (1. 16,
MOD!IV) , Patrick Air Force Base (0. 18), Ken!
nedy Space Center (19. 18), Grand Turk (7. 18),
Antigua (91! 18), and Grand Bahama Island (see
Fig. 2 0 . ) The MSFN Bermuda radar was also
used for this support.
The radars that should be scheduled to pro!
vide real!time data on the initial injection orbit
were located at Bermuda, Grand Turk, Antigua,
Ascension, and the Twin Falls. The Antigua ra!
dar was primarily for providing free!flight data
after injection for most launch azimuths. Grand
Turk was also capable of prov id ing data coverage
for trajectories with large, positive flight!path
angles. In the event of a launch near the end of the
launch period, the Twin Falls radar would be pri!
marily for providing real!time data on the initial
injection orbit due to the northern launch azimuth.
The Centaur postdeflection near real!time
data coverage was provided by Ascension (12. 18)
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and Pretoria (13. 16). DSS 51 and the MSFN
S!ban d site at Ascension provided actual space!
craft tracking data to the SFOF and the Real!Time
Computing System (RTCS) after Centaur/Space!
cra f t separation (Fig. 20)
The RTCS 3100 computer was required to re!
format 38!character octal teletype data f rom Ber!
muda, Grand Turk, Antigua, Twin Falls, Ascen!
sion, and Pretoria to the JPL, decimal format and
t r a n s m i t these to Bldg АО for relay to the SFOF
at Pasadena.
The RTCS was to compute updated a c q u i s i t i o n
data u s i n g the in i t ia l i n j e c t i o n orbi t data to provide
the IRV for Ascens ion, Pre tor ia , and Twin Falls,
and predicts for DSS 51, DSS 62, and Ascension
It was also to compute in ject ion orbi t s and Centaur
def lect ion orbi ts from ava i lab le t rack ing data and
provide them to Bldg АО for relay to the SFOF in
the fo l lowing f o r m s :
(1) AFETR standard orbital parameter
message.
(2) Standard JPL, orb i ta l message.
(3) Mapping to Mars encounter
(4) I!Matrixes (on selected orbi t s only) .
Table 19 l ists the planned RTCS orbit computa!
tions .
Real!tim e 480 pulses/s acquis i t ion data were
distributed through the AFETR Radar Acquis i t ion
Data Distr ibut ion and Control Center (Fig. 21).
The AFETR radar t ra jectory acquis i t ion system
also permitted real!time acquis i t ion data to be
interchanged between d i f f e r e nt AFETR radars
through Antigua.
C. Manned Space Flight Network
Support from the MSFN station at Ascens ion
Island (Fvg. 22) was required in the near!earth
phase to obtain metr ic data and spacecraft S!band
telemetry. It was also required in the f i r s t part
of the Deep Space Phase (defined as starting with
two!wa y acquis i t ion) to provide additional metric
data and telemetry coverage. As shown in Figs.
23 and 24, the period between DSS 51 set and DSS
41 r i se , although covered by DSS 12, was expected
to have poss ib ly degraded data as a resul t of the
low elevation angles from the northern hemi!
sphere stations. The A s c e n s i o n station partially
f i l led this gap when near!earth metric data were
important to orbit!determination accuracy. A
command capability was also required to back up
DSS 51 in South A f r i c a .
1. MSFN telemetry system. The MSFN
Telemetry System was required to process only
engineer ing telemetry at 33 1/3 bi ts/s . Since the
MSFN employs the Unified S!Band System (USB),
RF carr ier reception and detection are the same
as in the DSN. The telemetry signal, however,
was handled by d i f f e r e n t equipment; the composite
telemetry signal was provided to the demodulator
and PCM telemetry equipment for process ing.
Figure 25 shows telemetry data flow from the
receiver through the telemetry remote site data
processor, the output of which is transmitted via
NASCOM to the SFOF.
The operations performed by the MSFN
Telemetry System were:
(1) Synchronization of all te lemetry data as
required.
(2) Identif ication of the spacecraft .
(3) Time! tagg ing of data.
(4) Detection of eng ineer ing te lemetry
f rames .
(5) Selective decommutation of e n g i n e e r i n g
telemetry data.
(6) Output and display of selected e n g i n e e r i n g
parameters for station operation.
(7) Formatting and output of all te lemetry
data received by the station for t rans!
miss ion to the SFOF via high!speed data
line. Figure 26 shows that these data
are capable of be ing transmitted either
via COMSAT to GSFC or by h i g h ! f r e !
quency channel via Antigua and Kennedy
Space Center d i rec t ly to the SFOF.
2. MSFN command system. The MSFN
Command System shown in Fig. 27 made use of
the RWV equipment supplied by the project and a
configurat ion essent ia l ly the same as that of a
DSN station. The functions required were main!
tenance of the command tape l i b r a r y , receipt of
command instructions from the DSIF Network
Control ler, ver i f icat ion of command contents,
and t ransmiss ion of commands to the spacecraft .
The interface between the project and the
stations existed in the remote site data processor
program, specifically at the block header in the
data stream.
3. MSFN tracking system. The MSFN
Tracking System consisted of the MSFN elements
which provided Ascension unified S!Band radio
metric data to the DSN, the AFETR RTCS, and
the Goddard Real!Time System (CRTS) Figure
28 shows the station configuration for the Track!
ing System. Data were transmitted via teletype
to the SFOF, CRTS, and the RTCS. The CRTS
was capable of generating angle predicts based on
project estimates of the spacecraf t t ra jectory
parameters.
Radio metric data acquired and placed on
punched paper tape were edited and converted to
a uniform internal computer form and stored in
the master radio metric data files (Fig. 29) which
later became the Master Data Record. Interfaces
with the project were the Radio metric data
Master File, validated t ra jectory estimates sup!
plied by the project for predicts, and the RF
interface with the spacecraft transponder.
4. MSFN simulation system. The s imula!
tion system for TDS tests with the MSFN used the
SDCC in the SFOF, and elements at A s c e n s i o n ,
GSFC, and NASCOM. The simulation system was
then supplemented as required by special, mis!
sion!dependen t simulation hardware and sof tware,
consistent with agreements between the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project and the TDS. Figures 30 and
31 show the configuration for Mariner Mars 1969.
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The primary function of the simulation system
was to provide a means of exercising the elements
of ACN, GSFC, and NASCOM in a realistic opera-
tional configuration for the purposes of testing
hardware and computer programs, training per-
sonnel, and providing certification of ACN read-
iness for the support of the Mariner Mars 1969
Project. To accomplish these overall objectives,
the system provided interfaces through which sim-
ulated data, representative of that received dur ing
the actual mission, could be inserted into ACN for
processing and transmission to GSFC and the
SFOF. In addition, the simulation system pro-
vided those interfaces which were necessary for
the control of test sequencing. The simulation
system consisted of the following elements:
(1) The SDCC, located in the SFOF.
(2) Facilities for acquisition testing, angle
tracking simulation, and spacecraft
telemetry simulation located at ACN.
(3) Ground communication facilities provided
data transfer between the SFOF, GSFC,
and ACN.
The simulation system was also designed to
support various types of tests. These tests did
not preclude a further subdivision of test modes
as required to meet specific requirements, but
served as a guide in the usage of the simulation
system capabilities.
The ACN Interval Tests were designed to
evaluate the hardware and operational capabilities
of ACN as an entity. Support for such tests was
provided in the form of recorded data packages
produced in the SFOF SDCC.
The DSN/ACN Systems Tests were designed
to aid in the development and evaluation of over-
all DSN/ACN operational capabilities such as
monitoring, communications, or flight-path anal-
ysis. Such tests were normally conducted at the
discretion of the TDS Manager, and made use of
the SFOF SDCC, NASCOM, and the on-site simu-
lation capabilities in an integrated manner to
achieve test goals.
The SDCC prepared simulated data packages
in the form of magnetic and paper tape recordings
for later use in ACN tests. In addition, the SDCC
provided a coordination center for the control and
sequencing of simulations, tests, and exercises.
The SDCC had the capability to prepare ana-
log magnetic tapes containing simulated telemetry
data. Telemetry data were recorded on 7-channel
or 14-channel analog tape, containing voice label-
ing, a time track, pilot tones for servo speed con-
trol and flutter compensation, and simulated data.
Acquisition testing and training made use of
a test transponder carried by a transport aircraft
or a satellite.
Tracking simulation for angles only was ac-
complished using the Antenna Position Program-
mer. In this technique, a set of time-tagged point-
ing angles were recorded on punched paper tape.
By the use of a digital computer, the punched
paper tape was read in real time, actual antenna
angles were sensed, and an antenna-pointing
error was developed. This error signal was
applied ,to the Antenna Servo Subsystem, causing
the ground antenna to track in accordance with the
taped data. The Tracking Data Processor was
used in its normal operational configuration to
sense the resulting angles, and to format and
transmit them by teletype to GSFC and the SFOF.
In addition, simulated radio metric data, including
time, angles, doppler, and range were generated
and recorded on punched paper tape at GSFC and
transmitted from ACN to the SFOF.
Telemetry simulation at the stations was
characterized by the sources from which it was
derived. These sources were, in order of their
importance:
(1) Analog magnetic tape containing raw
PCM data, base-band data synchronizing
signals, voice labeling, a time track,
recorder servo speed control line, and
a flutter compensation tome.
(2) Data generated at stations by special
mission dependent test equipment.
(3) The composite telemetry signal resulting
from the application of the techniques
described could be introduced into the
ACN data stream at any one of several
points. Insertion of this signal as modu-
lation in the S-Band Transponder/
Transmitter Subsystem resulted in a
modulated RF signal which was passed
through the entire ACN RF system,
resulting in a realistic entry of the data
into the various data processing elements.
However, various other alternatives
existed.
A capability was provided for playing pre-
recorded analog telemetry tapes. Data derived
from this source could be used to modulate a test
transponder or could be transmitted to mission-
dependent equipment.
The Test Transponder/Transmitter Subsys-
tem was used as a means of introducing simulated
telemetry modulation into the RF System, and of
providing closed-loop RF test capabilities.
A mission-dependent telemetry simulator for
generation, formatting and insertion of telemetry
data into the simulation system was used where
this function was not adequately provided by the
mission-independent capabilities.
5. MSFN operations control system. The
MSFN Operations Control System provided infor-
mation for operational control of the MSFN, for
management planning, and for MSFN systems
analysis. This information was supplied by oper-
ations documentation systems status reporting,
configuration control, and scheduling.
The Operations Control System ensured that
two functions were accomplished (1) preparing
the network for mission support, and (2) provid-
ing network support. The f i rs t of these functions
was accomplished through the ad hoc committee
for the Mariner Mars 1969 Project. The second
function was provided through the network
direction group.
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The network was prepared for support to meet
the requirements in the SIRD and supplementary
documentation. The composition of the network
(stations, station systems, ground communica-
tions, computer systems) was determined by the
ad hoc committee. When a change to the stations'
existing configuration was required, it was docu-
mented and controlled through the MSFN Config-
uration Management System. The faci l i t ies
required for support were scheduled on the Six-
Month Mission Forecast by the committee chair-
man. The means by which the support was pro-
vided were defined in operations documentation
prepared by the committee.
For Mariner Mars 1969, station configuration
changes were required at ACN These changes
were approved by the MSFN Configuration Control
Committee composed of chiefs of the major line
organizations within the Manned Flight Support
Directorate. The detailed changes were described
in Engineering Instructions (El). After El were
approved, they were released to ACN and the net-
work direct ion group for scheduling and imple-
mentation.
The Six-Month Mission Forecast was prepared
weekly and transmitted by teletype by the MSFN
Operations Center. Inputs to the forecast were
provided by the chairman of the ad hoc committees
for each mission requi r ing MSFN support. The
forecast served to identify potential conflicts and
provided planning information for the stations,
NASA centers, and the network direction group.
Four operation documents were prepared for
the Mariner Mars 1969 Project and were provided
to the TDS Manager (as a commitment of MSFN
support), network direction group, and stations
(as an instruction specifying how support is to be
provided). The documents were as follows:
(1) System Description. Described the con-
figurations required to provide the com-
mitted support.
(2) Test Plan. Described the tests to be
conducted to ver i fy that ACN was ready
for interface tests with the SFOF and the
Mariner Mars 1969 Project.
(3) Operations and Engineering Interface
Agreement. Described the detailed oper-
ations and engineering interfaces between
ACN and the Mariner Mars 1969 Project.
(4) Network Operations Plan (NOP). De-
cribed how the required support was to
be provided by elements of MSFN to the
Mariner Mars 1969 Project.
Operational support of Mariner Mars 1969 by
the MSFN was provided under the direction of the
Network Director. The control over elements of
the MSFN was exercised by the Network Control-
ler, to schedule the elements as requested by the
Mariner Mars 1969 Project, to determine the
operational status of the systems required for
support, and direct the activities of the elements
such that the support was provided in accordance
with the NOP. For Mariner Mars 1969, direct
voice coordination between the SFOF and ACN was
planned to minimize time between a Mariner Mars
1969 Project instruction and initiation of the ACN
supporting action. However, the overall
operational control of the MSFN (including ACN)
remained with the Network Controller
The MSFN facilities were scheduled on the
weekly test and mission schedule. This schedule
was transmitted by the MSFN Operations Center
each Thursday for the following Monday through
Sunday. Inputs were due at MSFN Operations
Center (via teletype to GCEN) by 1300 GMT1 on
Wednesday.
Starting at launch -5 (L -5) days, the status
of the MSFN support for Mariner Mars 1969 was
provided to the TDS Manager with information to
the DSIF Operations Planning Project Engineer
each day by teletype. The report defined the
MSFN as green except with a listing of ''red -
can support" and " r e d — cannot support" systems.
In addition to the line organization, which
provided administrative control of the MSFN
elements, the MSFN had two functional organiza-
tions which were responsible for MSFN support
mission operations. The f i r s t of these organiza-
tions was the ad hoc committee which was formed
to prepare the MSFN for support of the mission
The second functional organization was the net-
work direction group which operationally directed
the network during mission support.
a. Ad hoc committee. This committee was
composed of representatives from organizations
within GSFC which influenced network configura-
tion and operation. For the Mariner Mars 1969
Project, the committee members and their areas
of responsibility are as follows:
Members
W.
S.
R.
A.
R.
L.
D.
b.
compos
Bradley
Norman
Mazur
Dyka
Capo
Stewart
Richards
Responsibility
Mission Planning (Chairman)
Contractor Representative
Central Computer Support
Engineering Support
Postrmssion Data Handling
Support
NASCOM Support
On-Site Systems Operations
Support
Network direction group. This group was
ed of personnel which directed the support
provided by operational elements of the MSFN.
Members of the Network Direction Group had the
following titles:
(1) Network Director.
(2) Network Controller
(3) Network Support Team
All times in this report are expressed in Green-
wich Mean Time.
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(a) USB Advisor (RF)
(b) USB Advisor (Digital)
(c) Status Monitor
(d) Schedules
(e) Documentation Coordinator
(f) Telemetry Advisor
(g) Radar Advisor
(h) RSDP Advisor
(4) Communications Manager.
(5) Computer (GSFC) Advisor.
The interfaces between the Mariner Mars
1969 Project and the MSFN Operations Control
System were as follows:
(1) SIRD, supplementary Mariner Mars 1969
Project documentation, and MSFN com-
mitment documentation.
(2) Mariner Mars 1969 Project weekly
schedule input.
(3) MSFN daily status report.
D. Deep Space Network
The DSN Operations Plan includes the config-
uration of the Network Systems, configuration and
implementation of the Facilities Systems, and
operational procedures formulated for support of
the specific project. The system design formu-
lated for support of the project is presented most
clearly in terms of the configurations of the DSN
Network Systems. The six Network Systems are
Telemetry, Tracking, Command, Simulation,
Monitor, and Operations Control. The implemen-
tation of these systems is accomplished primarily
by the three facilities of the DSN, the Deep Space
Instrumentation Facility (DSIF), the Ground Com-
munications Facility (GCF), and the SFOF. Each
of the facilities designed, implemented, and oper-
ated facility subsystems which performed the
functions required by the Network System Design.
The DSN also accepted for operation and
maintenance, some project-supplied, mission-
dependent hardware and software. As part of the
overall Telemetry System, the project supplied
telemetry simulators for DSN checkout, TCP
computer programs for operation at the DSS and
the mission-dependent portion of the computer
program for the real-time telemetry processing in
the SFOF. In the Command System, mission-
dependent hardware (RWV equipment) was sup-
plied. Other project-supplied and operated com-
puter programs for telemetry analysis and use of
the DSN Simulation System were integrated by the
DSN into the overall software and data system.
1. DSN telemetry system. The DSN tele-
metry System provides the capability for acquisi-
tion, conversion, handling, display, distribution,
processing, and selection of telemetry data.
Telemetry data are defined as the engineering and
science information, including video, received
from flight spacecraft via the telecommunications
links. Telemetry data may be coded or uncoded;
in the case of the Mariner Mars 1969 Project, a
Telemetry System for deep space flight for the
f i r s t time included a block-coded channel.
Figure 32 sets forth the functions performed
by the DSN Telemetry System. At the DSS of the
DSIF, data are recovered from the carrier and
subcarrier. The data stream is synchronized,
some of it may be decommutated for display at
the station for local operational control, an orig-
inal data record (ODR) is recorded and the data
are formatted for transmission by high-speed
data line or TTY through the GCF to the SFOF.
At the SFOF, a Master Data Record is generated,
data are decommutated and displayed to the pro-
ject for mission analysis and control, and to the
DSN for DSN System control and performance
evaluation.
Figure 33 shows the configuration at the DSS
equipped with 26-m antennas. During cruise, a
single receiver, subcarrier demodulator assembly
(SDA) and TCP chain suffice to handle the engi-
neering telemetry channel at 33 1/3 or 8 1/3
bits/s. The second channel was available as a
backup. During encounter, however, the second
channel was designed to handle science data at
either 66 2/3 or 270 bits/s. The output of the two
channels was then combined in a block multiplexer
and forwarded to the GCF through the error-
detector-encoder-decoder (EDED). The ODR
could also be played back through the TCP to pro-
vide non-real-time data in the event of a commu-
nications circuit interruption.
Prime telemetry data were routed by high-
speed data line (Fig. 34) to the SFOF where the
IBM 7044 computer of the Central Processing
System formatted and outputed the data for dis-
play on 100- words/mm teletypes in the Mission
Support Area. The TTY circuits were provided
as backup for telemetry data and reached the
SFOF via the communications processors for dis-
play as raw data.
The configuration at the Mars station at
Goldstone, equipped with the 64-m antenna (DSS
14), is shown in Fig. 35. Four instead of two
subcarrier SDA units were provided there. The
configuration also included the two experimental
high-rate correlator units for processing video
data at 16,200 bits/s. In order to handle these
data, each TCP was equipped with two, instead
of one, digital recorders.
A significant innovation to the DSN Telemetry
System's support of the Mariner Mars 1969
Project was the implementation of multi-mission
telemetry demodulation equipment. In the past,
spacecraft tracked by JPL had a telemetry system
with wide ranges of subcarrier frequencies , data
rates, and types of modulation. Because each pro-
ject usually selected different parameters for its
telemetry design, the ground demodulation equip-
ment d i f fered. Ground stations assigned to a par-
ticular mission were equipped with mission-depen
dent demodulation equipment varying from 5 to 20
racks/station. Although providing greater design
freedom, the system was costly in equipment, in-
stallation and training time. The inflexibility was
also limited since the mission could be supported
only at stations containing that equipment.
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Mariner IV, Pioneer, Lunar Orbiter, Apollo,
Mariner Venus 1967, Mariner Mars 1969, and
future spacecraft used, or will use, PCM-PM-
PM as the telemetry mode. Recognition of this
mode by most projects as a standard for teleme-
try transmission makes possible general-purpose
mission-independent equipment capable of meet-
ing the requirements of all of these projects at
each DSN station.
The Multiple-Mission Telemetry System
(MMTS) at the DSS consists of a subcarrier de-
modulation loop which accepts 10-MHz signals
from the receiver, phase-modulated with one or
more squarewave subcarriers which, in turn, are
phase-modulated with data. The demodulation is
accomplished in a manner that does not lose power
in the squarewave harmonics. In the design im-
plemented for support of the Mariner 1969 Pro-
ject bit synchronization is accomplished by soft-
ware in a computer operating in conjunction with
special-purpose digital equipment. To change
from one spacecraft to another, it is only neces-
sary to change the computer program and reset
the subcarrier VCO, certain bandwidths, and
time constants. A separate channel for subcar-
rier and bit synchronization is not required from
the spacecraft; therefore, this power may be used
to increase the power in the information channels.
A fixed-phase relationship between subcarrier and
bit timing is no longer required. This removes the
requirement for rigid bit timing in the various
spacecraft data sources and results in simplifica-
tion of the spacecraft subsystem interfaces.
As originally installed, the system will handle
the following signals:
Function
Engineering
Telemetry
Non- video
Science data
Subcarrier, kHz
20 to 40
40 to 80
Data Rate, bits/s
8 to 500
32 to 512
In addition to the above requirements, the
subcarrier demodulation only is designed to handle
video science data at subcarriers of 80 to 1, 000
kHz and rates of 512 bits to 100 kbits/s This
capability is included to handle future high-data
rate requirements and was actually used on this
project to meet the requirement to handle 16, 200
bits/s. Figure 36 shows the functional block dia-
gram of the MMTS equipment. The equipment
consists of three major hardware elements: (1)
Subcarrier Demodulator Assembly (SDA), (2)
Computer and Peripheral Digital Equipment
Assembly, and (3) a rack of test equipment. The
input signal is an RF signal at the IF frequency
(10 MHz) of the DSS receiver. The signal contains
telemetry data in the form of a binary waveform
which biphase-modulates a squarewave subcar-
rier. The modulated subcarrier, also of a binary
waveform, in turn modulates the carrier. The
MMTS SDA recovers the original binary teleme-
try waveform by synchronously demodulating both
the carrier and subcarrier. The DSS receiver
provides a reference signal at 10 MHz to demod-
ulate the carrier. The reference signal to demod-
ulate the subcarrier is provided by the subcarrier
demodulator loop. Since the subcarrier is
detected before the 10 MHz IF signal, power in
the squarewave subcarrier harmonics is not lost.
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The computer and peripheral digital equipment
assembly accepts the data stream output from the
SDA. It generates a clock at the data rate fre-
quency, and in phase with the telemetry data
transitions (bit synchronizations), detects the
telemetry data bits at each data clock time (bit
detection), searches for telemetry data frame
synchronization, and decommutates, formats,
and outputs the telemetry data in real-time to the
GCF for transmission to the SFOF. The com-
puter and peripheral digital equipment form part
of the telemetry and command data handling sub-
system (TCD) of the DSS and is designated as the
TCP. Functional, design, development, and test
details are given in Refs . 1 through 6.
The implementation of the MMTS was handled
as a project within the DSN and established early
in 1967. Prototype equipment was assembled and
tested during the remainder of that year. The
f i r s t operational type equipment was installed in
the Compatibility Laboratory (CTA-21) in the
firs t quarter of 1968. During the next two quar-
ters, equipment was installed in the three 26-m
antenna stations which provided prime support
(DSS 12, 41, and 62), at Cape Kennedy (DSS 71),
and at the 64-m antenna at Goldstone (DSS 14).
Later in the year, equipment was installed at the
backup stations at Tidbinbilla, Australia (DSS 42)
and Pioneer Station at Goldstone -(DSS 11). The
equipment was ready to support mission opera-
tions testing in November 1968. During the test-
ing phases, it was shown that the equipment met
its specifications and was characteristically with-
in a few tenths of a dB of its design parameters.
The achievement of a 16, 200-bits/s data rate
was made possible by careful examination of the
telecommunications system design and implemen-
tation of some recommended changes and im-
provements. The results of the study are sum-
marized in Table 20 which is the comparison of
simplified design control tables for the 270- and
16, 200 - bits/s channels with the 8 1/3-bits/s
channel from Mariner IV included to extend the
comparison. The quantities m Table 20 are re-
lated by the standard communication equation
s = PTM R
An unusually fruitful engineering experiment
on the Mariner Mars 1969 Project which resulted
in a significant advance in space communications
was the provision of a high-rate telemetry {HRT)
system capable of transmission rates of 16, 200
bits/s. In addition to advancing the technology of
deep space communications, the purpose of the
experiment was to permit additional flexibility m
mission operations by providing the capability to
return a full spacecraft tape recorder load of TV
pictures m 2 to 3 h. The standard mission was
designed to return the data at 270 bits/s, re-
quiring about 8 days of steady transmission for
one playback from one spacecraft.
The data rate of 16, 200 bits/s derives from
the parameters of the spacecraft tape recorder.
It is the record rate of the digital tape recorder
(DTR). The DTR records the non-video science
data and every seventh picture element of the TV
pictures. The HRT made possible real-time re-
ception of these data which contained low-resolu-
tion TV pictures.
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All of the TV data, or high!resolution TV
pictures, were recorded on an analog tape re!
corder (ATR). The capacity of this recorder was
1. 8 x 108 bits, contrasted with the 5. 6 x 10' bits
capacity of the DTK. The standard plan required
the DTK to be played back f i r s t at 270 bits/s to
obtain non!video data, and then to be refilled and
played back as often as necessary to empty the
ATR. This process would have required about
8 days. Since the ATR transfers data to the DTR
at 16, 200 bits/s, the HRT provided the capabil!
ity to play back all of the ATR data directly in
approximately 2 1/2 h. This was actually accom!
plished for each spacecraft several times.
In Table 20, the received sideband power is
multiplied by the duration of a bit TJJ to give the
received signal energy per bit. The receiver
system noise temperature is multiplied by
Boltzmann's constant to give the receiver noise
spectral density. Dividing the receiver energy
per bit by the noise spectral density yields the
appropriate figure of merit for a digital commun!
ication system STB/No! Dividing the figure of
merit achieved by that required for a specified bit
error rate gives the margin. The two columns
labeled Д give the change from one system to the
next with the change considered as positive if it
favors the second system.
The increase in capability from 8 1 / 3 bits/s
on the Mariner IV to 16, 200 bits/s for the high!
rate channel on the Mariner Mars 1969 is due to
many factors. These are discussed for each line
in Table 20.
The transmitter power has been approxi!
mately doubled since the Mariner IV. This factor,
of course, results in a doubling of the capability.
The modulation index was changed to in!
crease the sideband power from ! 5. 3 to !1.80 dB
relative to the total power, in going from column
1 to 2 in Table 20. This was possible for two
reasons. First, the Mariner Mars 1969 telem!
etry system does not use a separate synchroniz!
ing channel, so the power which was devoted to
that in Mariner IV is available for the data signal.
The second reason has to do with providing
enough power in the carrier for the receiver to
track in order to produce a reference signal for
synchronous demodulation. If the data rate is
comparable to the bandwidth of the carrier track!
ing loop, the power allocated to the carrier must
be comparable to that allocated to the data signal.
That, of course, was the case for Mariner IV,
which used a 12!Hz carrier loop bandwidth. In the
270! and 16, 200 bits/s channels the carrier loop
used still has a bandwidth of 12 Hz, so much less
relative power must be allocated to the carrier. '
The design control table does not show a sig!
nificant change in the antenna gam even though a
larger antenna is used for the Mariner Mars 1969
mission. This is mostly because the increased
antenna gain was traded off against some other
factors, such as using a single pointing angle for
the antennas on two spacecraft even though they
arrive at Mars on different days.
This point is treated more fully in JPL Space
Programs Summary 37!45, Vol. IV, pp 276!289.
The range at encounter for Mariner Mars
1969 will be about half what it was for Mariner
IV. This increases the communications capa!
bility by 6. 84 dB even though it is not a change
in the communications technology per se.
The antenna gain does not change from
column 1 to 2 in Table 20 because both Mariners
are designed to operate with a network of 26!m
ground antennas. The 16, 200!bits/s channel is
intended to operate only with the 64!m antenna at
DSS 14. The increase in gain of 8. 50 dB is
slightly more than the area increase because of
the way that tolerances are handled. In the de!
tailed design control table, each parameter is
assigned a nominal value and a favorable and an
unfavorable tolerance. The system design is
constrained to provide adequate performance with
all of the parameters having their full unfavor!
able tolerances. This is the same philosophy
that is usually followed in engineering work; e. g.,
in designing a structure where all elements are
derated by an appropriate factor. The unfavor!
able tolerances are included in all parameters
in Table 20. Because there is only one 64!m
antenna, and it is under the direct supervision of
the JPL antenna engineers, it has a lower unfa!
vorable tolerance than that which must be used in
dealing with the worst of a network of antennas
located around the world. There is another
reason why the tolerance is less in this particu!
lar case . When an antenna is moved from point!
ing at the zenith to pointing at the horizon, the
sag due to gravity changes and the gain changes.
The reflector plates are usually set at an eleva!
tion angle of 45 deg, and a tolerance is assigned
to cover the effects of sag at both higher and lower
angles. When the 26!m antennas are used, con!
tinuous operation must be provided and tolerances
are assigned to cover the effects of sag down to
within a few degrees of the horizon. In the case
of the 16, 200!bits/s channel, the total time re!
quired to play back the data f rom the analog re!
corder in the spacecraft is less than 3 h. More!
over, the playback time can be selected to take
place when the antenna angle is above 25 deg,
which further reduces the required unfavorable
tolerance. In addition, if there were an unusually
high wind, say above 72 km/h on the day when
playback was desired, the playback could be de!
layed for a day. This also allows a lower un!
favorable tolerance than that required for an 85!
ft!dia m antenna which must operate continuously.
The effectof these several factors is to give the
64!m diam antenna a higher usable gain. The cost
of this gain is a set of restrictions on the opera!
tions. Since the playback time is both short and
selectable, the restrictions are acceptable.
The entry in Table 20 labeled receiver loss
includes several factors. The most important is
the degradation in the process of demodulation
from the carrier due to the fact that the carrier
tracking loop provides a noisy reference. The
Mariner IV was constrained to have a low signal!
to!nois e ratio in the carrier tracking loop, and
even though the power allocation was optimized,
the effect was equivalent to a loss of more than
2 dB. In the 270!bits/s channel, even though the
power allocation is reoptimized with proportion!
ately less power in the carrier, the carrier has
more absolute power, and the effect of the
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reference produced by the carrier loop is equiva-
lent to a loss of less than 0. 5 dB. The effect of
the carrier loop is similarly small in the case of
16, 200-bits/s channel. A second factor is the
signal-to-noise ratio in the bandwidth of the sub-
carrier tracking loop. In the case of the Mariner
IV, this loop was constrained to have a poor sig-
nal-to-noise ratio. In addition, although a square-
wave subcarrier was used, the demodulation pro-
cess recovered only the power that was carried in
the fundamental of the squarewave. The total
result was equivalent to a loss of more than 1 dB.
In the Mariner Mars 1969, a different method of
tracking the subcarrier is used; this method uses
the entire sideband power, and thus inherently
has a higher signal-to-noise ratio. In addition,
the demodulation process recovers the power in
all of the harmonics of the subcarrier up through
at least the fifth and thus loses very little. The
combined result is to have a much smaller
equivalent signal loss for either channel. Finally,
there are small losses associated with bit or
symbol tracking, data detection, and circuitry
imperfections in all three channels. In summary,
the higher ratio of data rate to carrier loop band-
width permits the reduction in effective loss due
to a noisy carrier reference, and improved
methods of tracking the subcarrier and bits or
symbols and of detecting the data permits the
recovery of more of the sideband power.
The system temperature is decreased sig-
nificantly in the case of the 16, 200-bits/s channel.
This is due to two factors. The first is that, be-
cause the 64-m diam antenna will not be required
to transmit during the short time while it is re-
ceiving the high-rate data, no diplexer is required
and a listen-only feed system of advanced design
can be used. The second is that, since the mini-
mum elevation angle is 25 deg, the antenna need
not look obliquely through the atmosphere. It
should be noted that this also implies some oper-
ational restrictions, namely, the antenna cannot
be used for transmitting during the reception of
high-rate data and the channel is operable only
above a 25-deg elevation angle. The latter re-
striction is the same as that imposed by the
antenna gain tolerance. There is an additional
restriction: the temperature of the receiving
system will begin to rise if the rainfall rate ex-
ceeds 2. 5 mm/h but this is unlikely in the
Mojave desert in August.
The final factor to be considered is the re-
quired STg/N0. In all cases the channel is
required to transmit data with an error rate not
exceeding 5 x 10" . If bit by bit detection is used,
the required STg/No is 5. 20 dB after all losses
or equivalent losses are considered. If the data
are encoded into a biorthogonal code in blocks of
6 bits, the required STg/NQ 1S reduced to 3. 0
dB for a word error rate of 10-2, which is equi-
valent to a bit error rate of 5 X 10 . Thus, all
other factors being equal, the block coding re-
duces the signal level required by 2. 2 dB.
The margin shown for each channel is the
margin at encounter. The margin generally de-
creases after encounter. Sufficient margin must
be provided to maintain a positive margin over
the playback period. Since the 16, 200-bits/s
channel recovers the data in 3 h, only a small
margin is required even if it is desired to play the
data back on several successive days.
The purpose of this discussion has been to
show the rationale used in the study which indi-
cated the feasibility of a high-rate channel for
the Mariner Mars 1969 Project. The data in
Table 20 are considered illustrative. Subsequent
to the study, the data were refined as develop-
ment proceeded. The end results are discussed
in Section VI. However, the principal factors
permitting the higher data rate are use of (1) a
64-m antenna instead of a 26-m antenna, (2) a
20-W instead of a 10-W TWT amplifier in the
spacecraft, (3) an improved ground receiving
system noise temperature, and (4) block coding
of the data stream. The code used is a biorthog-
onal, comma-free (32, 6) Reed-Muller code
(Ref. 13). Each 6 bits of the serial bit teleme-
try stream are encoded into one of 64, 32-sym-
bol words. These words are transmitted by the
spacecraft radio system at a rate of 86, 400 sym-
bols/s. On the ground, the carrier and subcar-
rier are detected by the receiver and SDA, and
the data are fed to the high-rate correlator (HRC)
(Fig. 37). In the HRC, the symbol loop tracks
the transitions in the data waveform and provides
symbol timing to the word timer, which
triggers the cross-correlation detector. In
essence, the cross-correlator compares the
incoming word with each of the 64 words which
could have been received. The maximum cor-
relation of this process is determined in the
largest selector which then causes the appro-
priate 6 bits to be issued from the decoder for
recording on magnetic tape.
Whereas in the MMTS many of the functions
were implemented in the software of a general-
purpose computer, in the HRT the high symbol
rates require most functions to be implemented
in special-purpose digital equipment. In Fig. 37,
only the functions marked (a) were implemented by
software. As shown in Fig. 36, these functions
were implemented in the SDS 920 computers of
the TCP. In the HRT configuration, however, the
computer is not configured as a TCP; instead, it
is fully occupied formatting and recording the data
and accomplishing the acquisition control and fil-
ter functions shown. References 7 through 13
provide additional system details.
Implementation of the high-rate telemetry
system was accomplished by a project
established for that purpose. Three units
were designed and fabricated. A laboratory/
prototype set was completed in October 1967
and made available for testing in January 1968
in CTA-21. When two field sets became
available, they replaced the laboratory set
in CTA-21, which was removed for further
testing in the development laboratories.
One field set was sent to DSS 71 for pre-launch
checkout; the other remained at CTA-21
to support spacecraft system testing. After
launch, both field sets were installed at
DSS 14.
Telemetry data acquired by the DSIF was
transmitted to the SFOF for processing by the
GCF. The GCF equipment was located both
at the DSS and in the SFOF; data were trans-
mitted via circuits provided by NASCOM.
Telemetry data transmitted via the high-speed
data line were considered prime; the TTY data
processed through the communications proces-
sors provided a backup capability.
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Figures 38 and 39 show the high-speed data
line terminals at the DSS and the SFOF. At the
DSS, the block multiplexer permits time-sharing
of the high-speed data (HSD) line by the two data
streams provided by the dual TCP units at each
station. The dual string capability was not re-
quired until encounter when the science subsys-
tem of the spacecraft was turned on. During
cruise, it was only necessary to process engi-
neering data at 8 1/3 or 33 1/3 bits/s. The
block multiplexer provides the capability to
permit up to four computers to time-share the
transmit side of the HSD interface. Time-
sharing is accomplished by multiplexing the
block formatted data generated by each computer
with filter blocks generated by the block
multiplexer.
The encoder controls the flow of data from
the selected source by providing a "clear to
send" signal to that source. The encoder
commences encoding and checks the first 24 bits
for correct sync pattern. It inserts the
appropriate information for use by the decoder.
The data set transmits the bit stream from the
encoder over voice frequency circuits.
The data set is a full duplex device so that,
at the SFOF, it accepts audio signals from the
voice frequency circuits and delivers serial
binary data. One data set contains both trans-
mitter and receiver. The decoder performs a
continuous decoding function and indicates when
a transmission error has occurred in a block of
data. Data blocks on Mariner Mars 1969 were
1200 bits.
Figure 34 shows that TTY data were
transmitted by the GCF through the appropriate
communications processors for display in the
SFOF as raw data. These data were a backup
to the formatted data provided through the high-
speed data lines. The communications
processors handled tracking as well as teleme-
try data. Their capabilities are described
under the overall GCF configuration description.
In the SFOF, the telemetry functions
indicated in Fig. 40 were accomplished using
the data processing system configuration shown
in Fig. 34. In accomplishing these functions,
spacecraft telemetry data received at the SFOF
Data Processing System (DPS) were processed
in real time, near-real time, and non-real time.
Real time processing was accomplished in
the IBM 7044 computer. Processing included
logging of the data, identification by spacecraft,
DSS, and data type, routing of the data to
correct destination, display of status indicators
in the Mission Support Area, complete decom-
mutation of all telemetry data, alarm checking
on selected data, detection and tagging of CC&S
readout data, and a provision of raw and
processed data to various project support areas.
Near-real time processing included
maintenance of a running history of the most
recent values for each measurement on the
spacecraft, and display of these data upon com-
mand in the Mission Support Area. It also
included reconstruction of the CC&S program
whenever the memory of that spacecraft
subsystem was read out.
Non-real-time processing included pro-
vision by the DSN of a validated original data
record and analysis of telemetry parameters,
including telecommunications predictions and
measurements, star identification, and gener-
ation of tabulated printouts, graphical plots,
and punched cards.
Teletype data were routed to the Mission
Support Area without processing in the 7044
computer.
The functions were performed by the DPS
shown in Figs. 40 through 42 and its associated
computer programs. It is described here,
although other DSN systems are also imple-
mented by some of its capabilities. Although
only two computer strings were used (X and Y),
some equipment is designed to operate with
three or more strings, and some of this
capability is shown in the description.
The input-output subsystem is shown in
Fig. 40. The decoder/synchronizer selection
panel controls the interface between the GCF
HSD circuits and the DPS of the SFOF. Four
of the six inputs may be selected for connection
to the HSD synchronizer assemblies. The HSD
synchronizers convert the data format from
that compatible with the high-speed circuits of
the GCF to that compatible with the IBM com-
puters of the DPS. The input is normally a
1200-bit block made up of fifty 24-bit words.
The block is converted into 36-bit words which
are transmitted in parallel to the 7288 data
communication channel (DCC). The synchron-
izer generates a data identification word which
follows each block and identifies the EDED and
synchronizer from which it originated, the
condition of the block sync code, and the pre-
sence or absence of the data carrier detected
signal. It also activates indicators which
inform operations controllers of the status and
condition of the data and control signal and the
response of the computers to the I/O request for
transfer of data.
The Communications Processor (CP) inter-
face allows the CP to transmit and receive data
to and from the DPS computers on a demand-
and-response basis via the DCC. The data are
transferred in the serial mode at 40. 8 kbits/s.
Interlock lines provide a status signal to the DPS
which prevents overflow or loss of data at any
time the systems are not prepared to handle data
across the interface. Careful management of
message traffic across the interface is required
to prevent closing of the interface and possible
overflow of the DPS output buffers. Distribu-
tion of formatted data from the DPS to SFOF
teleprinters is made through the CP /DPS inter-
face. The TTY messages to the DSS, generated
by the DPS, also are switched through the CP
and its NASCOM and TTY interfaces.
The central timing subsystem furnishes
time information for universal time (GMT) and
the time since past or until future mission
events. The information is presented to the
computers for data time-tagging and to visual
displays in the operational areas for users re-
ference. Through this unit, SFOF-received
data blocks can be synchronized with Goldstone
clocks and the JPL time standard.
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The status sense unit senses and reports
the status of the major active I/O elements of
the DPS. Upon request from the Equipment
Status Monitor Program (ESMP) of the 7044
computer information is provided on a maximum
of 119 user area I/O devices (bulk printers,
plotters, I/O console, card readers, and ad-
ministrative printers). The information indi-
cates whether the device is operational, in use
or not, and assigned to X or Y string. The
status sense unit also reports status of the 7044
and 7094 computers themselves, subsystem
assignments of the HSD inputs, string assign-
ments of the clock, interval timer, HSD and
CP subchannels, and multiple device drivers.
Control of the computer configurations and
their peripheral equipment is exercised through
the data-processing switching subassembly (Fig.
43). Major elements of the subassembly are the
switch control unit (SCU) and the user area I/O
interface assembly. The SCU permits configur-
ing and switching up to three strings of IBM equip-
ment consisting of 7044/1301/7040/7094 units, as
shown in Fig- 41. Figure 44 shows the three
modes employed during operations, two stand-
alone and one direct-couple system. The Mode 2
stand-alone configuration is employed during the
high activity, critical phase activities of the mis-
sion operations. Mode 3/4 stand-alone configura-
tion is used during less-critical operations and
when the 7094 computer is used for analysis
activity. At this time, the 7044 computer con-
tinues its real-time telemetry function. The
direct-couple system is used during orbit-
determmation activities as an adjunct to the DSN
Tracking System. Availability of the 1301 disk
file in each of these configurations is indicated by
the switch positions in Fig. 41.
The user area I/O interface assembly pro-
vides the interface between the computing
system and the peripheral administrative
printers, card readers, user area I/O consoles,
and printers and plotters.
The computer programs that operated in the
DPS in support of the telemetry system functions
were as follows:
(1) DSN 7044 Mission-Independent
Processor Programs.
Card input pre-processor
Display driver
Input message processor
I/O executor
Mode change control
Milgo plot formatter
Recovery
SC 3070 (high-speed) printer
formatter
Simulation I/O monitor
System operation control
Table and program change
Telemetry station input processor
Track supervisory
Teletype output formatter
Teletype input formatter
(2) IBM 7044 Mission-Dependent Processor.
(3) IBM 7094 Processor.
An important set of agreements between the
DSN and the Mariner Mars 1969 Project regard-
ing the DSN telemetry system was the definition
of some specific interfaces. Spacecraft trans-
ponder and telemetry modulation/synchronization
techniques in the DSN RF and demodulation
characteristics were required to be compatible.
The project required certain status and perform-
ance parameters from the DSS such as received-
AGC and signal level; the DSN required from the
project, spacecraft AGC, and static phase error.
These latter items were decommutated by the
TCP at the DSS. Since the TCP computer pro-
gram was mission-dependent and supplied by the
project, an interface existed within the software
at the HSD synchronizer block header to perform
telemetry stream monitoring and data account-
ability. A similar interface existed for the
NASCOM teletype header. Mission-dependent
computer programs of the project were required
to conform to the 7044 and 7094 computers
design specifications and requirements.
2. DSN tracking system. The DSN Tracking
System provides the capability for generation,
handling, editing, calibration, display, distribu-
tion, validation, and. prediction of precision radio
metric data. Radio metric data are defined as
range, angle, and doppler data as well as asso-
ciated data such as lock status, time, frequency,
data condition, and calibration information. Fig-
ure 45 shows the functions performed by the DSN
Tracking System. Doppler range and angle data
are generated at the DSS and, during the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project, these data are recorded on
punched paper tape. The paper tape is then read
into the DCS and returned to the SFOF for display
and logging on magnetic tape (Figs. 46 and 47).
The Tracking System provides a one-way,
two-way, or three-way doppler. A one-way
doppler is generated when the ground receiver is
locked to the spacecraft transmitter signal, but
the transmitter frequency is determined by its
internal auxiliary oscillator. When the space-
craft receiver is locked to the ground transmitter,
and the spacecraft transmitter is controlled by
the receiver-voltage control oscillator in the
transponder mode, two-way doppler is obtained.
If one DSS is tracking the spacecraft in a two-way
mode, a second station which also has the space-
craft in view may lock its ground receiver to the
spacecraft transmitter signal in a three-way mode.
Three-way doppler data have proven quite useful
because of the nigh stability of the ground station
frequency reference even though the frequency
references of the two ground stations are not
coherent. The frequencies, however, are com-
pared by the time-synchronization system.
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Angle data may be provided by closed!loop
tracking throughout the flight. However, that
provided early in the mission is usually the most
useful. At later times, it is convenient to drive
the antenna with the antenna!pointing system,
particularly when the signal level is low.
The operational ranging system (Mark I!A)
is operable only up to approximately 1, 600, 000
km. In the case of Mariner 1969, therefore, it
was capable of providing data only for the f i r s t
few days of flight. Ranging data to planetary
distances was provided by an experimental
planetary ranging system at the 64!m antenna
(DSS 14) only. Both systems provide range data
by measuring the roundtrip transit time of the
signal by measuring the phase shift in a pseudo!
random code sequence. Data condition codes
are also provided indicating doppler, angle and
ranging modes, and gross data quality (good/bad
depending on receiver in and out of lock).
The accuracy requirements stated by the
project (Table 11) could in general be met. Table
21 shows the exceptions and the accuracies which
the DSN was able to provide. The ranging delay
errors are usually smaller than those due to the
spacecraft transponder in which the delay varies
with the function of the signal level. The time
synchronization of the operational system was
adequate to meet the prime requirement for 2 ms.
An experimental time synchronization system was
used to meet the secondary requirement of 20 \is.
Data transmitted by TTY to the SFOF were
converted and stored in a Master Radio Metric
Data File which later became the Master Data
Record (MDR) for the DSN Tracking System.
The MDR included all auxiliary information such
as validation information, transmitter, and re!
ceiver frequencies. As shown in Fig. 48, these
functions were performed f i rs t in the 7044 com!
puter then in the 7094 computer by the mission!
independent editor and tracking data processor.
The data were then provided to the project for
orbit determination in the 7094 computer. The
project was required to return estimates of
spacecraft trajectory parameters for prediction
purpose's. The DSN used the project!supplied
estimate of these parameters to generate pre!
dictions which are estimates of the spacecraft
position, velocity, and necessary DSS parameters
to permit proper tuning of the ground transmitters
for acquisition of the downlinks and uplinks.
These predicts were transmitted through the 7044
computer and to the DSS via TTY. The DSN pro!
vided the usual sampling rates which met the
project requirements. The fastest rate is once/s
and was intended for use only during critical
phases. Most data were sampled at 1 sample/min
or 1 sample/10 min.
The experimental planetary ranging, time
synchronization, and occultation equipment are
discussed as part of encounter operations.
3. DSN command system. The DSN Com!
mand System provides the capabilities to generate
and transmit commands to a spacecraft. The
functions accomplished by the Command System
are shown in Fig. 49. The multi!mission capa!
bility envisioned for later projects was not
implemented in the TCP and associated
equipment in time for Mariner Mars 1969.
Therefore, the configuration shown in Fig. 50
was employed, the significant feature of which is
the project!supplied, miss ion!dependent RWV
equipment.
The command library was comprised of
punched paper tapes, prepared by the DSN to
project requirements, containing direct com!
mands and quantitative commands. Use of these
commands was directed by voice over TTY
messages. Coded commands were generated in
the 7094 computer and forwarded as a TTY
message by the 7044 computer from the magnetic
tape as shown in Fig. 50 or obtained from the
shared disk file in the Mode 2 configuration
(Fig. 44). The paper tape capability in the SFOF
was provided as a backup.
Since the project was unable to provide a
sufficient number of RWV units for two to be
located at each station at all times, an alloca!
tion plan was devised as shown in Fig. 51.
After launch, units located at DSS 71 and Bldg.
АО at Cape Kennedy and at Ascension Island and
the unit in the SAF at JPL were moved to provide
dual units at all the prime tracking stations.
Command generation in the 7094 computer was
accomplished by the mission!dependent project!
supplied program (COMGEN). COMGEN is used
to prepare CC&S flight programs and to generate
coded commands used entirely by the CC&S to
control the sequencer, reprogram the computer
portion, or select specific memory words for
telemetry readout.
4. DSN simulation system. The DSN
Simulation System provides the capability to
simulate some elements of the DSN for the pur!
pose of testing hardware and computer programs
and training of personnel. The capability con!
sists primarily of the ability to generate and
insert into the DSN at various points, simulated
radio!metric , telemetry, and command data.
The various functions performed by the DSN
Simulation System in the three facilities, DSIF,
GCF, and SFOF, are shown in Fig. 52. The
configurations which accomplish these functions
are shown in Figs. 53 and 54. Table 22 sets
forth the character of the data inserted at
various points of these configurations. Since the
capabilities of existing subsystems at the
various facilities were utilized by the simulation
system, only the system data conversion center
(SDCC) exists as a separate simulation facility.
The SDCC generated simulated data packages in
the form of magnetic and paper tape recordings,
and also furnished real!time simulated teleme!
try or metric data for two missions
s imultaneous ly.
Simulated radio metric data could be pro!
duced in the SDCC to reflect real!time changes
in tracking parameters such as RF lock status
and sampling rates. Simulated telemetry data
could contain effects of errors in the GCF due to
noise. Simulated DSN monitor messages were
provided by the SDCC under real!time control.
Simulated response to commands was a manual
operation. When in the SFOF simulation con!
figuration (Fig. 53), personnel and equipment in
the SDCC simulated the remote DSS.
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The SDCC had the capability to prepare
analog magnetic tapes containing simulated
engineering and science telemetry data. The
data were recorded on seven-channel analog
instrumentation tape, containing voice labeling,
time tracks, private tones for serial speed con-
trol and flutter compensation, and simulated
data. Simulated metric data were recorded on
punched paper tape. Real time simulated teleme-
try data could be generated in the SDCC and
transmitted via high-speed data lines to DSS 12,
41, 51, and 62. At the DSS, the DSIF/GCF
interface equipment (DGI) buffers , demultiplexes,
and outputs the data at the required bit rate into
the station.
An executive-type program (SIMSYS) m
the ASI 6050 computer of the SDCC provides
modular, mission-independent functions such as
console I/O, commutation, and teletype for-
matting. Either tracking or telemetry simulation
data may be produced using the program blocks
available in that program (SIMSYS). Simulated
tracking data are produced by first running a
mission-dependent orbit-determination program
which produces a tape containing simulated
ephemeris data points for a given period. This
tape is then used as the input to an ASI 6050
computer program controlled from the operator 's
console. The program produces formatted
tracking data for up to four DSS with the
additional capabilities of adding a variable
amount of noise and/or biased data in realisti-
cally simulating one-, two-, and three-way
doppler data. The teletype output of the ASI 6050
computer program is normally inserted directly
into the SFOF communications processor for use
in real-time by the Flight Path Analysis and
Control Team, but may be stored on paper tapes
for playback at the SDCC or DSS.
Simulated telemetry data are produced at all
spacecraft rates except the high data rate
(16, 200 bits/s), by mission-dependent computer i
programs. The project-supplied programs pro-
vided the necessary outputs for a pre-planned
mission profile. Spacecraft commands could not
be inserted, deleted, nor slipped in time from
the planned sequence. Simulation system oper-
ator response to commands resulting from
anomaly investigations by the spacecraft analysis
team was quite restricted. As the research and
development effort to investigate simulation
techniques, the DSN provided a more compre-
hensive program. It was to accomplish the same
objectives except that telemetry data were to
follow mission sequences automatically by means
of mathematical models of the spacecraft with
full automatic response to all ground commands
and external events. It provided a more realistic
source of data and was available for the
operational readiness test shortly before launch.
5. DSN monitor system. The DSN Monitor
System consists of hardware, software, and
personnel to provide the capability for sensing
certain characteristics of various elements of
the DSN, for processing and displaying these
data for use by DSN Operations personnel, and
for storing these data for later analysis and
reference. Monitor data are used for determin-
ing DSN status and configurations, for guiding
and directing DSN Operations, for furnishing
alarms for non-standard conditions, and for
analysis of the quality and quantity of data
provided to the projects. There is no direct
interface between the Monitor System and the
flight project. The DSN Operations Control
System provides the operational interface be-
tween the Project Mission Control and the DSN
Monitor System. The purpose of the Monitor
System is to determine whether the DSN is
functioning correctly and indicate the corrective
actions required. The functions performed by
the Monitor System in meeting this purpose are
shown in Fig. 55.
The Monitor System configuration during
support of the Mariner Project is shown in
Fig. 56. Some of this configuration was imple-
mented by launch although the full configuration
was not ready until after launch, in time for
encounter. The system was composed of a local
monitor and control subsystem for each DSN
facility and a DSN monitor area in the SFOF.
The DSIF, GCF, and SFOF Monitor Subsystems
gathered system performance data from local
monitor instrumentation, and data quality
alarms from error detectors within other sub-
systems at each facility. The data were then
differenced by a monitor program against pre-
determined criteria and performance standards,
and appropriate alarms produced for local con-
trol. Each facility forwarded a pre-specified
subset of its performance measurements to the
DSN monitor area. The DSN monitor area pro-
vided hard copy, displays, and alarms for
selected performance and data quality parameters,
and advised DSN Operations and Control of
conditions requiring corrective action.
At each facility, monitor functions were
implemented by several subsystems. At the
DSS, monitor information was generated and
handled by the Digital Instrumentation Subsys-
tem (DIS), Station Control and Monitor Console
(SMC), the DSIF Phase 1 Monitor Computer
Program residing in the DIS, and all station
subsystems reporting information to the DIS.
Monitor functions were implemented in the GCF
by DGI equipment, teletype and high-speed data
channels of NASCOM, the GCF monitor program
residing in the communications processor, and
the SFOF/GCF interface equipment. In the
SFOF, monitor functions were implemented by
the IBM 7044/7094 computer system, mission-
dependent processor program in the 7044 com-
puter, the criteria generation program in the
7094 computer, the CDC 3100 display buffer,
and the I/O and display devices of the monitor
area.
The DIS scanned performance and configura-
tion outputs from the DSIF ground equipment,
such as Microwave, Receiver, and Transmitter
Subsystems, for processing and recording on
magnetic tape. In addition, the DIS received
data or functional operating information from the
Tracking Data Handling Subsystem, the Station
Monitor and Control Console, and the Antenna
Pointing Subsystem. This information typically
consisted of tracking, doppler, angle, and range
data, and other information.
Monitor data examined by the DIS were
compared to data consisting primarily of speci-
fied station configurations and nominal station
performance specifications and tolerances. The
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criteria were provided to the individual DSS
monitoring elements as a function of mission
phase. Performance data, out!of!tolerance
alarms, and failure alarms were displayed at
the Station Monitor and Control Console. The
Station Monitor and Control Console served as
the centralized location for the DSS Monitor
Subsystem computer!driven displays. The DIS
output to the Station Monitor and Control Con!
sole provided real!time performance data to
the DSS Station Manager to aid in instituting
corrective action in the event of failure or
non!nomina l performance.
Automatic diagnostic self!check and alarm
verification were provided in the DSS Monitor
Program to minimize the number of false
alarm conditions.
The monitoring of the GCF consisted mainly
of observation of circuit activity and limited
performance measurements of parity and/or
format checking of portions of the mission!
dependent data by the Communications Processor
in the SFOF. The capability to monitor the
block error rate of high!speed data was accom!
plished at data block level by use of separate
error detection encoders (Fig. 38). The block
error detection outputs of the decoders were
processed by the Communications Processor to
provide outputs to the GCF Monitor Subsystem
and DSN Monitor Area.
The SFOF Monitor Subsystem was basically
a reworking and expansion of the Data Processing
Control Console already in existence, with ex!
tensions in capability to meet the requirements
of the DSN Monitor Area Subsystem. The SFOF
Monitor Subsystem monitored the operational
status of all major hardware elements in the
SFOF DPS, the status of the programs operating
in the I/O (7044) computer, and the flow of data
through the various elements of the DPS. Items
such as DPS configuration, program mode, data
loss during processing, and program failure to
execute were monitored.
The major elements of the DSN Monitor
Area Subsystem consisted of the DSN Monitor
Area in the SFOF with its associated display
devices, a DSN Monitor and Analysis Team, and
the DSN Monitor Area Subsystem software in the
display buffer and the I/O computer. The
Monitor Area Subsystem utilized monitor data
outputs from the other monitoring subsystems
and, therefore, was the primary user of monitor
data provided for overall DSN performance. The
Monitor Area Subsystem controlled and provided
monitor criterion data.
The Monitor System required certain status
and data quality alarms to be provided by the
mission!dependen t software in the TCP and the
I/O computer.
6. DSN operations control system. The
DSN Operations Control System is the mechanism
for directing the operation of the DSN facil i t ies
and systems in support of flight operations; it
provides information to aid in DSN operations
planning and efficient utilization of the DSN.
Functions performed by the system are shown
in Fig. 57. In summary, control system
activities are as follows:
(1) Ensure that operational configurations
and performance of the DSN follow mis!
sion plans.
(2) Allocate resources.
(3) Resolve resource and operations conflicts.
(4) Change DSN performance configurations
as necessary.
(5) Direct overall DSN corrective action to
restore operational capability in the
event of DSN operational problems.
(6) Respond to project direction during
spacecraft emergencies.
(7) Respond to project real!time requests
for additional support.
(8) Provide analysis and coordinate with the
project to aid in trouble!shooting com!
bined DSN/Spacecraft emergencies.
(9) Coordinate operations with other track!
ing networks in support of the project.
The operational structure during flight opera!
tions was as shown in Fig. 58. During the planning
and testing phases prior to flight operations and
for non!operational matters during flight oper!
ations, activities were related as shown in
Fig. 59; information was provided for overall,
long!ter m control instead of minute!to!minute
guidance of operations.
A significant feature of the DSN Operations
Control System for support of the Mariner Mars
1969 Project is the organization of the DSN
Operations Control Team (ОСТ). During mission
operations, this team was to support the project
organization shown in Fig. 60. The DSN ОСТ
was organized as shown in Fig. 61. Although the
DSN Project Engineer (PE) carried the respon!
sibility for the operation of the DSN, operational
direction of the control team was exercised by a
DSN Operations Director (OD) for Mariner Mars
1969. The OD interfaced directly with the SFOD
during the conduct of mission operations. The
DSN PE maintained surveillance of the activities
of the ОСТ, redirecting allocation of resources
as required to meet the needs of the OD.
The working relationships between members
of the ОСТ are indicated in Figs. 6Z and 63
which are depicted in terms of the communica!
tions structure. In this arrangement, the
duties of the OD are:
(1) Receive direction from the SFOD and
translate the request into appropriate
instructions for the three DSN facilities.
(2) Receive status reports from the facilities
and input these to the SFOD or his
assistant.
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(3) Designate a coordinator from the facility
representative for all tasks requiring
inter!facilit y coordination, and monitor
execution of the delegated tasks.
(4) Hold briefings required to provide infor!
mation relating actual fl ight sequences
to planned sequences.
In immediate and most frequent contact with
the OD are the Track Chief controlling the DSS,
the Communications Manager controlling the
GCF, and the Data Controller controlling the
DPS in the SFOF. As shown in Fig. 63, these
three operational positions are supported by PE
from the DSN Interface Design Team for Mariner
Mars 1969 acting as an advisory group providing
technical information upon request.
In addition, a Network Analyst Team (NAT)
was set up as an ad hoc activity for Mariner Mars
1969. The team functioned during critical mis!
sion phases staffed with selected individuals from
the development organizations. The team was
directed by a Chief who acted as an advisor to
the OD. The NAT worked on problems to isolate
a difficulty to a station or facility, and then
worked directly with the appropriate advisor to
isolate the problem. The OD was advised of a
recommended course of action.
The DSN Monitor System provided informa!
tion to the NAT by CRT and TTY displays.
System problems were reported by the Monitor
Project Engineer to the appropriate NAT member.
During non!critical operations, primarily the
cruise, the Monitor Chief reported directly to
the OD.
The Support Chief was responsible directly
to the OD for operational tasks. However, it
was expected that with proper planning very
little operational direction would be required
regarding voice nets, closed circuit TV, building
services, distribution of processed data, and
other support activities.
The ОСТ was located in the DSN Operations
Area (Figs. 64 through 66) with the exception of
the OD during critical phases when his position
was with the SFOD in the Mission Control Area
for Mariner 1969. The Track Chief, Data Con!
troller (DACON), and Communications Manager
conduct their activities from the main DSN
operations console. During high activity phases,
two Track Chiefs and DACONS are provided.
Control of the DSN for all projects is provided
from this position by the Operations Control
Chief (OCC). He oversees the use of the DSN by
the Mariner 1969 Project and controls the
support being provided simultaneously to other
projects. During low activity phases of the
Mariner 1969 Project, the OD function is assumed
by the OCC. It should be noted that this partic!
ular arrangement and the provision of the OD
function was instituted for Mariner 1969 and was
an interim operations control configuration.
The Track Chief controlled the DSS through the
station controllers seated at the other round
consoles. The remaining consoles are assigned
to the various advisors and managers as
indicated.
It is apparent that control of the DSN is
through its facilities and preparation for support
of mission operations includes organization of
the control functions and the training of the per!
sonnel who conduct them. Control of the DSS is
exercised from the SFOF and extends down to
the operators at the DSS. Preparations for the
mission require operations planning and oper!
ator training. Whereas preparation of the
station configuration is the responsibility of the
DSS Operations Engineering Project Engineer,
training and procedures are the responsibility
of the DSS Operations Planning Project Engineer.
The Systems Data Analysis Project Engineer
handled procedures regulating tracking
predictions and the analysis of tracking data.
Control of the DSS was exercised somewhat
differently than in previous projects in keeping
with the interim control configuration leading to
a more mission!independent arrangement. The
operational call sign "Track Chief," formerly
assigned to the DSS Operations Planning Project
Engineer, was assigned to the DSS Chief. As
shown in Fig. 67, the Operations Planning PE
provided advisory support to the DSS Chief.
When it was found that more than one DSS Chief
was needed to handle critical command activit ies
and to coordinate activities of the DSS con!
trollers, an Assistant Operations Planning PE
was assigned to work as an Assistant DSIF Chief.
His usual duties were to conduct the command
activity while the DSIF Chief handled other
activities with the OD and other members of the
OCT. This arrangement was convenient since
the Mariner 1969 Command System employs
mission!dependen t equipment and procedures
with which the Operations Planning PE were
more familiar than the mission!independent
DSIF Chiefs. This role indicates more clearly
the interim nature of the operations configuration
in Mariner 1969 in which the Operations Planning
PE, instead of being strictly an advisor, had to
provide some direction activities through his
assistants.
The roles of the Operations Engineering and
SDA PE were essentially unchanged. They func!
tioned as advisors during critical or high!activity
periods.
Control of the DSS was exercised by mission!
independent and mission!dependent procedures.
The latter were formulated by the operations
planning activity as a,section of the DSN Opera!
tions Plan. It included the following types of
information:
(1) Spacecraft designators and frequency.
(2) Instructions for handling various kinds of
data.
(3) Instructions for handling predicts.
(4) Pre!pass procedures.
(5) Acquisition procedures.
(6) Special tracking procedures including
data rates, formats, command proce!
dures, recording instructions, station
transfer procedures, and reporting
procedures.
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A number of operational procedures were
devised and improved. 'One of the more important
changes was the reduction of the preparation time
prior to sending a command. Formerly, a maxi-
mum of 38 min was required to zero spacecraft
static phase error prior to turning on' command
modulation, and obtaining and confirming com-
mand loop lock. The ability to generate better
frequency predicts permitted setting of the
ground transmitters such that it was not necessary
to zero the static phase error, and command
modulation could be turned on shortly after two-
way acquisition. Turning on of command modu-
lation was regarded by earlier projects as a very
major action subject to unknown dangerous
possibilities; command modulation was turned on
only when absolutely necessary. Subsequent
experience gave the projects greater confidence
in spacecraft component reliability and the oper-
ational procedures designed to safeguard against
spurious commands. The Mariner 1969 Project,
desirous of a more active command capability,
adopted the recommendation and the procedures
were used successfully.
Station countdown procedures for obtaining
AGC curves were simplified to permit shorter
station countdown time. A limited amount of data
obtained during each pre-pass countdown was used
to correct the AGC curves generated during
periodic longer countdowns.
The method and strategy for providing pre-
flight nominal predictions were modified for
Mariner Mars 1969. Previously, it was the
practice to publish predicts for all launch days.
This was not a difficult task for a fixed launch
azimuth and the results served as a source for
backup predicts during an actual launch. Mariner
1969 employed a direct ascent involving a large
number of nominal trajectories. The same
approach to predicts would have produced a very
bulky, expensive predict book. The DSN Opera-
tions Plan, therefore, provided only selected
representative trajectories. The preflight
nominal predicts to be used for backup were
generated three at a time and teletyped to the
stations at least one day in advance of a particular
launch date. For the actual mission, this involved
only nine predict sets for three different days. '
The Operations Plan provided information to the
stations on nominal injection conditions to permit
practice acquisitions, frequency measurement > '••'
procedures, and explanation of predicts strategy.
A standard operating procedure was written which •'
includes the most successful methods previously
used for predict transmission. The procedure ' i ' •
flowed as shown in Fig. 68.
Predict strategy for the launch phase was
based on the three sets of predicts normally used:
(1) Preflight nommals generated a day
in advance at JPL. and sent to the
stations by teletype.
(2) JPL near-real-time predicts which
are usually generated at 30 min and
at 5 mm before launch, based on the
latest frequency measurements and
best trajectory information available.
(3) ETR near-real-time predicts gen-
erated after launch, based'on latest
frequency measurements and actual
launch vehicle performance.
The predicts set to be used for acquisition
should arrive at least 10 mm before the expected
acquisition. The number of predicts generated
near acquisition should be kept to a minimum to
avoid confusion at the station. The ETR predicts
would be the only available accurate information
in the event of an anomalous launch trajectory
since the data are derived from down-range
stations.
The strategy adopted was to use first the
predicts generated at JPL at launch -5 mm and
transmitted at liftoff. These predicts would
arrive 10 to 15 min before DSS 51 rise, and
would contain the correct launch time to within
seconds, and the best available spacecraft frequency
information. A special set was required for the
MSFN station at Ascension Island since not
enough time was available before rise at that
station. Table 23 summarizes the strategy show-
ing the priority of use of the various predict sets
at various times. Table 24 shows the priority in
case of an anomalous trajectory. The predict
strategies for each trajectory correction maneuver
were based on the stations not having to change
predicts during the motor burn and having a
pseudo-residual program to compare the actual
doppler data against the predicts without a burn.
Figure 69 shows that the pseudo-residual program
and the tracking stations used three successive
sets of predicts. The first set did not contain the
doppler shift due to the maneuver and was used by
the pseudo-residual program to monitor the
doppler shift; the pseudo-residuals are the
differences between the actual and predicted
doppler frequencies. When the final maneuver
parameters were calculated, they were introduced
into the predicts program which produced the
second predict set. The third predict set was
produced when the orbit-determination group had
gathered enough data to produce a good post-burn
orbit.
An important element of the Operations Plan
is the strategy for initial acquisition of the space-
craft signal by the DSN. The study actually
involved two stations, DSS 51, at Johannesburg,
'South Africa, and the MSFN station at Ascension
Island. Initial acquisition phase is defined as the
time starting at spacecraft booster liftoff and
ending when the DSN station has acquired the
spacecraft signal in two-way lock and generated
a short period of continuous angle and doppler
data which may then be used to compute a
trajectory of sufficient accuracy for other DSN
stations to acquire and track the spacecraft.
Initial acquisition was subject to a number of
constraints. An S-band acquisition aid (SAA)
' antenna system was required. The SAA system
consisted of a 1. 2-m (4 f ) paraboloid mounted on
the tip of the quadripod feed structure of the 26-m
antenna at DSS 51. Although the signal could be
received earlier, initial auto-track attempts on
the SAA antenna could not begin until the space-
craft was more than 10 deg in elevation above the
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local land mask and within the antenna mechanical
limits. In order to auto-track with the SAA,
transfer auto-tracking to the main 26-m antenna,
and establish the two-way, coherent RF lock, 20
mm must be allowed for the station to complete
these operations, and an additional 10 mm to
obtain and verify good angle and doppler data.
Although the angle is capable of higher angular
tracking rates, 0. 5 deg/s is specified as the
maximum rate permitted during initial acquisition
to permit the acceleration necessary to point the
antenna to the spacecraft. Transfering from SAA
auto-track to the 26-m antenna auto-track is not
made until angle-tracking rates are less than 0. 1
deg/s. The received carrier level through the
SAA antenna must be greater than -135 dBm. The
receiver, carrier-loop phase error must not
exceed 30 deg RMS during the acquisition phase;
the phase error is a function of doppler rate,
receiver-loop bandwidth and signal level, all of
which must be consistent to maintain the required
error level. During this activity, commands may
be sent to the spacecraft and telemetry data can
be provided after two-way lock has been estab-
lished. With these constraints, the expected
performance was analyzed.
A portion of the initial pass view period at
DSS 51 during the initial acquisition sequence is
shown in Fig. 70. The trajectories shown are
for launch times corresponding to window opening
(Trajectory A) and window closing (Trajectory B).
A study of the trajectory plots revealed no station
view problems. The dispersion of station pointing
angle due to trajectory variations is very small.
Figure 70 also shows, if the spacecraft attitude
is favorable, all acquisition operations should be
completed by 46 mm from launch, and time is
available to obtain required doppler and angle
data for both cases analyzed.
The initial acquisition period takes place
during the time the spacecraft is attempting sun
acquisition. For both trajectories, the space-
craft emerges from the earth shadow at approxi-
mately the same time as it rises above DSS 51
land mask. DSS 51 would always be in the for-
ward hemisphere of the spacecraft antenna pat-
tern although the spacecraft might have its attitude
randomly positioned within this hemisphere. This
implies the cone angle will be 90 deg. Since sun
acquisition sequence could take up to 30 mm, the
attitude would not be definitely known until approx-
imately 53 mm after launch. A worst case (cone
angle = 90 deg) analysis was performed. Fig-
ure 71 shows the nominal and minimum carrier
levels (sum of negative tolerances) the station
could expect based on a constant 90-deg cone angle
for both trajectories. The minimum signal level
curve for either trajectory is below the acquisi-
tion criteria. Table 25 shows expected perfor-
mance at the beginning of the acquisition period
(L + 26 min) for DSS 51 for the window-open
trajectory. Figure 72 and Table 26 display the
same information as Fig. 71 and Table 25 except
the cone angle is fixed at 60 deg. Since it was
evident a signal level problem might exist, Fig.
73 was drawn to show the maximum allowable
cone angle which would produce a -135 dBm signal
at DSS 51 in a maximum negative tolerance
condition.
Angle tracking rates predicted during
acquisition are shown in Fig. 74; they are within
DSS 51 tracking capability.
Two-way doppler rates expected dur ing
acquisition are shown in Fig. 75. Figure 76
shows the doppler tracking rates of the DSS
receiver using a loop bandwidth of 48 Hz. The
highest doppler rate expected was well within
the receiver capability. During initial one-way
acquisition, only a one-way doppler shift is
experienced. This results in a rate of change of
doppler that is only one-half the value shown in
Fig. 75.
Because of spacecraft radio subsystem
requirements, the stations were requested to
limit spacecraft receiver total power input to
-100 dBm on the f i rs t pass. Figure 77 gives the
value of transmitted power versus time that
limits the spacecraft total power input to -100
dBm regardless of spacecraft attitude. The
maximum input to the spacecraft would be -100
dBm if the curve is followed.
The early portion of the initial pass view
periods at Ascension is shown in Fig. 78. The
spacecraft rises 7 to 8 mm sooner than at DSS
51. However, Ascension must acquire using a
9. 2-m (30 f) dish rather than a broad-beam
acquisition-aid antenna. After the spacecraft
rises over Green Mountain, there are no station
view period restrictions.
Approximate carrier levels for Ascension on
the window-open trajectory are shown in Fig. 79.
The window-close trajectory has slightly greater
ranges, consequently the signal level is degraded
by approximately 2 dB.
Initial pass angle tracking rates donotexceed
0. 2 deg/s in either axis.
The two-way doppler rate for the window -
open trajectory is shown in Fig. 80. While
higher than at DSS 51, it is still not excessive.
The transmitter power profile, for Ascension,
to produce -100 dBm at the spacecraft regardless
of attitude is shown in Fig. 81. At L + 56 mm,
the spacecraft is stabilized. The power level is
low because Ascension does not have a low-gam
transmit antenna. The gam differential between
the SAA at DSS 51 and the 9. 2-m dish at
Ascension is on the order of +22 dB; therefore,
for the same uplink conditions, DSS 51 requires
approximately 160 times more power than
Ascension.
The results of this study were as follows:
(1) For a nominal launch where the space-
craft cone angle remains less than 60
deg, DSS 51 would begin initial one-way
acquisition approximately 26 mm after
launch and complete two-way RF acqui-
sition not later than 46 to 52 mm after
launch.
(2) For a launch where the spacecraft atti-
tude produces high-cone angles, DSS 51
initial acquisition might be delayed
until the spacecraft achieves a favorable
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cone angle or until sun acquisition is
accomplished. Since sun acquisition may
not take place until L + 53 min, DSS 51
initial two-way RF acquisition may be
delayed to L + 73 mm. This worst-case
condition was considered highly unlikely
(5%).
(3) For standard trajectories, Ascension
should have started one-way acquisition
not later than 17 mm after launch.
(4) For all standard trajectories, Ascension
would delay start of uplink acquisition
until approximately L + 36 mm due to
- 100 dBm power limitation at spacecraft
which will result in completion of acqui-
sition at L + 46 mm.
If the project required Ascension uplink
acquisition before L + 46 mm, the - 100
dBm uplink constraint at the spacecraft
would have to be removed. If this con-
straint were removed, uplink acquisition
could be accomplished at Ascension by
L + 37 mm.
These results are summarized in
Table 27.
Most criteria for initial acquisition were
easily satisfied by DSS 51. The only problem
appeared to be the downlink signal level required
to initially auto-track the spacecraft with the
acquisition-aid antenna. If the worst-possible
spacecraft attitude (low-antenna gain) existed at
station rise, then the initial acquisition process
at DSS 51 would not be completed until after
spacecraft sun acquisition. However, this is the
worst-case assumption, and Fig. 70, taking a
more optimistic view, showed that the initial
acquisition procedure could be completed 46 mm
after launch. However, if the spacecraft attitude
at the time of scheduled two-way acquisition
results in maximum antenna gain, the initiation
of two-way acquisition would have to be delayed
until L + 42 min. In this case, the initial
acquisition phase would extend to L + 52 min.
The situation is almost identical for
Ascension except that the worst-case transmitter
turn-on time is L + 36 min (assumes 0. 6 W).
For a normal launch, it was recommended
that DSS 51 be used for initial two-way acquisition.
This conclusion is based on the premise that DSS
51 was better equipped for Mariner than
Ascension, and that no appreciable time was
saved using Ascension because of the -100 dBm
uplink power constraint. However, Ascension
was a good backup for the launch.
This initial acquisition study of Mariner VII
launch includes the results of investigating the
initial acquisition conditions at DSS 51,
Ascension, and DSS 62, based on a nominal
launch at the opening and closing of the launch
window on March 24, 1969. The study for
Mariner 1969 did not consider DSS 62 since
predicted elevation angles were at, or below,
the DSS 62 land mask. General results of this
analysis are not significantly different than for
the February 25, 1969 launch.
Figure 82 shows the spacecraft ground
track over DSS 51 for the March 24, 1969 launch.
The station's pointing-angle dispersion due to
trajectory variation is insignificant. Acquisition
operations would be completed by L + 44 min
assuming spacecraft cone angles were as
predicted.
Figure 83 shows the predicted signal level
with a spacecraft cone angle fixed at 60 deg.
The predicted signal level meets the required
-135 dBm minimum and acquisition should be
completed by L + 44 min. Figure 84 shows
predicted signal level with the cone angle at
90 deg (worst case); DSIF requirements are not
met. It was expected that sun acquisition would
be accomplished before the spacecraft reentered
the earth 's shadow. If sun acquisition were
accomplished and then the spacecraft re-entered
the earth's shadow, the spacecraft attitude would
then drif t off at a rate of 100 deg/h. If the drif t
rate is no larger, the effective antenna gain
would still provide the required signal level.
Figure 85 shows the allowable cone angle.
Figure 86 shows the expected angle rates
for both window-open and window-close launches.
The maximum angle rates of 0. 06 deg/s are
within the station capability.
The initial two-way doppler rates are shown
in Fig. 87. The 150 Hz/s is well within the
receiving systems doppler tracking capability
for a loop bandwidth of 48 Hz, as shown in
Fig. 76.
Figure 88 is a curve of permissible ground
transmitter power. The spacecraft antenna
gain used was 7. 0 dB with 0-dB cone angle
pointing loss. If this worst-case condition pre-
vails, initiation of two-way acquisition would be
delayed until 36 mm after launch. Plans were
to initiate two-way acquisition at L + 30 min.
Figures 89 and 90 show the spacecraft ground
track over Ascension. The trajectories are for
the March 24, 1969 launch. All acquisition
operations would be completed by L + 35 min.
The good data requirements would be met by
L + 46 mm.
Figures 91 and 92 show the approximate
carrier levels expected at Ascension for window-
open and window-close launches. As shown,
expected signal levels meet the initial acquisition
requirements.
The highest angle rate at Ascension occurs
on the window-close launch which produces a
maximum azimuth angle rate of 2. 784 deg/s
which is within the Ascension angle tracking
capability of 5 deg/s.
For the window-open launch, Fig. 93 shows
that maximum doppler rate reaches approxi-
mately 650 Hz/s. Although this is far more
than other stations will experience at the strong
signal levels expected, the receiver is capable of
accommodating this high rate. Figure 94, the
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window-close doppler curve, shows that the
doppler rate will be somewhat lower than window -
open.
Figure 95 shows the maximum power to be
transmitted to the spacecraft because of the -100
dBm spacecraft constraint. Ascension would not
be able to initiate two-way acquisition until
approximately 35 mm after launch.
Figure 96 shows the spacecraft ground track
over DSS 62. As shown, the DSS 62 look angle is
extremely close to the horizon mask. Automatic
angle tracking would be, at best, marginal if
attempted at that low angle. At Point 5, the DSS
62 antenna (no SAA antenna at DSS 62) could
initiate one-way acquisition with a reasonable
degree of confidence. There is sufficient horizon
mask clearance for the remainder of the pass.
Figure 97 shows the ground track for a mid-
window launch. Horizon mask clearance, as from
spacecraft rise through the pass, is sufficient
to allow one-way acquisition. Figure 98, window-
close launch, shows that horizon mask is again
sufficient for one-way acquisition.
Figure 99 (spacecraft cone angle = 90 deg)
and Fig. 100 (spacecraft cone angle = 60 deg)
show the expected carrier levels for window-open
and window-close launches. The signal levels
exceed the initial acquisition requirements.
Figure 101 shows the angle-tracking rates to
be expected for the launch window. All angle
rates are well within the station's capability.
Doppler rates, as shown in Fig. 102 for
DSS 62, are within the receiver's capability.
Figure 103 shows the maximum allowable
power into the spacecraft from DSS 62. Since
DSS 62 has no SAA, two-way acquisition was not
possible from DSS 62 unless the -100 dBm re-
striction were removed.
The results of this study are as follows:
(1) Since spacecraft predicts show the cone
angle to be less than 60 deg for the launch
phase, DSS 51 would begin initial one-
way acquisition at L + 24 mm 30 s and
would have completed two-way acquisi-
tion at L +44 mm. Initial telemetry
and tracking data requirements would be
met by L + 54 mm and the capability to
transmit commands to the spacecraft
would be effected at L + 52 to 54 mm.
The times quoted above are for the
window-open launch; the window-close
launch times are not significantly
different.
(2) For a nominal launch, sun acquisition
was expected to begin at Centaur sepa-
ration when the spacecraft has emerged
from the earth's shadow and to be com-
pleted before re-entering the earth's
shadow. Therefore, high-cone angles
are not anticipated.
(3) It was expected that Ascension would
begin a one-way acquisition at 16 mm
after window-open launch and 14 mm
after window-close launch.
(4) For a nominal launch, Ascension could
not begin two-way acquisition procedures
until L 4 35 mm because of -100 dBm
limitation at the spacecraft receiver.
Two-way acquisition could be completed
by L +45 mm.
If the -100 dBm constraint were waived,
then Ascension could complete two-way
acquisition at JL + 36 mm.
(5) For a window-open launch, spacecraft
rise at DSS 62 was predicted at 30 mm
after launch; however, the look angle is
not sufficiently clear of the land mask to
rely on DSS 62 acquisition to begin until
about 50 mm after launch.
For a window-close launch, it appears
that'DSS 62 could begin one-way acquisi-
tion at L, -H 21 mm or just after spacecraft
rise. Unless the -100 dBm input to the
spacecraft receiver constraint was
waived, two-way acquisition from DSS 62
would not be possible until well past the
critical.phases of the launch or well past
L + 372 min.
Based on predicted trajectories and spacecraft
attitude, DSS 51 could complete a two-way acquisi-
tion not later than L + 54 mm which included pro-
viding valid tracking data to the SFOF. Also,
continuous telemetry data could be available from
DSS 51 from L + 25 mm until the end of the pass.
Command capability could be effected 54 min after
launch. If the spacecraft restriction of -100 dBm
was lifted, DSS 51 could initiate a two-way acqui-
sition sooner.
One-way acquisition at Ascension could be
made not later than 16 mm after launch.
The fact that DSS 62 did not have an acquisition
antenna precluded DSS,62 from acquiring the space-
craft in the two-way mode. However, in an
emergency, two-way acquisition could be accom-
plished at approximately 50 mm after launch on a
window-open launch to 24 mm after launch for a
window-close launch.
For a normal launch, DSS 51 was to be used
for the initial two-way acquisition.
Control of the GCF for support of the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project was exercised by the Comm
man with advice for the one or more Comm pro-
ject engineers (Fig. 104). As shown in Fig. 105,
he controlled communications activities within the
SFOF and at Goldstone directly, and with the over-
seas stations through NASCOM. Real-time control
was primarily by voice net, other control was by
TTY. The SFOF Communications Facility Control,
TTY Switching Center, and Message Center are all
located in the basement of the SFOF (Fig. 106).
Figure 107 shows the SFOF Operations Control
positions. The DACON coordinate all data-
processing system activities and direct them
through the Data Chief located on the floor above
the Operations Area with the computers. His
advisors are the Project Engineers for data pro-
cessing, the Data System, and data hardware.
During low activity, the Data Chief performs the
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functions of the data controller, working directly
with the OD or OCC.
The Support Chief directs his activities from
the DSN Operations Area.
Use and control of the DSN in support of
various projects is achieved by the DSN Network
Allocation Schedule. Although rudiments of this
system were employed for earlier projects, par-
ticularly Surveyor, Lunar Orbiter, and Mariner V,
it evolved to nearly its present form during the
Mariner Mars 1969 Project. Figure 108 shows
the flow employed to produce the 72-Week Network
Allocation Schedule, the mid-range or 12-Week
Schedule, and the 7-Day (short-range) Schedule.
Such a system was necessary to schedule such
complex resources in support of several projects
inasmuch as several Pioneers as well as Apollo
missions were flown during the Mariner 1969
activitie s.
Preparation for mission operations included
the test program described in the next section and
a training program for personnel. The TDS pre-
pared, with the MOS, a joint Mission Operations
Training Plan, the purpose of which was, (1) to
familiarize mission operations personnel (both
TDS and MOS) with equipment, software, data
formats, and facilities to be used during opera-
tions, and (2) to train mission operations personnel
in executing mission-dependent operational pro-
cedures and to act as an integrated team. This
approach was adopted as an effort to make a clear
distinction between the training of personnel in the
use of equipment, software and procedures, and
the testing of the equipment, software and proce-
dures, and in the ability of the personnel to use
them. Therefore, MOS personnel commenced
training with orientation lectures on the DSN, tour
of the SFOF, and lectures on intercommunications
system, software system, display equipment telem-
etry data formats, telemetry and tracking data
flow, command flow and procedures, and opera-
tions interfaces Such lectures were conducted by
the DSN PE and members of his design team.
Further training of MOS personnel was outside the
responsibility of the TDS, but was usually conducted
in the mission support areas in the SFOF
Training of TDS personnel for support of
Mariner 1969 included lectures on the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project, spacecraft design, and space-
flight operations plan. Training of station opera-
tors was accomplished by first bringing Gold stone
key personnel from each station for familiariza-
tion with equipment and procedures. These
persons then returned to their respective stations
and conducted the training of other station person-
nel. The training program commenced in
September 1968 at Goldstone. Following a series
of lectures and familiarization, practice sessions
were conducted at CTA-21, each station group
acting as an operating team. The representatives
from each station were the operations supervisor
or senior shift supervisor, a TCP operator, and
receiver/SDA operator, and a command or RWV
operator who is also trained in the use of the
telemetry simulator. On-site training was con-
ducted by these personnel after they returned to
their station to training plans developed by the
Station Managers. During this training, the DSIF
operations engineering and planning project engi-
neers and the system data analysis engineer
visited the stations to observe and assist with the
training. As the subsequent testing program
showed, this effort was extremely valuable in
reducing the amount of testing required to attain
the ability to conduct operations smoothly.
The GCF operators required very little spe-
cial training in preparation for the test program.
They already were providing 24 h a day operation
of mission-independent equipment.
SFOF training was of primary importance to
the DACON who received training in using the
data processing system with the version of the
software used to support Mariner 1969.
7. DSN facilities support. The primary
activities of the three facilities, DSIF, GCF, and
SFOF, in preparation for support of the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project, are described in the previous
sections. Some support in addition to that pro-
vided directly by the DSN Systems was furnished.
The communications capabilities provided by
the GCF are summarized in Fig. 109. Communi-
cations with all stations other than those at JPL
and Goldstone were provided through the facilities
of NASCOM. Figures 110 and 111 show an overall
view of the teletype and high-speed data con-
figurations .
The GCF configurations for launch and cruise
phases are shown in Figs. 112 through 114.
As shown in Fig. 110, the JPL communica-
tions processor handled teletype data for the DSN
Tracking, Telemetry and Command Systems. It
also handled teletype data for the Simulation Sys-
tem. In addition, high-speed data processed by
the 7044 computer were distributed through the
CP to teletypes in the Mission Support Areas. The
primary function of the CP is to perform teletype
message switching for traffic between the DSS,
the GCF, and the SFOF, and the discrete terminals
associated with these facilities. As shown in Fig.
115, the switching functions are performed via
three interfaces: NASCOM, the data processing
system, and the teletype interface. Figure 116
shows the general configuration of CP hardware.
All CP operations are compatible with and inte-
grated with NASCOM operations.
The NASCOM interface receives and trans-
mits data via highspeed (2.4 kbits/s) multiplex
transmission lines. Teletype data (100 words/
mm) are multiplexed onto and demultiplexed from
these lines by the communication line terminal
equipment. The teletype interface receives and
transmits data at 100 words/mm rates; other rates
from 20 to 300 bits/s can be processed, although
100 words/mm has been adopted as a standard
transmission rate. The interface to the data
processing system is through the Univac 490/IBM
7094 adapter via an IBM 7288 data communications
channel operating at the rate of 40.8 kbits/s.
Reliability is enhanced by the use of redundant
units. Real-time message switching is performed
under the control of the communications processor's
system software (JCOMS). The software is
divided into worker and executive categories. The
executive programs control switching; the worker
programs handle message traffic. The executive
program (COMEX) allocates resources of JCOMS
on a priority basis. Figure 117 shows the
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arrangement and listing of worker programs.
Input message data are stored in input buffers,
transferred to a pack area, and then to a drum.
After validation, the message is scheduled for
output by making an entry in the proper queue,
taken from the drum and transferred to an output
buffer for transmission. Routing of traffic from
incoming to outgoing lines uses a store-and-
forward technique. Messages are forwarded as
soon as the last routing indicator is received. All
inputs and outputs are in real time, inputs are not
polled, nor is there any wait time to input a mes-
sage or part of a message. As each message is
received, a tape research identifier, a time
received word, an input address, and a message
word count are attached. The message is logged
on drums for temporary use and taped for perma-
nent record. The messages may remain on drum
for recall up to 24 h, or until overlayed if demand
for drum storage dictates. After validation of
header information and disposition of messages of
invalid headers, the output portion of the program
places the message in. the queue for output, or
stores it until the circuit becomes available.
The SFOF provided technical and operational
control areas for use by project personnel during
space flight operations. The Mariner Mars 1969
Mission Support Area included a spacecraft per-
formance analysis area, space science analysis
area, principal investigator's area, and a mission
control room. Also provided were a Mission
Director 's room for use by the project staff, and an
observation room and conference room. Several
areas were added later for encounter support. As
shown in Fig. 118, the mission control room was
contiguous to the spacecraft analysis area to im-
prove interaction and communication between the
various functions. Mission control was exercised
by the Space Flight Operations Director (SFOD)
from a round, six-man conference console used
successfully for Pioneer VIII launch operations and
Surveyors V through VII, The Mission Director and
his staff were positioned so that they could observe
all the operations but still be separate when privacy
was required. An observation room was included
so that visitors could view directly the entire
mission without entering the analysis area. The
Spacecraft Performance Analysis Area (Figs. 119
and 120) was designed to house the Spacecraft
Performance Analysis and Command (SPAC)
Director and Deputy Director, two Assistant
Directors (one for each spacecraft team), a Test
Director and Recorder for each of the teams, and
20 analysts. Display equipment was the same
used by all projects since Mariner IV in 1964.
Within the areas, communication was accom-
plished using the nets of the operational voice
communications subsystem (OVCS). Figure 121
shows the science analysis area. Figure 122
shows the flight path analysis area. The closed-
circuit TV system was used for display of time,
updated sequence of events information, and some
teletype information (Fig. 122). Modified com-
munications consoles were provided to the area
directors and assistants; consoles of lower
heights were used as a result of complaints of
poor visibility (by individuals) on earlier projects.
The individual analysts were seated at desks and
tables on which were placed television monitors.
Teletype machines were placed next to the tables,
as appropriate. Wall-mounted TV monitors,
display boards, and high-speed printers were
also provided. Several areas were equipped with
I/O consoles (Fig. 123) to provide access to the
data processing system.
DSN personnel in the SFOF provided assis-
tance to the project by equipping CAT areas
located in buildings other than the SFOF. Similar
assistance was provided in supplying voice and
video lines for dissemination of mission informa-
tion by the Public Information Office. Five CAT
areas were equipped with voice nets, teletype
machines, and closed-circuit TV. One area was
equipped with high-speed data line output. The
circuits between these various areas are outside
the DSN operational circuits and were provided
from the existing JPL inter-building circuits.
Figure 124 shows the extent of these circuits
including those used for spacecraft system tests
prior to launch.
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Table 14. Technical systems vs design teams
Design Teams
Technical
systems Mission operations Software DSN
Chairman
Operations
Software
Data
SFOD
SPAC Director
FPAC Director
SSAC Director
Simulation Director
Miss. Profile Anal. Eng
SSE
DSN PE
SSE
SFOD
SPAC Director
FPAC Director
SSAC Director
Simulation Director
Program Cognizant Engineer
Appropriate Div Reps
Sect 315 Rep
DSN PE
DSN PE
DSIF OPNS Plan PE
DSIF Sys Data Anal. PE
SFOF OCC Rep
SFOF Data Sys PE
SFOD Rep
Data Proc PE
DSIF OPNS Eng PE
Communications PE
SFOF Data Hdw PE
SFOF Simulation PE
SFOF Support PE
MDE Rep (S/C Sys)
Table 15. Instrumentation summary chart, near-earth phase - DSN and MSFN
Location
Cape Kennedy
Ascension Island
Instrumentation
S-band telemetry and
command
S-band tracking and
telemetry
Agency
DSN
MSFN
Use
Spacecraft/DSN
Compatibility Test,
spacecraft check-
out, telemetry
reception in early
launch phase, and
processing of
AFETR telemetry
Spacecraft tracking
and telemetry
Remarks
DSS 71 , 1 . 2-m manually
aimed antenna
USB Station, 9. 2-m X/Y
antenna
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Table 16 Instrumentation summary chart near!earth phase!!AFETR
Location Instrumentation Use Remarks
Cape Kennedy
Merritt Island
Patrick Air Force
Base
Grand Bahama
Island
Grand Turk
Antigua
Ascension
Pretoria
Ship (metric)
Ship/Aircraft
Trinidad
C!band radar
С!ban d radar
S!ban d telemetry
C!ban d radar
C!band radar
S!band telemetry
P!band telemetry
C!ban d radar
S!band telemetry
C!ban d radar
S!band telemetry
P!band telemetry
C!ban d radar
S!ban d telemetry
P!band telemetry
C!ban d telemetry
S!band telemetry
P!band telemetry
C!band radar
S!band telemetry
P!band telemetry
S!band telemetry
P!band telemetry
UHF radar
Launch vehicle tracking
Launch vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
P!ban d telemetry
Metric data and range
safety
Launch vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
Spacecraft and launch
vehicle telemetry
Launch vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
Launch vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
Spacecraft and launch
vehicle telemetry
Centaur vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
Spacecraft and launch
vehicle telemetry
Centaur vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
Spacecraft and launch
vehicle telemetry
Launch vehicle tracking
Spacecraft telemetry
Spacecraft and launch
vehicle 'telemetry
Spacecraft telemetry
Spacecraft and launch
vehicle telemetry
Centaur vehicle
tracking
ETR Station 1. 16: FPS!16,
monopulse, 3.6!m (12 ft)
antenna, 1. 0 mW peak power
ETR Station 19. 18: TDQ!18,
monopulse, 8. 8!m (29 ft)
antenna, 2. 5 mW peak power
Tel!4: TAA!3, 1 0 !m ( 3 3 f t )
antenna
Tel!4: TAA!2A, 26!m antenna
PAFB Station 0. 18: FPQ!6,
monopulse, 8.8!m antenna,
2. 5 mW peak power
ETR Station 3:
FPS!16 and TPQ!18
TAA!3 , 10!m antenna
TAA!2A , 26!m antenna
ETR Station 7:
TPQ!18
TAA!3
ETR. Station .9:
FPQ!6
TAA!3
TLM!1 8
ETR Station 12:
TPQ!18 and FPS!16
TAA!3
TLM!18
MPS!16 1 .2!m antenna
FPS!16
TAA!5!1 6
R ante с
TAA!5!Z 4 (Ships only)
TAA!1 (Ships); NKC135
Aircraft, 2. 1!m (7 ft) antenna
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Table 17. Instrumentation summary chart, Deep Space Phase
Location
Goldstone, California
Goldstone, California
Woomera, Australia
Woomera, Australia
Madrid, Spain
Madrid Spain
Ascension Island
Pasadena, California
Johannesburg, South
Africa
Instrumentation
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Data processing
and
communications
S-band tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Use
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Mission operations
and DSN control
Spacecraft tracking,
telemetry, and
command
Remarks
DSS 12, 26-m equatorial
antenna
DSS 14, 64-m Az/El
antenna
DSS 41, 26-m equatorial
antenna
DSS 42, a 26-m equatorial
antenna
DSS 61, 26-m equatorial
antenna
DSS 62, 26-m equatorial
antenna
MSFN, 9 2-m X/Y
antenna
SFOF
DSS 51, 26-m equatorial
antenna
aDSS 42 and 61 were not available for meeting basic requirements since they were included in the
planned support of other projects with uniform schedules. When not used for other projects,
these stations could be used by the DSN to provide backup or additional coverage.
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Table 18. AFETR station assignments for expected spacecraft data retransmission
Station
Tel-4
GBI
Antigua
Twin
Falls
Ascension
Launch/ Arrival
Date
All days
All days
2/24 - 3/26
3/27 - 4/7
All days
All days
Spacecraft Data Source
for Real- Time
Retransmission
P-band
P-band
S-band
P-band
S-band
S-band
Backup
Data Source
S-band
S-band
P-band
S-band
None
None
NOTE: All telemetry stations recorded data on-site
Table 19. Planned RTCS orbit computation
Time of
Computation Type of Orbit Data to be Used
T+18
T+45
T+70
T+105
T+150
T+165
T+180
Transfer
Transfer
Centaur
post-deflection
Transfer orbit
Transfer orbit
Centaur
post-deflection
Centaur
post-deflection
Antigua, Grand Turk, Twin Falls,
Ascension or Bermuda (one station only)
Centaur guidance telemetry
Ascension or Pretoria
DSS 51 or ACN S-band
C-band radar or S-band (this orbit com-
puted only if needed)
Centaur guidance telemetry
Ascension and/or Pretoria C-band (this
orbit computed only if needed)
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Table 20. Comparison of channels
Parameter
Р
т
M
CT
'sGK
la
S
TB
STB
No
STB/No
Required
STB/No
Margin
1. Marnier /V
ВУз!bit/t channel
8.9 W +39.5 dBm
!5.3 dB
+20.1 dB
216 X 10е km !266.2 dB
85 ft +52.5 dB
!3.4 dB
!162.8 dBm
8'/i b»S/« !9.2 dB/s
!172.0 dBm/s
65°K !180.5dBm/Hz
+ 8.5 dB
5X10' 6BER +5.2 dB
+3.3 06
Л
+ 3.10 dB
+ 3.50 dB
+0.11 dB
+ 6.84 dB
—
+ 2.26 dB
+ 15.81 dB
— 15.11 dB
+0.70 dB
—
+ 0.70 dB
—
+0.70 06
2. Marnier Marc 1969
27O!bj>/s channel
18.2W ' +42.60 dBm '
!I.SOd B
+20.21 dB
97 XI 0е km ! 259.36 dB
85 ft +52.5 dB
!1.14 dB
!146.99 dBm
270 bits/« !24.31 dB/j
!171.30 dBm/s
65°K ! 1 80.50 dBm/Hz
+ 9.20 dB
5X10!«BE R +5.20 dB
+ 4.00dB
,Л
• — , ,
+0.46 dB
—
—
+ 8.50 dB
+0.70 dB
+ 9.66 dB
!17.79 dB
!8.13 dB
+ 4.10 dB
— 4.03 dB
+ 2.20 dB
!1.вЗ dB
3. Mariner Мок 1969
16,200!bit/i channel
18.2W +42.60 dBm
!1.34d B
+20.21 dB
97 XI 0е km ! 259.36 dB
210ft +61.00 dB
!0.44 dB
! 1 37.33 dBm
1 6,000 bits/s !42.10dB/s
!179.43 dBm/s
25°K ! 1 84.60 dBm/Hz
+ 5.17 dB
1 X 10!2 WER +3.00 dB
+ 2.17 dB
PT = total transmitter power. LR = receiver loss.
M = modulation loss S = signal energy.
GT = antenna gain including circuit loss TB — bit duration.
Ls — space loss. . NO = noise spectral density
WER = word error rate
Table 21. Accuracy requirements met by the DSN
Data Accuracy
Three!wa y doppler bias
Two!wa y doppler — two!way effective noise at planetary ranges
Planetary ranging delay error
Strong signals
Weak signals
Ranging delay error
Frequency stability
Less than 1 year
More than 1 year
Time synchronization between DSS
Ranging high!frequency noise
Strong signals
Weak signals
O . Z 3 Hz
0 02 Hz
5 m
15 m
5 m
1 X 10
5 X 1 0
2 ms
5 m
15 m
11
11
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Table 22. DSN simulation system data insertion informationa
Insertion point Insertion data type/source Output data type/des'tination
Deep Space Instrumentation Facility — telemetry data
(1) DSS receiver/ exciter
subsystem
; i
(2) DSS telemetry and
command subsystem
- \ \
RF carrier modulated by mission-
dependent-equipment subcarrier
simulator, with PCM data stream
.from DSS/GCF interface or
analog tape
Data streams from DSS/GCF
interface or analog tape via
integrator of mission-dependent-
equipment simulator
,
Data streams into telemetry
processor
(a) ADSS data blocks to DSS
communications terminal
subsystem for trans-
mission to SFOF
{b) Teletype to DSIF com-
munications terminal
subsystem for trans-
mission to SFOF
Ground Communications Facility — telemetry data
(1) GCF SFOF com-
munications terminal
subsystem
(2) Transmit MODEM of
SDCC communica-
tions terminal
(3) Communications
processor of GCF
SFOF communica-
tions terminal
subsystem
(a) ADSS formatted blocks of
spacecraft telemetry from
simulation data conversion
center
(b) Same as (a), plus DSS func-
tion data
1
EDED-like output from simula-
tion data conversion center
Teletype data directly from AS1
6050 computer in simulation
data conversion center
(a) Modulated data for high-
speed transmission to
DSIF
(b) Modulated data for inser-
tion into SFOF data
processing system
SFOF data-processing-
system-compatible telemetry
data stream plus DSS func-
tion data
Teletype to page printers of
GCF SFOF internal com-
munications and to user areas
in SFOF
Ground Communications Facility— tracking data
(1) Tape readers of
GCF DSS com-
munications
terminal
subsystem
(2) Input communi-
cations processor
of GCF SFOF
communications
terminal
subsystem
Baudot-coded punched paper
tape
Teletype data from punched
paper tape or directly from
AS1 6050 computer
,
Teletype to SFOF via GCF
Teletype to SFOF data
processing system and tele-
type page printers of GCF
SFOF internal
communications
Space Flight Operations Facility - telemetry data
(1) IBM 7044 data
communications
channel
SFOF data-processing-
system-compatible telem-
etry and DSS function data
Normal SFOF data-
processing-system output
aADSS: Automatic data switching system, EDED: Error detector/encoded-decoder, and
PCM: Pulse-code-modulated.
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Table 23. Nominal trajectory
Time
from launch,
min
0 to 25
25 to 90
After 90
Preflights
generated
1 day in advance
2
3
---
JPL
L - 5 mm
1
1
JPL
predictsa
ETR
predicts
Not
available
2
---
Sky
coverage
...
---
---
Generated as required.
Table 24. Anomalous trajectory
Time
from launch,
min
0 to 25
25 to 90b
After 90b
Preflights
...
---
---
JPL
predicts
---
1
ETR
predicts
Not
available
1
2
Sky
coverage
1
2
---
aTrajectory so far off nominal that the stations cannot acquire on nominal trajectory predicts.
JPL predicts would become prime again whenever enough tracking data became available for
JPL Orbit Determination to fit the anomalous trajectory.
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Table 25. Telecommunications design control table (cone angle = 90 deg)
NO
1
2
3
4
S
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
Я)
71
PARAMETER
Total Transmitter Power 8. 36 WATT
Transmitting Circuit Lose
Transmitting Antenna Gain
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Lose
Space Lose
. 2297. 22
 MC. „ _ 7243 KM
Polarization Loss
Receiving Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Lose
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density (N/B)
Т Sy.t.m = 420 deg Kelvin Max.
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise BW (2B,0= 48 HZ >
CARRIER PERFORMANCE! TRACKING (one!w
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE !TRACKING (two!w
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE
; + 39. 02 dbm
! 1 . 99 db
+ 7. 25 dbi
! 18.45 db
!176.8 7 db
! 1.54
+ 22. 10 dbi
0.00
0.00
!169. 50 db
!130.4 8 dbm
!172.3 7 dbm
! 2. 44 db
!132. 92 dbm
+ 16. 81db
iyj
0. 00 db
!155 . 56 dbm
+ 22. 64 db
ill
0. 00 db
!155 . 56 dbm
+ 22. 64 db
TOLER\NCE(db)
FAV
+ 1. 10
+0.36
+ 1. 50
+3. 11
0.00
+0.22
+ 1. 00
+0.00
+ 0.00
+ 6. 19
+ 7.29
0.00
+0.56
+7.85
!0.9 7
0.00
!0.9 7
+8.82
0.00
!0.9 7
+ 8.82
ADV
!0. 00
!0. 36
!1.5 0
!3. 11
0.00
!0.2 3
!1 00
!0.2 5
!0.0 0
!6.4 5
!6.4 5
0.00
!0. 66
!7. 11
+0. 00
0.00
0. 00
!7. И
0.00
0.00
!7. 11
SOURCE
PD!94
REV A
PD!94
REV A
PD!94
REV A
PL)! 94
REV A
PD!94
REV A
DYW!1255!n' l Г
DYW!1255!DT 1
ED!435
JPL0454 SEPT «I
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Table 26. Telecommunications design control table (cone angle = 60 deg)
NO
1
2
3
4
5
б
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
PARAMETER
Total Transmitter Power 8.36 WATTS
Transmitting Circuit Loss
Transmitting Antenna Gain
Transmitting Antenna Pointing Lose
Space Loaa
. 2297. 22 MC. H . 7243 KM
Polarization Los*
Receivina Antenna Gain
Receiving Antenna Pointing Loss
Receiving Circuit Loss
Net Circuit Loss
Total Received Power
Receiver Noise Spectral Density (N/B)
Т <г
Г
'.™ !
 42
°
 DEG KELVIN MAX.
Carrier Modulation Loss
Received Carrier Power
Carrier APC Noise Bff (2BLQ =48 HZ >
CARRIER PERFORM \NCE! TRACKING (one!w
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
CARRIER PERFORMANCE !TRACKING (two!w
Threshold SNR in 2BLO
Threshold Carrier Power
Performance Margin
VALUE
+ 39. 02 dbm
! 1 . 9 9 d b
+ 7. 25 dbi
! 8. 75 db
!176.8 7 db
! 0. 50 db
+ 22. 10 dbi
0.00
0.00
!158.7 6 db
!119.7 4 dbm
!172.3 7 dbm
! 2. 44 db
!122. 18 dbm
+ 16. 81 db
J^
0. 00 db
!155. 56 dbm
+ 33. 38 db
jvj
0.00 db
!155. 56 dbm
+ 33. 38 db
TOLERANCE (db)
FAV
+ 1. 10
+0.36
+ 1.50
+ 1.47
+0.00
+0. 15 '
+ 1.00
+0.00
+0.00
+4.48
+5.58
+0.00
+0. 56
+ 6. 14
!0.9 7
0.00
!0.9 7
+7.11
0.00
!0.9 7
+ 7. 11
ADV
!0.0 0
!0. 36
!1.5 0
!1.4 7
!0.0 0
!0. 15
!1. 00
!0.2 5
!0. 00
!4.7 3
!4. 73
!0. 00
!0.6 6
!5.3 9
+0. 00
0.00
0. 00
!5.3 9
0.00
0.00
!5.3 9
SOURCE
PD!94
REV A
PD!94
REV A
PD!94
REV A
PD!94
RF.V A
DYW!1255!DT I
PD!94
REV A
ED!435
JPL 045» SEPT 61
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Table 27. Initial acquisition study results, Mariner VI
ACN
Begin
One-
Way
Acq
Complete
Two-
Way
Acq
DSS
Begin
One-
Way
Acq
Complete
Two-
Way
Acq
Time in Minutes
Normal
launch
cone angle
<60°
High cone
angle
Exceed
S/C
-100 dbm
power
constraint
Emergency
ACN acqui-
sition
Scheduled
two-way
transfer
DSS 51 to
ACN
L+17
L+17
L+17
L+17
N/A
N/A
L+37<3)
Decision
to use
J ™ < 3 > < 4 >
Decision
plus 30
L+26
L+26
L+26
L+46(1,
-52U'
L+73U)
N/A
S/C Cmd
System
Locked
L+54-58
to
60-64
L+84-88
L+45-49
Notes
(1) Ten minutes of
tracking data
required to confirm
trajectory
(2) Worst case
acquisition
(3) Requires
waiver of S/C
power constraint
(4) Without waiver
of S/C power con-
strain, two-way at
ACN will be delayed
to L+46M.
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PROJECT
MANAGER
MOS
MANAGER
S/C SYSTEM
MANAGER'
AND DEPUTY
TOS MANAGER
AsuTDS Mgr
(DSN Mgr)
COMPATIBILITY
GROUP
Chairman
SPACE FLIGHT
OPERATIONS
DIRECTOR
SOFTWARE
SYSTEM
ENGINEER
DSN PROJECT
ENGINEER
— FPAC DIRECTOR
I— SPAC DIRECTOR
SSAC DIRECTOR
SIMULATION DIRECTOR
L- MISSILE PROFILE
ANALYSIS ENGINEER
PROGRAM
COGNIZANT
ENGINEERS
PROGRAM
ENGINEERS
DS1F OPS ENG PE
COMMUNICATIONS P£
DSIF SYST DATA ANAL. PE
SFOF DATA SYSTEM PE
DATA PROCESSING PE
SfOF DATA HDWRE PE
SFOF SIMULATION PE
SFOF SUPPORT PE
DSIF OPNS PLANNING PE
MONITOR PE
Fig. 14. Mission operations design organization
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Page Intentionally Left Blank 
STATION 12 TEL!4
TELEM.
HANDLING/
SEPARATION
STATION 7 ! Note 1
j Note 1
Station may not be required.
Note 2
RIS may consist of two ships
between stations 9.1 and 12.
SUBCABLE
COMM/TERMINAL
SUBCABLE
COMM/TERMINAL
TO SFOF & BO.B§. АО
STANDARD DSN GCF
CONFIGURATION
Fig. 16. AFETR near!earth ground telemetry system
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SUBCABLE
FROM
X Y
MSFN
MSFN
BELL 202
MODEMS
SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
_SFRIAL DATA OUTPUT
Fig. 17. Tel!4 serial telemetry data routing and switching system
TAPE RECORDS
s
с
R
I
MI
N
A
Т
0
R
S
A
R
F
SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
TOM A
TDM В
SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
t т t t
TOM
A
TOM
в
TDM
С
MON
SERIAL DATA SWITCHING PANEL CONSOLE
SERIAL DATA OUTPUT
[I5|l4|l3|l2|ll |ю]"э| 8 | 7 | б"]5|4| 3 | 2~jT
COMMUNICATIONS LINE CONFIGURATION CONSOLE
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T E L ! 4 X Y BLDG
FROM
OUTPUT
SYNCHRONIZES
DATA
CONVERTER
BELL
202
MODEM
BELL
202
MODEM
± 7 V
x'
± 7SS
•TO SFOF
S T C 1 8 2
Fig. 18. Mariner telemetry data distribution to Bldg АО and DSS 71
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Fig. 22. MSFN station, Ascension Island
180 150
SPACECRAFT BELOW 10 deg EL USING DSS 12, 4), 51
SPACECRAFT BELOW 10 deg EL USING DSS 12, 41, 51,
AND ASCENSION
180 210 240 270 300 330 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
Fig. 23. Unsupported requirements - regions of degraded coverage with DSS 51 (a)
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SPACECRAFT OUTSIDE DSS 12 AND 62 VIEW
SPACECRAFT BELOW 10 iteg EL USING DSS 12, 41, 62
SPACECRAFT SHOW 10 дед Н USING DSS 12, 41, 65,
AND ASCENSION
I
JOHANNESBURG
(51)
ISO 210 240 270 300 330 0 30 60 90 120 150 180
Fig. 24. Unsupported requirements — regions of degraded coverage with DSS 51 (b)
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HSD To Building АО STCDS
100 WPM TTY DATA (Fwmotted)
100WPM TTY DATA
(Raw and Formatted)
MM69
MSA
TTY
R E A L T I M E S Y S T E M
Fig. 34. SFOF/GCF telemetry configuration
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Vf
т
RCV 2
f•ILTER
i
\
TCD XFR
RACK
s
(
TAPE TAPE
UNIT UNIT
COMM
HRC 1 1 A A JUNCTION
PATCH [ I T T MODEL
^P— ^
 ] — \^
. ^ BUFFER
CJM
ENGINEERING DATA TO DSS 12 ^ MOOWAVC J( \ •• CNCINKRINC DATA TO DS5 P
SYSTEM V
TAPE TAPE
UNIT UNIT
p
1 i (
HRC 1 1
PATCH 1 1
1
 " x°' ^ ~ ' "'!k 1CH li
BUFFER
COMM
JUNCTION
MODULE
SNR ESTIMATE
TO SFOF
• S/C DATA FROM DSS 12
Fig. 35. DSS 14 telemetry configuration
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EXTERNAL PRECISION SIGNAL!TO!NOISE MIXER
FMULTIPLE!MISSION TELEMETRY DEMODULATION TEST EQUIPMENT
I!MHz REF
EXTERNAL DATA SOURCE I
EXTERNAL DATA SOURCE 2
10!MHz, SUBCARRIER
AND DATA (RECEIVER I)
10!MHz, SUBCARRIER
AND DATA (RECEIVER 2)
?) DATA STREAM TEST OUTPUT 1
5) DATA FOR BIT!ERROR COMPUTATION
EXTERNAL PRECISION SIGNAL!TO!NOISE MIXER
(В) TEST AND SIMULATION OUTPUT (DATA AND SUBCARRIER)
£) DATA FOR BIT-ERROR COMPUTATION
v© DATA STREAM TEST OUTPUT 2
EXTERNAL PRECISION SIGNAL-TO-NOISE MIXER TEST SIGNAL INPUT
DATA
INTEGRATOR
ANALOG
INSTRUMENTATION
SUBSYSTEM
IANA LOG RECORDING
BACKUP ANALOG
RECORDING
TEST
HIGH-SPEED DATA LINE
TTY TO GROUND
COMMAND SUBSYSTEM
BACKUP DATA
RECORDING INPUT
TTY TO STATION
MONITOR
I MISSION INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE
STATION
DATA MULTIPLEXER
ANALOG-TO-DIGITAL
CONVERTER OUTPUTDATA TO
DIGITAL INSTRUMENTION
SUBSYSTEM
->• SUBCARRIER LOCK
COMPUTER AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
SUBCARRIER DEMODULATOR ASSEMBLY
Fig. 36. MMTS functional block diagram at the DSS
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гANALOG TO
DIGITAL
CONVERTER
I
MIDSYMBOl TIMING
ACQUISITION
CONTROL
ICCUMULAIOR
DIGITAL TO
ANALOG
CONVERTER! SYNTHESIZER
SYMBOL
TIMING
SYMBOL TIMING LOOP
ANALOG TO
DIGITAL
CONVERTER
OL
NG
!
DUMP
*
CROSS
CORRELATOR
t f t t t l t
CODE
GENERATOR
ACCUMU!
LATOR
COMPUTE
SIGNAL
TO NOISE
RATIO
COMMUNICATION
BUFFER
PRIME
DATA
RECORD
TO
STATION
Fig. 37. HRT block diagram at the DSS
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BLOCK MULTIPLEXER
SWITCH AND
TEST PANEL
BLOCK
MULTIPLEXER 2
BLOCK
MULTIPLEXER 1
ERROR DETECTION
ENCODER/DECODER
205 В
DATA SET
DSIF GCF
Fig. 38. High!speed communication DSS terminal
AUTOMATIC DATA
SWITCHING PATCH
DATA
COMMUNICATIONS
CHANNEL PATCH
GCF SFOF
Fig. 39. High!speed communication SFOF terminal
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DECODER/SYNCHRONIZER
SELECTOR PANEL
FROM GCF
HIGH!SPEED DATA
TERMINAL
HIGH!SPEE D DATA
SYNCHRONIZER
ASSEMBLY
STATUS SENSE INPUTS!
FROM SDCC
гIt
\°с
COMMUNICATIONS
PROCESSOR (CP)
490A
I J
CENTRAL TIMING
TIME CODE AND
CLOCK PULSES
STATUS SENSE
UNIT (SSU)
4475
STATUS
INPUTS
ADMIN
PRINTER
CARD
READER
INQUIRY
I/O CONSOLE
STATUS
I/O CONSOLE
3 0 X 3 0
PLOTTER
BULK
PRINTER
PLOTTER
OR PRINTER
A D P T R
SUBSET
CD RDR
SUBSET
4614
INQUIRY
SUBSET
4613
STATUS
SUBSET
4616
PRINTER!
PLOTTER
SUBSET
4615
DATA
COMMUNICATION
CHANNEL (DCC)
7288X
TO 7044X
•CHANNEL С
(SEE FIGURE 2!2)
SWITCH
CONTROL
UNIT
(SCU)
4612
DATA
PROCESSING
SWJTCHING
SYSTEM
(OPSS)
1
DATA
STATUS
DISPLAY
(DSD)
211H
SWITCH
CONTROL
PANEL
EQUIPMENT
STATUS
DISPLAY
(ESD)
4151
PROCESSING
STATUS
DISPLAY
(PSD)
4152
TO
4611, 1301, 7044/7904 &
7107, 7040/7631!4 & 7106,
.7094/7607!4 & 7151 ON
BOTH X & Y COMPUTER
STRINGS
FROM DISPLAY
DATA BUFFER
1
DATA
COMMUNICATION
CHANNEL
(DCC)
7288Y
TO 7044Y
. CHANNEL С
Fig. 40. DSN data processing system I/O subsystem in the SFOF
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Fig. 47. SFOF/GCF configuration for the flow of radio metric data
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Fig. 50. DSN command configuration
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Fig. 86. DSS 51 initial pass!angle tracking rates, yaw index nil
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Fig. 87. DSS 51 initial pass two-way doppler rates, yaw index nil
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Fig. 88. Worst-case ground transmit power, DSS 51
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Fig. 92. Nominal and minimum carrier levels, ACN, window closed
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Fig. 93. Initial pass two-way doppler rates, ACN, window open
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Fig. 94. Initial pass two-way doppler rates, ACN, window closed
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Fig. 102. Initial pass two!way doppler rates, DSS 62, yaw index nil
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Fig. 105. Control of communications activities
Fig. 106. Mariner Mars 1969 SPAC
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Fig. 109. DSN GCF/NASCOM configuration for Mariner Mars 1969
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Fig. 123. User area I/O station
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IV. TDS PRE!FLIGHT TESTING
A. Test Plan
1. Approach. The test program for the
Mariner Mars 1969 Project was developed under
a Mission Operations Master Test Plan prepared
jointly by the Spacecraft System, MOS, and TDS.
Compatibility tests were designed to demon!
strate and verify compatibility between the Space!
craf t System and Mission Operations. Software
tests were designed to demonstrate correct func!
tioning and operational readiness of the software
system. Training tests were designed to train
TDS and MOS personnel in correct operation of the
software and data system. The training provided
to TDS personnel by lectures and practice has
already been described. Training practice pro!
vided to MOS personnel under the Mission Opera!
tions Training Plan provided training and test ing
of TDS personnel and configurations in addition to
that provided by the DSN Test Plan.
Five subcategories of system tests were
identified. Integration and verification tests under
the DSN Test Plan verified the TDS system con!
figurations and the capability of the data system to
operate compatibly and meet performance
criteria.
Under the Space Flight Operations Test Plan,
three classes of tests verif ied readiness for mis!
sion operations. The MOS tests demonstrated the
capability of all operating groups to execute mis!
sion operations in accordance with the Space Flight
Operations Plan during standard and selected non!
standard operations. Participating tests were
those in which the mission operations personnel
participated in selected operations conducted by
the spacecraft system at Cape Kennedy before
launch. The purpose of such tests was to famil!
iarize the MOS technical analysis group with ac!
tual flight spacecraft telemetry and command data
systems and to support spacecraft system opera!
tions as requested. Operational readiness tests
demonstrated the overall readiness of all elements
of the MOS and TDS to support Space Flight Opera!
tions and to refine into final form the operational
procedures to be used during Space Flight
Operations.
TDS testing was conducted primarily under the
Compatibility Test Plan and DSN Test Plan. The
latter plan included software acceptance test by
the DSN. Although the TDS commenced support of
Mission Operations Tests some months prior to
launch, the support of these tests was used for
additional training and testing of the TDS, and
supplementary operational verification tests were
scheduled to gain more experience with, and cor!
rect, operational procedures.
2. Compatibility test plan. The approach to
compatibility testing on the Mariner Mars 1969
Project was to demonstrate f i rst a compatible RF
interface between spacecraft and a DSS telecom!
munications systems. Next, the compatibility of
the spacecraft and DSN Telemetry and Command
Data Systems was demonstrated by the proper
processing of data. The operational interface was
next verified by conducting typical flight sequences
with representative operational procedures.
These tests constituted the design compatibility
test (Fig. 125). These tests were conducted at
JPL between the spacecraft located in the SAF or
Environmental Test Facility and CTA!21. The
second phase of compatibility testing verified the
design compatibility established at JPL by RF
verification tests conducted at Cape Kennedy be!
tween the spacecraft in Bldg АО and DSS 71.
The number of possible data rates and for!
mats presents a formidable number of telemetry
software states. Table 28 indicates the states
which must be assumed by the ground system,
depending upon the spacecraft system state. The
compatibility tests demonstrate the ability to
handle data in each state.
3. DSN test plan. The objectives of the DSN
Test Plan were to demonstrate the integrity and
internal compatibility of the DSN Data System,
correct functioning of the DSIF, GCF, and SFOF
configurations committed to support the project,
and DSN operational readiness to support the mis!
sion. The flow plan for the tests for ful f i l l ing
these objectives is shown in Fig. 126. The plan
consists of basically four types of tests (1) sub!
system and system integration, (2) operational
verification, and (3) configuration verification.
The integration test was designed to demonstrate
that the engineering features of the subsystem/
system were met. The tests started at the facility
level with testing of the mission!dependent hard!
ware and software. The system level integration
test followed. Upon completion of these tests, the
facilities were transferred from the developing to
the operational organization, and operational veri!
fication tests (OVT) demonstrated the adequacy of
operational procedures to conduct mission opera!
tions. The configuration verification tests (CVT)
were completed at each facility as close to the
actual launch in February 1969 as possible. The
DSN Test Program was essentially complete in
November 1968, after which mission operations
testing was conducted. The CVT verified the cor!
rect functioning of the committed configurations
as tested at the end of the DSN Test Program.
4. Space flight operations test plan. The
TDS supported tests conducted by the MOS to
demonstrate the capability to execute space flight
operations in accordance with the Space Flight
Operations Plan. Such tests were under the direc!
tion of the SFOD and carried out under the Space
Flight Operations Test Plan (SFOTP). As shown
in Table 29, all such tests were supported by the
DSN PE and OD, representing the DSN Operations
Team. All tests were conducted in the SFOF with
support as required from DSIF stations, AFETR,
MSFN, and CTA!21. Although outside the DSN
Test Plan, these tests afforded valuable training
and test experience to the TDS. Table 30 shows
the extent of the resources required.
B. Near!Earth Phase Testing
1. Telemetry. Several subsystem integra!
tion tests were performed to demonstrate ETR
telemetry capability. A Telemetries bit synchro!
nizer was tested at JPL as a PCM/PM demodula!
tor. Tests verif ied that the device could demodu!
late the 24!kHz subcarrier on the 33 1/3 bits/s
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engineering telemetry channel. A test was
performed at ETR station TEL!4 to determine
system threshold using the AFETR S!Band Sys!
tem, the Telemetries bit synchronizer, and the
time division multiplex decommutation system
configured to simulate AFETR S!Band support.
The threshold signal!to!noise ratio was measured
to be 11 dB at an error rate of not greater than
5 X 10!3. For a receiver IF Band with the 100
kHz, a video bandwidth of 25 kHz, and a loop band!
width of 500 Hz, the system threshold was !108. 7
dBm for an error rate less than 5 X 10~3. A
JPL/ETR demodulator was similarly tested; at
the same error rate and bandwidth, the signal!to!
noise!rati o of 1 dB was measured. A system test
at TEL!4 with the same parameters as before re!
sulted in a threshold of ! 11 7 dBm. The same
test conducted at DSS 71 using the TCP showed a
threshold of !131 dBm.
System integration tests demonstrated an ac!
ceptable electrical interface between the AFETR
and DSN. A tape containing spacecraft data plus
24 kHz subcarrier was replayed and demodulated
at TEL!4 and the 33 1/3 bits/s telemetry data
transmitted to DSS 71. At DSS 71, the data were
processed in the TCP. In the second phase of the
tests, the demonstration was repeated with down!
range stations of ETR relaying the data to TEL!4
where they were demodulated and routed to DSS71.
These tests were conducted in September and
October of 1968. In an additional test in Novem!
ber, data were successful ly transmitted from
DSS 71 to the SFOF in Pasadena.
2. Radio metric data. During the six months
preceding the launch, the RTCS of ETR received
and processed S!band radiometric data from the
MSFN Ascension Station. Live data generated
during the tracking of TETR!B, Pioneer D, and
Apollo J"3f were processed a« well a<? simulated
radio metric data from Mariner 1969. These
tests verified that ACN data lormat in any of the
various modes were directly acceptable by the
RTCS computer, that RTCS could process and
obtain orbital elements from ACN radio metric
data when the station was tracking in one!way,
two!way , or three!way modes, and the quality of
the orbital solution obtained from ACN data was
good enough to provide updated acquisition data.
The ACN two!way data, if at least of 1!h duration,
were the only near!earth data good enough to pro!
vide an early assessment of the spacecraft orbit,
although not of the quality provided by DSN data
due to the absence of a partial doppler count.
When initial test cases of mapping to Mars by the
RTCS and SFOF indicated discrepancies in excess
of 10,000 km, the format of the orbital elements
message forwarded to the SFOF in near!real time
was changed from three significant places to seven
after the decimal point. Subsequent agreement
was within 1,000 km.
3. Operational verification and readiness
tests. Table 31 shows the operational verification
tests conducted as part of near!earth phase test!
ing. The earlier tests were conducted entirely by
the near!earth TDS; later tests were conducted
with the DSN and project elements in the SFOF.
Because the extensive testing performed in
preparation for the Mariner VI mission contrib!
uted to the state of operational readiness for
Mariner VII, only one Operational Readiness Test
(ORT) was conducted prior to launch. The test
was considered successful, with only minor prob!
lems encountered (as listed in Table 31 for
Launch/Maneuver G ORT).
C. Deep Space Phase Testing
1. Compatibility tests. Spacecraft/DSS
compatibility tests were conducted in July of 1968
between the Proof Test Model (PTM) spacecraft in
the SAF and the DSN СТА!21. Figure 127 shows
the test configuration. СТА!21 is located several
hundred yards from the SAF and is connected to
the spacecraft test complex by a microwave link
and approximately 305 m of co!axial cable. The
scope of the testing conducted is shown in
Table 32.
All parameters were measured and verified.
Therefore, only minor problems and one major
one are discussed below. The spacecraft modula!
tion indices were out of tolerance but were later
corrected. Some TCP software problems were
encountered and were removed.
The spacecraft/DSN real!time telemetry sys!
tem test was conducted in November of 1968. As
indicated in the Test Plan, this test utilized the
data!processin g system of the SFOF. The version
of the 7044 computer program used for real!time
data processing operated well, but showed the
need for updating which was then in process.
Correct operation of the system was demonstrated;
however, it was also demonstrated that more
highly refined operational procedures and prac!
tice in using them were required.
The preliminary compatibility test in July
1968 indicated that the spacecraft radio frequency
system could not track S!band signals varying in
frequency at the rate specified for 20!Hz loop.
Further investigation disclosed a feedback prob!
lem when uplink signal levels were greater than
!12 0 dBm. The effects were more pronounced
with the ranging channel on; however, some re!
ceivers exhibited the effects to a smaller extent
even when ranging was off. The observable
effects were a change in filter bandwidth, a mo!
mentary anomalous DPE output during receiver
lockup, an apparent change in command modula!
tion level when the ranging channel was switched
on or off, and a false lock effect. As the false
lock condition was not correctable prior to launch,
the DSIF operational procedures were modified to
handle the situation. Tests and analysis were
undertaken to determine proper acquisition
procedures.
The probability of false lock at strong signal
strength was calculated for varying offsets of the
uplink signal from the receiver best!lock fre!
quency (Table 33). Tests indicated that the space!
craft tracking loop performed like a 13!Hz track!
ing loop instead of 20 Hz, verified the probability
of false lock was low at any signal strength if the
uplink signal were within 10 kHz of the best!lock
frequency; different AGC calibration curves were
required with the ranging video amplifier on.
Operational factors taken into consideration in
the development of procedures were that an exact
knowledge of the best!lock frequency was funda!
mental in dealing with the problem, and that if
the radio frequency system had gone into a false
lock, time must be allowed for the VCO to return
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to the best!lock frequency before another
acquisition attempt (~10 min).
The DSS procedures for uplink initial acquisi!
tion were modified. DSS 51 was provided with
modified VCO search patterns and uplink power
profile. The DSN system data analysis activity
maintained close liaison with the project tele!
communications analyst in order to select the
most accurate temperature data and estimate the
spacecraft receiver best!lock frequency. These
data were then used to provide accurate predicts
to the station.
2. Subsystem integration tests. The DSN
integration tests included all internal DSN testing
to demonstrate hardware/software design compati!
bility prior to system level testing. These tests
were prerequisites for DSN system integration
tests, operational verification tests, configuration
verification tests, and Project operational testing.
Station mission!dependent hardware and software
was integrated into the facility by testing at each
of the supporting stations, DSS 12, 41, 51, 62,
and 71 and at the MSFN Ascension Island station.
The testing to be conducted at the stations was
accomplished first at СТА!21 in September 1968.
Testing at other stations was accomplished in
October and November. Completion of integration
tests at DSS 14 was delayed until February 1, 1969
because of the support given to the Apollo Project
in December 1968. Testing was accomplished
successfully with only minor problems. The TCP
program on which the functioning of the MMTS
depended functioned correctly except for several
features for which the correction was accommo!
dated in the operational procedures. The pro!
gram severely taxed one component in the mag!
netic tape unit of the TCP so that operators had to
pay particular attention to the maintenance of the
unit. Several typewriter outputs were eliminated
to relieve some timing problems. The mission!
dependent command equipment ( R W V ) was inte!
grated without incident.
In the SFOF, integration tests resulted in
acceptance by the cognizant users of the 7044 and
7094 computers software systems. The delivered
versions of the programs were placed on the
Operational Program Data Base and placed under
change control. Subsequent modifications were
thoroughly tested prior to use during MOS testing
where additional experience was obtained with
them prior to support of launch and flight opera!
tions.
The Simulation Data Conversion Center and
its software was brought to state of readiness.
The Center generated magnetic tapes of simulated
spacecraft data for Project testing.
The monitor system integration test was con!
ducted in November 1968 and demonstrated opera!
tion in support of mission operations without
interference to other activities. Integration of
GCF equipment was accomplished in October 1968.
The only equipment unique to Mariner 1969 were
special high!speed data circuits from СТА!21 to
SAF and program boards for the high!speed data
quality monitor units at the DSS. The ADSS error
rate determination tests were conducted with
DSS 41, 51, 62, and 71. The circuit quality
standards of 14 errors or less for each 10!min
sample interval were met.
3. Level I combined system integration
tests. The combined system integration tests
verified the compatibility of the DSN telemetry,
command, tracking, simulation, and monitor sys!
tems. Tests were conducted with the SFOF,
GCF, and one station per test. The configura!
tions being tested, therefore, are those shown
for each of the DSN systems in Section Ш!D.
The tests were generally successful; however,
anomalies were noted for correction as shown in
Table 34. Where an excessive number of anoma!
lies occurred, the test was repeated.
4. Level II combined system integration
tests. The combined system integration tests
were designed to verify the compatibility of the
DSN technical systems through each DSS, GCF,
and SFOF., • Tests were conducted with the SFOF,
GCF, and three tracking stations participating
concurrently. ' Participating stations were DSS 12,
41, 51, and 621
The first test involved DSS 12, 51, and 62.
The HSD from the SDCC was routed to two DSS
simultaneously. Problems detected were as
follows:
(1) Time tag errors were as great as 5 s.
(2) DGI prqblems at DSS 51; trouble shoot!
ing isolated a hardware problem; after
changing a module, satisfactory dual
mode operation was achieved.
(3) DSS 62 DGI did not retain lock,
rected by separate test.
Cor!
(4) Incorrect spacecraft identification by
DSS 12 TCP; problem corrected in com!
munication buffer.
(5) An ADSS synchronizer failed.
The second test was conducted with DSS 41,
51, and 62. Problems detected in this test were
as follows:
(1) Difficulty at DSS 41 in initializing the
DGI.
(2) Procedural error between the SDCC and
the OD.
(3) Science digital play back data not properly
processed by the 7044 computer.
(4) The HSD line from DSS 51 substandard;
removal of regenerators at Ascension
Island unknown to JPL.
(5) DIS monitor program at the station did
not operate properly.
All DGI were exercised successfully; the stations
demonstrated satisfactory DGI and TCP operator
proficiency.
5. Ancillary tests. Data system delay
measurements were made during testing.
Table 35 shows the delay in seconds of the telem!
etry data due to processing and buffering time in
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the TCP, CP, and/or 7044 computer. Data in the
table are obtained from tests conducted by DSS 41;
the data, however, are representative.
The results of system testing were studied to
obtain an indication of data system reliability.
Table 36 shows a total of 46 problems reported
during tests with DSS 1Z, 41, 71, and CTA!21.
Half of the problems have been classified as pro!
cedural; thirteen, or 28%, of the problems were
due to hardware.
The average failure/problem rate was esti!
mated at 101.7/100 h of operation, or about 1
failure/h, considering all causes. The failures
for hardware subsystems only are shown in
Table 37. Based on a limited amount of data, the
7044/7094 computer system has an estimated
MTBF of 22.6 h with 90% confidence. Support of
MOS testing did indeed result initially in about
1 problem/day in the computer system, a rate
which diminished as the time for launch
approached.
Three operational verification tests were
conducted to validate the DSN operational inter!
faces. The tests were valuable for clarification
of interface procedures, particularly between
JPL and ETR operational control, between the
OD and the Monitor Director, and between the
DSN SDA and the Track Chief in SPAC.
The DSS conducted numerous additional OVT
to exercise the net controllers in the SFOF and
the station personnel in the use of operational
procedures. Of particular concern was the
proper transmission of commands, especially
under non!standard conditions. A revised
command OVT was devised to train the DSS
operators and station net controllers. Table 38
summarizes the OVT accomplished. The 45 com!
mand OVT accomplished after launch of space!
craft F were conducted in anticipation of heavy
command activities during encounter.
6. СТА!21 support. CTA!21 provided sup!
port to the compatibility tests described. The
facility was, however, heavily used for other
activities. Table 39 shows the DSN man!hours
expended for various types of support. Man hours
are portrayed rather than station hours because
they show better the allocation of resources and
because some activities were concurrent. With
the exception of tests during the f i r s t week of
June and July, the preponderance of man hours
during the early weeks of operation were applied
to the maintenance and installation of DSN equip!
ment and developmental testing of the multiple
mission telemetry and high!rate telemetry sys!
tems. Throughout the entire period, the space!
craft system received support of its system test
activities in SAF and the radio and telemetry sub!
system development. Such support continued
when the spacecraft were moved to the Environ!
mental Test Chamber. Monitoring of environ!
mental tests also provided an opportunity to col!
lect compatibility test data. During November
and December of 1968 and January and February
of 1969, CTA!21 supported MOS tests. Through!
out the support, TCP software under development
was checked out in CTA!21. The DSN used the
station for training and operations. It was here
that the overseas operators were trained and
operational procedures were checked out. During
the period, a minor amount of support was pro!
vided to other projects.
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Table 31. Near!earth operational verif ication tests
Test title Date Participants Deficiencies
Launch G Training Test December 18, 1968 DSN, MSFN,
and JPL/ETR
Launch F Near!Earth
Phase
January 9, 1969 JPL/ETR, ETR,
MSFN
Launch G/Cruise F
Operational Demon!
stration
January 21/22,
1969
All Near!Earth
TDS Systems
1. Grand Turk radar metric
data at wrong rate
2. DSS data handling subsystem
punch test data late and
improperly addressed
3. DSN frequency constants for
the RTCS received late
4. DSS 51 radio metric data
received with wrong format.
5. CP feedback of tracking and
telemetry data as late as 1 h
1. Establishment of communi!
cations circuits late
2. Completion of ETR telemetry
check 70 min late
3. RTCS outputting of messages
delayed due to simulation
problems
1. Spacecraft telemetry circuits
from TEL!4 to Bldg АО and
DSS 71 established 55 mm
late due to prior launch
commitment
2. Start of telemetry checks
delayed 30 min
3. Telemetry checkout of Twin
Falls instrumentation ship
completed at Т ! 1 9 min
(251 mm late)
4. Mariner 1969 test tapes sup!
plied to ETR were faulty
5. Centaur guidance data
unusable
6. TDH punch test data not
received from DSN
7. DSN frequency constants not
received during the minus
count
8. First!motion pulse not re!
ceived from ETR; plus count
did not start at Т !О
9! DSS 51 radiometric data con!
tained bad angle indications;
RTCS not able to process
data
10. TRCS not able to process
MSFN Ascension radiometric
data; apparently invalid
simulation data
11. RTCS mapping to planetary
encounter in error by
70,000 km (use of incorrect
constants)
12. Spacecraft telemetry data
started at Т +4 mm because
of patching errors at TEL!4
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Table 31 (contd)
Test title Date Participants Deficiencies
Launch/Maneuver/
Cruise F Operational
Readiness Tests
Launch F Near!Earth
Phase
Launch/Maneuver F
Operational Readiness
Tests
Launch/Maneuver G
Operational Readiness
Test
February 10/11,
1969
All systems of
Near!Eart h TDS
February 17, 1969
February 19, 1969
March 18, 1969
JPL/ETR, ETR,
MSFN, and FPAC
All system of
Near!Eart h TDS
All systems of
Near!Eart h TDS
1. Erroneous reporting on
receipt of predicts at
DSS 51
2. Grand Turk radar metric
data lost due to patching
problem at ETR
None
Incorrect setup of bit synchro!
nizer at TEL!4
1. Teletype data circuits be!
tween RTCS and Bldg АО
were brought up 1 h late;
delay was caused by a prior
AFETR test
2. Completion of telemetry
checks with RIS Twin Falls
was ~ 40 min late
3. AFETR was requested to
start telemetry test tapes at
Т !3, rather than scheduled
Т !7, because of updated
test tape data received dur!
ing countdown
4. During plus count, data out!
put from Twin Falls data
demodulator was intermittent
due to a low!voltage level
input to demodulator; normal
operation was observed when
voltage was adjusted to
proper leve l (6 V)
5. First set of DSN predicts
from RTCS was received
~13 min late
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Table 32. Compatibility tests
Test title
Downlink 1-Way Threshold
Uplink Threshold
Downlink 2-Way Threshold
Spacecraft Receiver Pull-in Range
Spacecraft Receiver Tuning Rate
Residual Phase Jitter
Downlink Spectrum Analysis
Uplink Spectrum Analysis
Receiver Best-Lock Frequency
Downlink Carrier Suppression
Uplink Carrier Suppression
Ranging Carrier Suppression
Auxiliary Oscillator Frequency Stability
Bit Error Tests
Subcarrier Acquisition Time
Bit Sync Acquisition Time
Frame Sync Acquisition Time
Two-Channel Operation
High-Rate Telemetry Performance Test
Subcarrier Phase Jitter
Command Polarity Check
Command Performance at Threshold
Flight Command System Sync Acquisition
Command with Ranging
Command with Static Phase Error Offset
Ranging Polarity •,
Ranging Threshold
Ranging Acquisition
Ranging Spectrum
Ranging Delay
Table 33. Probability distribution for false lock at
signals stronger than -100 dbm
Fs-Fo, kHz
0 to ± 10
0 to ± 10
+ 10 to + 400
- 10 to - 400
+ 10 to + 40
- 10 to - 40
+ 40 to + 400
- 40 to - 400
Ranging
ON
OFF
ON
ON
OFF
OFF
OFF
OFF
Probability, P
.01
.01
.90
.90
. 50
.50
.01
.01
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Table 34. Anomalies during level I combined system integration tests
Test Anomalies Remarks
CTA-Z1 test 1
CTA-21 test 2
DSS 12 test 1
DSS 12 test 2
DSS 41 test 1
1. Test delayed by SFOF power failures
2. Incorrect TCP output due to software ver-
sion used
3. 7044/CP interface problem interrupted
transmission of coded commands
4. TCP limited in ability to output headers
5. Correct procedure for end of message noti-
fication on command messages not avail-
able
6. No monitor system support after power
failure
7. SDCC sent wrong type of data to CTA-21
8. Plotters connected to wrong computer
string
9. Inadequate familiarity with procedures
10. Inadequate data package script
11. Cross talk on voice nets
12. Insufficient status reporting
1. Command sent via teletype arrived garbled
at CTA-21
2. Incorrect teletype printer output in user
area
3. Some command messages incorrectly
addressed
4. Metric data from CTA-21 to the SFOF
occasionally interrupted
5. The 7044 computer underwent a cold start
6. Delay in locating lines from SDCC to
CTA-21
7. Difficulties with plotters
1. SDCC communication requirements not
scheduled
2. TCP could not lock up on science data
3. Command sequence delayed for lack of
priority indication
4. Plotters and alarm printers not operating
properly
5. A correct input message to the 7044 com-
puter was incorrectly rejected
1. Inadequate 7094 user program operator
support
2. Communication lines not scheduled as
early as needed
3. Failure in ADSS synchronizer
4. Data processing system mixed commands
and predicts to DSS 12 on the same line
5. Procedural error by DACON
6. A hung-up header in the TCP required a
cold start
7. Defective system tape caused the 7044
computer to hand up when commands were
transmitted
8. RWV malfunction
1. Procedural error by GCF
2. 7044 software did not process two streams
of science telemetry data simultaneously
3. DSS 41 sent the wrong tracking data
preambles
4. Wrong PN number entered into the 7044
computer
5. Station recorder did not play back simu-
lated data reliably
6. Two-hour high-speed data line outage
Anomalies necessitated
repeating the test
Telemetry, radiometric, and
command data successfully
transferred throughout all
elements of the system. Capa-
bility of the SDCC to enter
reliable spacecraft data at
SFOF or tracking station was
verified. Command transfer
and Mode II operation with
concurrent inbound and out-
bound traffic demonstrated
Command procedure exercise
was successful
Both halves of the TCP were
operational. The 7044 soft-
ware successfully processed
four streams of telemetry data
(two outbound from SDCC and
two inbound from DSS 12) as
well as tracking data. Mode II
operation demonstrated with
transmission of commands and
predicts
Dual TCP output demonstrated.
Command procedures success-
ful in all three modes by two
DSS 41 shifts. Successful
transmission of predicts in
Mode U
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Table 34. (contd)
Test Anomalies Remarks
DSS 41 test 1
(contd)
DSS 41 test 2
DSS 51 test 1
DSS 51 test 2
DSS 51 test 3
DSS 62 test 1
DSS 62 test 2
DSS 71 test 1
7. TCP output not available at DSS 41; TTY
printers not available
8. Monitor program not operational
1. Slow response by DACON due to staffing
shortage
2. Administrative printer in the 7044 com-
puter overloaded
3. Improper voice labeling on simulation
tapes
4. Plotters did not operate properly
5. CP unable to operate in dual mode due to
software problem
1. Test terminated due to numerous outages
of high-speed data and voice lines
1. Communication line outages
2. Incomplete familiarity with operational
procedures
3. The 7044 computer went into recovery
every few minutes during playback of
digital data
4. Station modulation problem
5. Limited source of engineering data to the
telemetry simulator
6. DGI software not operational
7. TCP software problems
1. Command log tape snapped by tape drive
2. DGI problems
3. ADS synchronizer failed
4. Noise on line between SDA and TCP patch
panel
1. The 7094 user program not operated;
flight support personnel not available
2. Predicts not displayed in track area
prior to transmission
3. Simulation tape gave problems to station
personnel
1. Poorly recorded science data on simula-
tion tape
1. No DACON support; data chief not fully
briefed
2. Faulty ADSS synchronizer
3. High-speed data channel information given
to data chief late
4. The 7044 data output fell behind when
processing data from two stations
5. Error on COMGEN command tape pre-
vented transmission of command messages
to station
6. Simulation data packages not received at
station
7. The 7044 software problem prevented out-
put of science teletype formats
8. User area display devices not functioned
properly
9. High-speed data line problems
Demonstration of correct
operation repeated. Data sys-
tem delay measurements made
for 8 1/3 and 33 1/3 bits/s.
DGI not operational
Test to be repeated to obtain
more practice
Regular test sequence of
events shelved in favor of
intensive DGI testing
Dual TCP output and command
handling successfully demon-
strated. Data system delay
measurements obtained
All objectives satisfied
Dual TCP operation accom-
plished with TEL 4 and DSS 71
simulator data. Command pro-
cedure checkout successful
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Table 34. (contd)
Test Anomalies Remarks
Ascension test 1
Ascension test 2
1. Comm line activation delayed
2. The 7044 computer did not time-tag data to
1-s accuracy
3. Improper header on data by ACN prevented
transmission of metric data
4. Excessive voice traffic during command
exercises
5. Excessive time for coded command verifi-
cation
6. Teletype message from JPL did not reach
ACN
7. Transmission of acquisition messages
delayed
1. Procedural error on end of message
notification
End-to-end data flow test and
command exercise successful
with exception of 7044 com-
puter timing problem
End-to-end data flow and
command exercise successful
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Table 35. Mariner Mars 1969 inherent telemetry data system delays
Data
Rate
(bps)
8!1/3* *
8!1/ 3
33!1/ 3
HSDL
Design
Range
21. 5!30. 0
21. 5!30. 0
6. 3!14.8
Ave.
25.7
25.7
10. 5
Actual
Range
35. 0!46 0
25. 0!53 0
16. 3!33. 0
Ave.
36.8
39.9
24. 0
TTY
Design
Range
11. 2!27. 2
11.2!27 . 2
10. 6!106.6
Ave.
19.2
19.2
58.6
Actual
Range
21. 0!30!0
18. 0!26. 0
14. 0!28. 0
Ave.
25.3
21.6
20. 0
TTY ! CP Bypassed
Design
Range
10. 4!26. 4
10. 4!26. 4
10. 4!26. 4
Ave.
18. 4
18. 4
18.4
Actual
Range
4. 0!8 0
4 0!15. 0
2 0!16. 0
Ave.
5 3
6 3
7 0
:|!Time in seconds
**The 7044 was also simultaneously process ing two telemetry streams and one tracking data stream from the
SDCC.
Table 36. Statistical analysis of seven Mariner Mars 1969 system integration tests
Source of Problem
Hardware
Software
Procedure /Human
Undetermined
Total
DSN Facil i t ies
SFOF
8
5
20
!
33
GCF
2
г
3
2
9
DSIF
3
1
!
!
4
Total
Problems
Number
13
8
23
2
46
%
28
18
50
4
100
Total Test ing
Hours
45.25
45. 25
45. 25
45. 25
45. 25
Estimated Fai lure /Problem
Rate per l O O H r . Operation
Average
28.7
17.7
50.8
4. 4
101.7
90% Conf. L imi t s *
17!4 3
9!2 9
34!7 0
0. 8!10. 4
78!12 7
Assuming Poisson distr ibut ion.
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Table 37. Statistical analysis of hardware problems and estimated failure rates
Hardware/
Subsystem
SFOF:
7044/94
Milgo Plotter
TTY
Power System
GCF:
HSDL/ADSS
DSIF:
FR 1200
TCP
No. Used
Per Test
(n)
1
3
!25
1
1
1
1
Total Operating
Hours
(n x 45.25) x D. C. *
45. 25
102.81
452.50
45.25
45. 25
45.25
45. 25
No. of
Problems
Reported
in Seven
Tests
2
2
2
2
2
1
2
Estimated Fai lure/
Problem Rate per l O O H r .
Operation
Ave.
4.4
1.9
0. 44
4.4
4. 4
2.2
4. 4
90% Conf. Limit**
0. 8 ! 10. 4
0.3 ! 4. 5
0. 1 ! 1.0
0.8 ! 10.4
0.8 ! 10.4
0. 1 ! 6.6
0.8 ! 10.4
*Assuming the duty cycle (D. C. ) for Milgo Plotter is 75%, for TTY 40%, and for the rest of the
equipment is 100%.
Assuming Poisson distr ibution.
Table 38. Summary of OVT accomplished
Station
СТА 21
DSS 11
DSS 12
DSS 14
DSS 41
DSS 42
DSS 51
DSS 62
DSS 71
ACN
Totals
Before F
Launch
7
0
11
1
8
0
8
8
1
4
48
Between
F and G
0
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
4
After G
Launch
2
6
10
10
6
8
6
9
0
0
57
Total
9
6
21
12
14
10
14
18
1
4
109*
^Includes 45 Command OVTs, all of which were performed after launch
of S/C F.
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SPACECRAFT
SEE NOTE A)
FLIGHT
TELEMETRY
SYSTEM
FLIGHT
COMMAND
SYSTEM
RF VE
GROUND SYSTEM (SEE NOTE B)
SPACECRAFT ! DSN REAL TIME TLM DATA TEST
SPACECRAFT ! TCP DATA TEST
ь
RIF.
RCVR
TESTS
XMTR
b.
Л
TCP
RWV
HSD ^
TTY *
4 TTY
7044
^70
0
T T Y
SPACECRAFT ! CODED
7094
PROGRAMS +
GROUPS
ь
мк<; гпму»о|
FPAC, SPAC,
' сслг п<;м
44
R
XMTR
/ОУ4 1
PROGRAM
COMMAND DATA TEST
OPERATIONAL COMPATIBILITY TEST
NOTE A !SPACECRAFT DESIGN DOCUMENTED IN MM'69 SPACECRAFT DESIGN BOOK
NOTE В !DATA SYSTEM DESIGN DOCUMENTED IN DSN OPERATIONS
PLAN VOL. III. SOFTWARE SYSTEM DESIGN DOCUMENTED
IN MM'69 SOFTWARE DESIGN BOOK, DATA SYSTEM INTEGRATION
TESTING IS DOCUMENTED IN DSN TEST PLAN, VOL. I.
* !FUNCTIONS OF OPERATING GROUPS DOCUMENTED
IN SPACE FLIGHT OPERATIONS PLAN.
Fig. 125. Compatibility tests
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LEGEND:
TEST
CAPABILITY
DEMONSTRATION
DEVELOPMENT
MILESTONE
fI ADSS INTERFACE
V COMPLETE
SFOF A
CONFIGURATION^
/ GCF
I CONFIGURATION I
7094 TRACKING
SOFTWARE
AVAILABLE
( ^V CONFIGURATION I
( PROCEDURE J
Fig. 126. DSN test flow plan for Mariner Mars 1969
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Fig. 127. Test configuration
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V. FLIGHT SUPPORT
The TDS maintains logs related to the flight
support provided to the Mariner Mars 1969 pro!
ject. These logs l ist the major events which
occur, in chronological order . The format of the
log varies between the near!earth phase and the
deep space phase. The near!earth phase period
is very short and the log, therefore, is presented
in narrative form. The deep space phase covers
an interval of many months and, therefore, a con!
densed format was adopted.
A. Near!Earth Phase Flight Support, Mariner VI
1 . Countdown summary. The planned count!
down for February 24 and 25, 1969 included two
b u i l t !i n holds, one of a 60!min duration at
Т ! 90, and a second of a 10!min durat ion at
Т ! 10 L i f t o f f was scheduled for 0114, with a
flight azimuth of 108 deg, a yaw index of 19. 6,
and a flight!path angle of 1 1 . 5 deg. The launch
window duration was 40 min. The actual count!
down time summary is shown in Table 40.
The JPL/ETR Mission Operations Center was
manned and operational at 1759, and operational
reporting was established with JPL/Pasadena at
1814. The range countdown was started on
schedule at Т ! 335 min at 1829. Initial ETR
status at the beginning of the count was GO, with
the exception of the Dynatronics receiver (S!band)
at Antigua, which was not operationally ready
(NOR) with no estimated time operational (ETO).
The DSN reported that the maser at DSS 12 was
down, also with no ETO. (An ETO of 0300 was
established later in the count.) All other DSN
systems were considered to be in a GO condition.
At Т ! 315 mm the ETR reported that the
klystron for the Antigua 91. 18 radar was NOR,
with an ETO of 2330. This radar was subse!
quently declared operational at 2326. The ACN
demodulator was reported NOR because of a data
conditioner fai lure at 1946, with no ETO, but was
later declared operational at 2028.
The f i r s t RF propagation forecast, which was
received at Т ! 250 min, predicted Condition 3
(fair) for the HF data circuits between the RIS Twin
Falls and Cape Kennedy, and between Ascension
and the Cape. Condition 2 (unusable) was forecast
for the HF circuits between Pretoria and Ascension.
The forecast conditions were later changed to Con!
ditions 2, 3, and 2, respectively, which remained
in effect for launch. A total of seven forecasts
were provided during the count.
At Т ! 227 mm an apparent excessive d r i f t
of the Centaur "W" gyro was observed during
final alignment prior to the GAP test. This was
later determined to be the result of the optics
torquing circuit loading the gyro torquing signal.
After terminating final alignment and opening the
optical torquing relay, the dr i f t was well within
tolerance.
Checkout of the spacecraft telemetry data
circuits f rom downrange was completed by
Т ! 272 min, and the spacecraft countdown was
started on schedule with spacecraft power on at
Т ! 210 mm. Proper operation of all spacecraft
subsystems was observed throughout the count.
At T ! 165 min, the ETR reported that the
3. 18 radar at Grand Bahama was NOR because of
an azimuth problem, with no ETO. This radar
was subsequently declared operational at 2306.
At Т !118 min, the DSN reported that DSS 12 was
RED for commitment to the Project using the
maser. The station was considered RED but
could support using the paramplifier.
The countdown then progressed normally
through the built! in hold at Т ! 90 mm, which
began at 2234 and ended at 2344, and continued
until Т ! 80 min, when a hold was required
because of the time previous ly consumed in eval!
uating the apparent excessive d r i f t problem in the
Centaur guidance system. A total of 25 mm was
consumed during this hold; however, the planned
10!mi n bui l t! in hold at Т ! 10 mm was cancelled,
which resulted in 15 mm of the 40!min launch
window being used.
During the hold, the impact of the delay in
launch time was determined, the later time im!
proved the tracking coverage. The new fl ight!
path angle was obtained by analysis of the f i r i n g
tables.
The count was resumed at Т ! 80 min at 0009.
At Т ! 72 mm the ETR reported that the TAA!3
S!ban d antenna system at Grand Turk was NOR,
however, the TAA!3 was returned to operation
5 min later. At Т ! 8 min the MSFN reported
that the FPQ!6 radar at Bermuda was considered
RED, and that the FPS!16 would be the prime
radar for launch. Shortly before launch, the
problem was determined to be insufficient gam
in the reference channel, and was temporari ly
alleviated by adjustments to the receiver, the
FPQ!6 was considered GREEN and prime for
launch at 0129:42.
The count then progressed normally to l i f t!
off, which occurred at 0129:02. 013 GMT on
February 25, with a flight azimuth of 108 deg, a
yaw index of 18 1, and a flight!path angle of
12 .8 deg.
2. Flight phase
a.. AFETR ! С!band tracking. Estimated
and actual radar coverage is shown in Fig. 128.
All Class I radar metric coverage requirements
were met, with the actual coverage equaling or
exceeding the estimate at most stations.
Antigua, the RIS Twin Falls, Ascension, and
Pretoria reported low C!band received signal
strength. This apparently resulted f rom poor
aspect angle, and is the reason for the early loss
of signal at Antigua, the dropout at Twin Falls,
and the slightly late acquisition of signal at
Ascension. The AFETR commitments were on
a best!obtainable basis following main engine
cutoff (MECO).
b. AFETR ! Computed data. The transfer
orbit computed using Antigua free! f l ight data
after MECO was considered only a fair fit of the
data. An IRV, SOPM, orbital elements, and Mars
mapping in the B!plane were provided f rom
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this solution. Also, predicts in the DSN format
were provided to DSS 51 and the MSFN ACN site.
A transfer orbit using Centaur Guidance
telemetry data after MECO was also computed,
providing an IRV , SOPM, orbital elements, and
Mars mapping
Transfer orbits based on recurs ive solutions
of all the available transfer orbit C!band data
were computed but not transmitted. The C!band
radars experienced low signal strength shortly
after injection, which caused the data to be noisy
dur ing this period As a result, the recurs ive
solutions obtained by the RTCS analysts were of
insuff ic ient quality to warrant t ransmiss ion.
An actual spacecraft orbit was computed by
the RTCS using a 30!min span of DSS 51 data.
This solution was a good fit of the data and indi!
cated an almost nominal orbit and provided an
I R V , SOPM, orbital elements, I!matrix, and
Mars mapping. A second set of predicts based
on this solution were also sent to DSS 51 and the
MSFN ACN site.
The RTCS then computed a post!deflection
Centaur orbit based on Pretoria data. This solu!
tion was from a good fit of the data, and provided
an IRV, SOPM, orbital elements, and Mars map!
ping. The orbital elements and Mars mapping
indicated that the post!deflection maneuver
occurred in a nominal manner.
The post!deflection Centaur telemetry solu!
tion which was to be provided by the RTCS was not
accomplished because the guidance telemetry data
from Ascens ion were not of suf f ic ient quality.
Instead, a second post!def lect ion orbit was com!
puted by the RTCS using Ascension C!band data.
This solution was considered only f a i r , but it
agreed adequately with the Pretoria solution, and
provided an IRV , SOPM, Mars mapping, and
I!matrix .
The RTCS also provided near!real!t ime
metric data in the decimal format to Bldg АО, for
relay to the SFOF during the near!earth phase
These data were provided by Antigua, Ascens ion,
Twin Falls, and Pretoria.
The RTCS orbital computations are summar!
ized in Tables 41 and 42. Mars mapping of the
RTCS t rans fer orbits and spacecraft orbit is pro!
vided in Fig. 129.
The TDS Analyst and Launch Phase Analyst ,
as a part of their responsibility for providing the
Miss ion Director an integrated model of the
progress of the near!earth flight, plotted all of
the B!T and B!R parameters from the computed
Mars mapping messages on a B!plane map.
c. AFETR ! VHF telemetry. Estimated
and actual VHF telemetry coverage is shown in
Fig. 130. All Class I requirements were met,
with the actual coverage equaling or exceeding the
estimate at most stations.
The data acquired by Ascension were noisy
throughout the indicated actual coverage period,
and the data acquired by RIS Twin Falls were
noisy d u r i n g approximately the last third of the
track.
The real!time transmission of VHF telemetry
data was considered good.
The near!real! t ime reports of launch vehicle
infl ight events (mark events), along with the nomi!
nal times of occurrence, are shown in Table 43.
d. AFETR — S!band telemetry. Estimated
and actual S!band telemetry coverage is shown in
Fig. 131. Telemetry coverage during the near!
earth flight phase was satisfactory.
Prel iminary reports f rom A s c e n s i o n and Twin
Falls indicated that the left!hand circular polari!
zation signal was considerably better than that of
the right!hand polarized received signal. Further
evaluation from station str ip charts may give an
indication as to the cause of this phenomenon.
However, no loss of recorded data resulted from
this unexpected situation, although a brief dropout
( ! 1 to 1 1/2 min) of real!time data from Ascen!
sion was experienced.
The S!band signal received by the TAA!8
antenna system at Antigua showed extensive lobing
beginning just after separation. This lobing may
have been the result of electromagnetic wave
compressions caused by the interaction between
the spacecraft and the Centaur, as the spacecraft
moves through short wavelengths (X. = 1 3 . 0 6 cm)
as the two objects separate. More investigation
correlat ing separation velocity, lobing cycle, and
spacecraft/tracking station aspect angle is re!
quired to support this conclusion. The real!time
transmission of S!band telemetry data was
satisfactory.
e. GSFC ! MSFN tracking and telemetry
coverage. Estimated and actual MSFN tracking
and telemetry coverage is shown in Fig. 132. The
actual MSFN coverage exceeded the estimates.
Bermuda radar acquis i t ion was accomplished
earlier than predicted, through the use of data
provided by the RTCS to the Launch Trajectory
Data System. This method of acquisition, used
successful ly for the f i r s t time, was reported by
Bermuda as excellent.
During the minus count, Bermuda reported
RF interference on the Centaur 225.7 mHz. Both
acquis i t ion aids therefore tracked the Centaur
259.7!mH z link. The interfering signal was later
determined to have been generated on!site by an
FPS!16 synchro line amplif ier which was oscil!
lating at approximately 225.7 mHz. A permanent
solution to this problem is being investigated.
ACN experienced low signal strength on the
VHF telemetry link which was to be used as an
acquisit ion aid. S!band telemetry and tracking
support was better than predicted and the cause
of a bias in the doppler data provided by ACN is
under review. Good ranging data were provided.
f. Support functions. The GSFC Data Oper!
ations Branch provided all required support for
computed data. NASCOM provided all of the
required communications support with good
performance.
3. Mariner VI tracking support operations
a. Frequency calculations. All DSS 71
frequency reports arrived either early or right
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on schedule. The day!old, best!lock, and all
auxiliary oscillator measurements were well
within tolerance on the nominal frequency versus
temperature curves. DSIF advisors communicated
directly to the telecommunications analyst (pro!
ject telcom) at regular intervals before launch to
update the estimated frequencies at DSS 51 r ise
and time of two!way acquisition. Best estimates
of spacecraft f requencies were teletyped periodi!
cally to RTCS and were used in JPL predicts.
Estimated frequencies were updated continuously
after launch, based on actual spacecraft tempera!
ture. The temperature just before the time DSS 51
was to try two!way acquisit ion was lower than the
value used to calculate frequencies in the predicts
sent to DSS 51 at l i f tof f . This corresponded to a
10!Hz (at ground VCO level) change in the esti!
mated best!lock frequency. Since the tuning pat!
tern to be used for acquisition would encompass
this 10 Hz, to simplify use of predicts, a bias was
not given to the station. The stations did acquire
on their f i r s t sweep at about 18 Hz above the pre!
dicts, which means that the total error in the
predicted XA for two!way acquisition (allowing
for the known 10!Hz error) was, at most, 8 Hz.
The predict at the time of initial one!way
acquisition was 1.5 kHz (at S!band) too large,
decreas ing to 700 Hz at launch + 1 h. This is
within the tolerances of the nominal frequency
versus temperature curves for the auxiliary oscil!
lator with part of the error due to a temperature
di f fe rence .
b. Launch phase predicts. An unscheduled
20!mi n hold occurred at about L ! 1:20 which
resulted in the removal of the L ! 10 min hold.
The launch predict strategy adapted smoothly to
the real!time situation. Predict set 05Y was
generated at 00:54Z (L ! 35 min) and transmitted
to ACN (MSFN 75) at 00: 58Z. Since no change in
expected liftoff or predicted f requencies had
occurred since set 05Y was generated, set 05Y
was transmitted to DSS 51 at 01
:
29Z (l i f toff) . At
01:43Z (L + 14 min) DSS 51 reported it had an
adequate amount of predict set 05Y for acquisition.
At 01:49Z (L !I! 20 min) it was decided that another
predict set was not required to support the two!
way acquisition. Set 05Y was therefore the pre!
dict set used by ACN for one!way acquisition, and
by DSS 51 for one!way and two!way acquisition.
One!wa y and two!way acquisition at DSS 51
was smooth, quick, and on time. The station
operations is summarized in Table 44.
B. Near!Earth Phase Flight Support, Mariner VII
1. Countdown summary. The planned count!
down for March 27, 1969 included two built!in
holds: one of 60!min duration at Т ! 90 min, and
a second of 10!min duration at Т ! 10 min. Lift!
off was scheduled for 2135, with a flight azimuth
of 101. 66 deg and a flight path angle of 6. 59 deg.
The launch window duration was 60 min. The
actual countdown time summary is shown in
Table 45.
The JPL/ETR Mission Operations Center was
manned and operational at 1400, and operational
reporting was established with JPL/Pasadena at
1435. Initial DSN status was reported in the GO
condition, with the exception of a clock problem
with the 7044X computer and a 7094X problem
which prevented loading of the system tape. This
latter problem had existed since 1130 and con!
sideration was given to establishing the Y string
as prime, with the 7044X in mode 3 as backup;
however, it was determined that the 7044X pro!
grams could not be loaded because of a disc
problem, and both the 7044X and the 7094X were
returned to operational status at 1500.
The Range Countdown was started on schedule
at Т ! 335 min at 1450 Initial ETR status at the
beginning of the count was GO. The RF propaga!
tion forecast, which was received at Т ! 270 min,
predicted Condition 3 ( fair) for all HF data cir!
cuits. At Т ! 232 min the MSFN reported that all
stations and systems were GO, and the spacecraft
countdown was started on schedule at Т ! 210 mm,
with spacecraft power ON.
All countdown operations proceeded normally
until Т ! 172 mm, when the ETR reported that the
3. 13 radar at GBI was NOR because of a cr ! 5
computer problem which prevented high! or low!
speed data output. The radar was later declared
operational at Т ! 102 min. An azimuth/elevation
encoder problem with the 91.18 radar at Antigua
was reported at Т ! 136 min. This radar was
returned to service at 1914, during the f i r s t
built! in hold.
The f i r s t built!in hold began as planned at
Т ! 90 min, at 1855; however, the count was not
resumed until 1955:45, which was 45 s later than
scheduled. This time was picked up during the
built!i n hold at Т ! 10 min.
At Т ! 73 min, the 7. 18 radar at Grand Turk
was reported as NOR because of a transmitter
problem. The problem was corrected and the
radar returned to service at 2158.
The second built!in hold began at Т ! 10 min
at 2115:45, and the count was resumed on schedule
at 2125. During this hold, the RIS Twin Falls
radar was declared NOR, then returned to a GO
status 2 min later.
After resuming count at Т ! 10 mm, all oper!
ations proceeded normally until Т ! 7 min, when
Centaur guidance reported intermittent optical
acquisition of the vehicle. The countdown was
continued, while guidance tried to resolve the
problem, until Т ! 56 s, when guidance reported
that the vehicle could not be optically acquired.
The countdown was held at this point to confirm
the configuration, and then recycled to Т ! 10 mm
to evaluate the anomaly. It was determined that
the platform position could be assured well within
allowable tolerances by manual torquing commands
in conjunction with meter measurements of drift .
A launch configuration was confirmed and the
count was resumed at Т ! 10 mm at 2212:01.
During this hold, the impact of the delay in launch
time was determined. The later time improved
the tracking coverage from Antigua and Ascension,
and the new flight path angle was obtained by
analysis of the f ir ing tables.
Terminal count operations then progressed
normally to liftoff, which occurred at 2222:01. 198
on March 27, with a flight azimuth of 102. 79 deg
and a flight path angle of 12.5 deg.
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2. Flight phase
a. AFETR — С!band tracking. Estimated
and actual radar coverage is shown in Fig. 133.
All Class I metric coverage requirements were
met, with the actual coverage equaling or exceeding
the estimate at most stations.
Antigua had an early LOS, the station observed
a 15!dB step decrease at Т + 759 s, a decrease
also observed by Grand Turk The RIS Twin
Falls, which had view during this period, was un!
able to observe the decrease since they were in a
range recycle interval. Ascension reported a
124!f t decrease in range at the same time. The
4.65!m {12. 18) radar experienced problems with
the digital range machine at Т + 1817 s and, as
a result, had early LOS.
Pretoria tracked to Т + 3969 s; the data were
very good and were used in the computation of the
post!deflectio n orbit.
b. AFETR ! computed data. A transfer
orbit was computed using Antigua free!flight data
after MECO. This solution was considered a fa i r
fit of the data, and provided an IRV, SOPM, orbi!
tal elements, and Mars mapping in the B!plane.
Also, predicts in the DSN format were provided
to DSS 51. DSS 62, and the MSFN ACN site.
A transfer orbit was then computed using
Centaur guidance telemetry data after MECO.
This solution indicated a nominal vehicle trajec!
tory and provided an IRV, SOPM, orbital elements,
and Mars mapping.
A transfer orbit based on a recursive solution
of Ascension data (span — L + 1024 to 1150 s) was
computed and transmitted. This solution was a
good fit of the data and indicated an almost nomi!
nal mission; it provided an IRV, SOPM, orbital
element, Mars mapping, and I!matrix.
An actual spacecraft orbit was then computed
by the RTCS, using a 40!min span of DSS 51 data.
This solution was a very good fit of the data and
indicated an almost nominal orbit; it also provided
an IRV, SOPM, orbital elements, I!matrix, and
Mars mapping. A second set of predicts based
on this solution were also sent to DSS 51, DSS 62,
and the MSFN ACN site.
The RTCS next computed a post!deflection
Centaur orbit based on Pretoria data. The data
span used was from L + 3100 to 3550 s. This
recursive solution was from a good fit of the data
and provided an IRV, SOPM, orbital elements,
I!matrix , and Mars mapping. The orbital ele!
ments and Mars mapping indicated that the post!
deflection maneuver occurred in a nominal
manner.
A post!deflection Centaur guidance telemetry
solution was to be provided by the RTCS; however,
this was not accomplished because valid guidance
telemetry data from Ascension were not received
due to an overload of the Centaur airborne
computer.
The RTCS also provided near!real!time
metric data in the decimal format to Bldg АО for
relay to the SFOF during the near!earth phase.
Data in the decimal format were provided from
Antigua, Ascension, Twin Falls, Pretoria, and
Grand Turk, in that order. The RTCS orbital
computations are summarized in Tables 46 and 47.
Mars mapping of the RTCS transfer orbits and
spacecraft orbit is provided in Fig. 134. Mars
mapping by other computer sources (SFOF and
GD/C), as reported during the near!earth phase,
are also included.
The TDS Analyst and Launch Phase Analyst,
as a part of their responsibilities for providing
the Mission Director with an integrated model of
the progress of the near!earth flight, plotted all
of the mapping B!T and B!R parameters from the
computed Mars mapping messages on a B!plane
map.
c. AFETR — VHF telemetry. Estimated
and actual VHF telemetry coverage is shown in
Fig. 135. All Class I requirements were met,
with the actual coverage equaling or exceeding the
estimate at most stations.
Noisy signal was received by the RIS Twin
Falls, beginning about Т + 1090 s. Ascension
also observed noisy received signal from the
time of its initial acquisition. No explanation as
to the cause of the noisy signals is available.
The real!time transmission of VHF telemetry
data was considered excellent. The near!real!
time reports of launch vehicle inflight events
(Mark Events), along with the nominal times of
occurrence, are shown in Table 48.
d. AFETR — S!band telemetry. Estimated
and actual S!band telemetry coverage is shown
in Fig. 136. Telemetry coverage during the
near!eart h flight phase was satisfactory. The
S!ban d signal strength dropped shortly after
launch, but came up to its nominal value at space!
craft separation. The TAA!8 antenna received
signal strength record again shows the lobing
reported on Mariner VI. The real!time trans!
mission of S!band telemetry data was considered
excellent.
e. GSFC — MSFN tracking and telemetry
coverage" Estimated and actual MSFN tracking
and telemetry coverage is shown in Fig. 137. The
actual MSFN coverage exceeded the estimates.
Good S!band tracking support was provided
by the MSFN. The data were biased similar to
the data received during Mariner VI.
Bermuda acquired with the use of the S!band
system, since the FPQ!6 could not slave to the
incoming LTDS data. The problem is still under
investigation. The system has been used success!
fully on a DOD launch since this launch.
ACN experienced RFI'beginning at 2245Z
(L + 23 min). It was of a random nature, at a
level approximately 10 dB down from the carrier,
and continued through their pass. When queried,
DSS 51 replied that they were not experiencing
such RFI. Copies of the RFI data have been
provided to JPL.
f. GSFC — support functions. The GSFC
Data Operations Branch provided all required
support in an excellent manner. NASCOM
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provided all of the required communications
support; their performance was considered very
good.
3. Mariner VII tracking support operations
a. Frequency calculations. The interface
between DSIF advisors and project telcom oper-
ated smoothly, as m the Mariner VI launch, to
update frequencies up to the time of two-way
acquisition.
The predicts provided to DSS 51 for acquisi-
tion were 460 Hz too low (at S-band) in one-way
acquisition, and the station acquired two-way
17.1 Hz (at VCO level) above the predicts. Some
of the 17. 1 Hz was because the station was tuning
up at the time of acquisition (standard procedure).
Both frequencies were predicted to within the
tolerances of the preflight temperature versus
frequency curves.
b. Launch phase predicts. A 47-min
unscheduled hold occurred; when the count re-
sumed at L - 10 mm, the injection conditions pro-
duced on both computer strings by the trajectory
group were in error. Since the predicts were then
in jeopardy of not getting out, ACN, DSS 62, and
DSS 51 were read biases to apply to predicts
already available.
It was not until L + 7 min that valid injection
conditions were available. Predict set 11Y was
ready for transmission at L 4- 9.5 min and, at
L + 13 mm, DSS 51 reported the start of receipt.
At L + 21 mm DSS 51 reported receipt of enough
of set 11Y to use for acquisition. For time scale,
DSS 51 acquired one-way at L + 23. 5 mm, and
two-way at L + 36 min.
Asa result, DSS 51 acquired one-way and
two-way predict set 11Y with no biases. DSS 62
acquired one-way on predict set P06 (a preflight
nominal) with a negative 13-minbias. ACN used
Goddard-generated predicts to acquire angles, as
planned, and used a predict set 01Y with a 47-min
bias for frequency information. Soon after acqui-
sition predict , set 11Y was received by ACN and
DSS 62 for subsequent tracking.
DSS 51 experienced antenna mechanical
problem, which resulted in restricting the initial
acquisition to the 45-deg hour angle point. Con-
sistent with the constraint, one-way and two-way
acquisition were again smooth and quick. DSS 62
acquired one-way successfully and, perhaps,
earlier than anticipated. A summary follows in
Table 49.
C. Deep Space Phase Flight Support
The launch for Mariner VI proceeded on GMT
day 056 at 012902 and DSS 51 quickly acquired the
spacecraft as planned. Trajectory correction for
Mariner VI occurred on day 060 at 005005. All
command activities were conducted by DSS 41 at
Woomera. A large number of coded commands
were sent to the spacecraft CC&S computer.
After these commands were read out of the space-
craft computer and ver i f ied, a DC-14 command
was sent to arm the maneuver. Approximately
10 mm later, the maneuver start command
(DC-27) was sent to the spacecraft. A tracking
and telemetry analysis conducted at the SFOF
indicated that the maneuver was conducted prop-
erly and the spacecraft was in good condition.
Launch of Mariner VII occurred on day 086
at 222201. Injection was as accurate as that of
Mariner VI, and DSS 51 again acquired the space-
craft without difficulty. Trajectory correction
occurred on day 098 at 202224 as conducted by
DSS 41. As on Mariner VI, the commands were
stored in the spacecraft computer, read out, and
verif ied, with the maneuver armed by a DC-14
command and initiated by a DC-27 command.
This maneuver, unlike the Mariner VI maneuver,
started from a roll position based on the star
Sirius. The spacecraft was unlocked from
Canopus and permitted to roll to Sirius. The
use of this option permitted the star tracker to
stay in normal operation throughout the turns and
motor burn, improved the communications mar-
gin, and kept the spacecraft on solar power
throughout the maneuver. Again, the maneuver
was successful.
Tables 50 and 51 summarize DSN flight sup-
port for Manners VI and VII.
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Table 40. Countdown time summary
Event
MOC Manned and Operational
Start Range Countdown
Start Spacecraft Countdown
Start 60 minute Built!in Hold (ВШ)
End of BIH; Resume Count
Hold for Centaur Guidance
Resume Count
Liftoff
T!Tim e
!
T!33 5
T!21 0
T!90
T!90
T!80
T!80
T!0
GMT
1759
1829
1734
2234
2334
2334
2409
0129
Table 41. RTCS orbital computations
Orbit
Transfer orbit
Transfer orbit
Spacecraft orbit
Post deflection
Post deflection
Epoch
(seconds)
L+749
L+747
L+749
L+3691
L+3088
Time of
Computations
(minutes)
L+15
L+27
L+137
L!f!18 3
L+251
Data
Source
Antigua
Centaur
guidance
telemetry
DSS 51
Pretoria
Ascension
Quality
of
Solution
Fair
Fair
Good
Good
Fair
Table 42. Orbital parameters from RTCS computations
Parameters
Epoch time
CO
'rt
и
CU
a
ел
•о
0
X
_c
Ы
Radius
Latitude
Longitude
Veloci ty
Path angle
(gamma)
Azimuth
angle
Eccentr ic i ty
Inclination
C3
T r a n s f er
Orbit
(Based on
Antigua Data)
0141.31. 7
6862. 9686
11.7733
306. 1181
10.9350
14. 9508
133 7861
1. 1805
43. 3292
11. 1271
Transfer
Orbit
(Based on
Centaur TLM
Data)
0141:29. 4
6801. 7909
13. 1743
304. 1404
10.9847
13. 7400
133. 4230
1. 1814
43.3634
11. 1788
Spacecraft
Orbit
(Based on
DSS 51 Data)
0141:31. 7
6866. 5278
11. 7119
306. 1404
10. 9351
14. 9081
133. 8124
1. 1817
43. 3391
11. 1944
Centaur Post
Deflection
Orbit (Based
on Pretoria
Data)
0230:33. 0
24094. 9331
!39. 0048
05. 6570
06. 2576
72. 1837
124. 7447
1. 1996
43.2399
12.2319
Centaur Post
Deflection
Orbit (Based)
on Ascension
Data)
0220:30.0
20455. 1753
!36.959 2
01. 9830
06.6763
66.4742
125. 1327
1.2005
43.3357
12.2167
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Table 43. Launch vehicle inflight event times
Mark
-
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Event
Liftoff (2 -inch motion)
Atlas BECO
Atlas booster engine jettison
Centaur insulation panel jettison
Nose fairing jettison
Atlas SECO and VECO
Atlas/Centaur separation
Centaur MES
Centaur MECO
Centaur /Mariner separation
Begin Centaur reorientation
Start Centaur blowdown
Nominal
Time
0.0
152. 11
155.21
197. 11
234. 11
252.25
254. 1
263.75
699.6
794.6
1064. 6
1549.6
Near -Real -Time Report
Tel -4
147. 19
150. 19
192.39
228.49
271. 29
274.24
282. 89
Bermuda
270.49
273. 19
283.69
Antigua
725.59
821.29
1090.99
Twin Falls
821.24
1091. 54
1578. 19
Ascension
1091.49
Table 44. Mariner VI acquisition log of events
GMT Event
01:29:02. 013
(01:45:17)
01:52-21
01:52:36
01:52:58
01:55:03
01:55:13
02:31:00
02:31:14
02:31:20
02:33:18
02:45:00
02:50:48
03:16:00
04:06:00
Launch
(ACN one-way lock)
DSS 51 one-way lock
SDA lock
Bit and frame lock
Auto track on the SAA
Auto track on the SCM
Transmitter on, 200 w through the SAA
Receiver out of lock (two-way)
Auto track on the SCM
Arrived at track syn freq (good doppler)
Command mod on
Command loop lock
Ranging mod on
Good ranging data
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Table 45. Countdown time summary
Event
MOC manned and operational
Start range countdown
Start spacecraft countdown
Start 60!min built!in hold
End BIH; resume count
Start 10!min built!in hold
End BIH; resume count
Hold for Centaur guidance, recycle to Т ! 10
Resume count
Lift off
T!Tim e
Т ! 365
Т ! 335
Т ! 210
Т ! 90
Т ! 90
Т ! 10
Т ! 10
Т ! 56 s
Т ! 10
Т ! 0
GMT
1420
1450
1655
1855
1955
2115
2125
2134
2212
2222
Table 46. RTCS orbital computations
Orbit
Transfer orbit
Transfer orbit
Transfer orbit
Spacecraft
orbit
Postdeflection
Epoch
(seconds)
L+749
L+734
L+1042
L!H042
L+3256
Time of
Computations
(minutes)
L+17
L+26
L+44
L+121
L+163
Data
Source
Antigua
Centaur
Guidance
Telemetry
Ascension
DSS51 (40
mm. span)
Pretoria
Quality
of
Solution
Fair
Fair
Good
Very
Good
Good
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Table 47. Orbital parameters from RTCS computations
Parameters
Epoch Time
(GMT, hr,
min, sec)
Radius
Latitude
"2 ю Longitude
x "5
! о Veloci ty
£. <u Path Angle
nj (^" Azimuth
w Angle
Eccentricity
Inclination
C3
Transfe r
Orbit
(Based on
Antigua
Data)
2234:30. 7
6884. 0416
16. 9689
311. 5455
11. 1045
15. 2554
1 17. 4960
1. 2744
31. 0139
16. 8612
Transfer
Orbit
(Based on
Centaur
Tim
Data)
2234:15. 5
6788. 2658
18.4282
308. 5933
11. 1781
13. 3327
116.4316
1. 2748
30. 9947
16. 8818
Transfer
Orbit
(Based on
Ascension
Data)
2239:23.9
8085. 5747
5.6554
331. 3443
10. 3067
29. 3087
122.4423
1.2748
31. 0106
16. 8780
Space-
craft
Orbit
(Based on
DSS 51
Data)
2239:23.9
8086.9170
5.6388
331. 3506
10. 3056
29. 3087
122.4276
1.2748
30.9936
16. 8735
Centaur
Post-
Deflection
Orbit
(Based on
Pretoria
Data)
2316:17.9
22307.0738
-21. 2590
11.7913
6.8036
71.4991
129. 3558
1.2939
31. 1056
17.9112
Table 48. Launch vehicle inflight event times
Mark
_
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
Event
Liftoff (5.1-cm motion)
Atlas BECO
Atlas booster engine
jettison
Centaur insulation panel
jettison
Nose fairing jettison
Atlas SECO and VECO
Atlas/Centaur separation
Centaur MES
Centaur MECO
Centaur/Mariner separation
Begin Centaur reorientation
Start Centaur blowdown
Nominal
Time
0.0
152. 5
155.6
197. 5
234. 5
253. 1
255.0
264. 6
701. 5
796.5
1066. 5
1551. 5
Near-Real-Time Report
Tel 4
150. 5
153. 0
195.6
232.6
254.3
257. 1
268. 0
712. 3
Bermuda
254. 5
257. 1
266.6
712.3
807. 3
Antigua
712 .3
805. 4
1079.2
Twin Falls
712. 3
807. 26
1079. 5
1563.0
Ascension
1079. 2
1562. 3
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Table 49. Mariner VII acquisition log of events
GMT Event
22:23:01. 198
(22 36.40)
(22 40-29)
22 45-02
22 45-23
22 46:52
22:55:10
22:57-00
22.57:42
22-58:48
22-59 15
22 59 38
23 03.00
23-04:30
Launch
(ACN one-way lock)
(DSS 62 one-way lock)
DSS 51 one-way lock
SDA lock
Bit and frame lock
Autotrack on the SCM
Xmitter on, 200 w through the SAA
Receiver out of lock (two-way)
Autotrack on the SAA
Autotrack on the SCM
Arrived at track syn freq (good doppler)
Command mod on
Command loop lock
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VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The TDS system performance was monitored
daily by the NAT. The results of the analysis are
provided to the ОСТ to allow corrective action to
be initiated when performance falls below pre!
dicted or committed levels. Results of the anal!
ysis indicate that the performance of the TDS has
been excellent.
A. Tracking System Performance
The NAT metric data group has provided,
since launch, an analysis of the tracking system
performance. Results of Mariners VI and VII
deep space phase for GMT days 56 through 100
are shown in Figs. 138 through 142 for two!way
doppler data only. The figures include only the
usable two!way data, which were flagged with a
good data condition code, transmitted by the DSS
and actually processed by the TDP and contained
on the MDR. The percentage shown on the figures
is the ratio between the usable data transmitted
versus the usable data received. Recall was
initiated when less than 95% of the available data
were processed or when a data outage of at least
15 mm occurred.
1. SPA/NAT performance. The tracking
system portion of the NAT area was manned and
operated by the SDA group during the Mariner
1969 mission. The tracking data system was
therefore monitored in real time 25 h/day during
all mission phases. Previous missions had
24!h coverage only during critical phases.
Continuous coverage of the tracking system
was considered a principal reason for the high
return and consistent quality of tracking data dur!
ing the Mariner 1969 mission.
2. Tracking data processor performance.
The tracking data processor program (TDP),
under the responsibility of the SDA group, suc!
cessfully prepared tracking data for project orbit
determination and created the MDF in TDP tape
form.
A design goal of SDA was to make the track!
ing data MDF a self!contained record containing
peripheral data necessary to use the tracking data,
such as spacecraft frequencies, range delays,
and labeling suspect data. Much of the new in!
formation to be contained on the TDP tape was to
be transferred to the orbit!determination process
automatically via the orbit data generator pro!
gram (ODG). Unfortunately, it was discovered
after launch that the changes to the ODG did not
properly handle the transfer of this information.
For this, and other real!time operational rea!
sons that developed, a large part of the desired
information was not placed on TDP tapes created
during the course of the mission. The missing
information was added by recreating MDF from
duplicated tapes.
It should be pointed out that the information
was not placed on the TDP tapes before the
Mariner 1969 mission and is more for historical
rather than real!time use of the MDF.
The detailed aspects of TDP operation, parti!
cularly with regard to reconciling the real!time
and historical requirements, is an area requiring
further work for future missions.
B. Telemetry System Performance
1. Near!earth phase. The performance of
the telemetry system during the near!earth phase
is not evaluated quantitatively in the same sense
as the deep space phase. The response time
applicable to operational feedback is much shorter
because the coverage interval is !30 min. In
addition, the number of input sources during this
phase requires that quick decisions be made to
optimize data return. Therefore, the analysis
function for this phase was placed at the Tel!4
terminal at Cape Kennedy.
No attempt was made to provide an assess!
ment of overall performance, but rather to opti!
mize the response of the system to provide maxi!
mum data to the user. A qualitative statement
can be made, however. All committed coverage
was provided, and for both launches, the users
were supplied with a continuous source of real!
time telemetry data.
2. Deep space phase. The NAT telemetry
group has, since shortly after launch, provided
analysis of Telemetry System performance. Dur!
ing the early phases of the mission, some of the
data were not available because the NAT was not
fully staffed. Results of the analysis are shown
in Figs. 143 and 144.
C. Command System Performance
The TDS successfully transmitted all com!
mands from DSN stations to both Mariners VI
and VII. The results of the command activities
are shown in Table 52.
Presented in Table 53 is a summary of TFR
received for the Mariner RWV equipment which
have most frequently failed during each of these
three years. It is noted that, of the equipment
accruinglten or more failures per year, the Model
420 perforator assembly and various 12000 series
Astrodata PC boards are reported consistently,
but with random component failures.
D. DSN monitor System Operations
1. Data validation programs. The telemetry
engineering program for validation of TCP tape
data was completed in early March 1969 and vali!
dation of Mariner VI critical phase data was
started and completed before Mariner VII launch.
Critical phase validation for Mariner VII data was
completed by mid!April.
Tracking data validation programs included
the addition of ranging data accountability, a
major new development. Incorporation of this
feature allowed complete validation of all avail!
able tracking data types.
2. DSIF monitor station. Inconsistencies
and anomalies noted with the DSIF monitor
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station during the Manner Mars 1969 mission
are as follows:
(1) When comparing a station's downlink
signal level using the station voice re-
port, the DSN monitor digital television
display and the processed IBM 7044
formatted data, there seemed to be a
discrepancy of approximately 3 dB be-
tween readings. The discrepancies are
probably due to the manner in which the
data were monitored. The AGC voltage
is transferred from the station S-band
receiver in a one-to-one ratio and com-
puted in the DIS for DSN monitor televis-
ion display. The AGC voltage used for
monitoring by the IBM 7044 computer is
transferred from the station S-band re-
ceiver in a one-to-one half ratio through
an isolation amplifier and doubled in the
IBM 7044 computer for monitoring. It
is suggested that this procedure be re-
evaluated to produce readings that would
allow a 0. 5-dB tolerance when compar-
ing AGC signal levels.
(2) The monitoring of the station's TCP SNR
proved correct when the DSN monitor
digital television display was used. How-
ever, when the SNR level exceeded 30 dB,
the IBM 7044 computer would not accept
this level and would print out 0 dB for the
SNR. The DSN monitor digital television
display would indicate the correct SNR.
(3) The MCD sets (300 different sets) proved
impractical if the stations were con-
figured other than in a standard mode.
If the station was unable to determine
the correct MCD set to be used, alarms
in the Monitor System resulted, causing
undue consternation to some users at the
SFOF. It is suggested that the amount of
MCD sets be greatly reduced to allow
ready changes by the station when switch-
ing configurations.
E. Simulation Performance
DSIF participation in operational testing
activities before launch and during flight was
much more extensive than anticipated or ever
accomplished on previous missions. Not only
did the DSIF benefit from the testing, but it played
a major part in the troubleshooting of the inflight
spacecraft radio problems as well. The DSN
Simulation System for Mariner Mars 1969 added
much to the realism and usefulness of prelaunch
and encounter testing.
1. Telemetry simulation. Since it was
known that tapes from SAF contained erroneous
data for some channels (Pasadena environment is
not space environment), a preprocessing Phase 1A
edit run was developed. This edit run copied
SAF tapes, but allowed biases to be applied to
selected channels to bring them to their correct
values. Using these edited tapes, the Phase 1A
program was used for most of the simulation
tests requiring realistic spacecraft data.
The first use of this type of simulation re-
vealed numerous data discrepancies, some due
to human error and some to lack of information
about the spacecraft. With increased usage of
the program, these discrepancies were reduced
and the data was significantly improved. How-
ever, this required about 80% of the data recorded
in SAF to be changed by the edit run, and the re-
sults depended upon the ability of the engineers to
determine spacecraft characteristics and to simu-
late the telemetry.
A simulation run from the Phase 1A program
had a major disadvantage: the telemetry reflected
a preplanned canned mission profile. Spacecraft
commands could not be inserted, deleted, nor
slipped in time from the pre-test planned se-
quence, unless the reaction to the command was
simple, or the real-time operator action to an
expected command was carefully preplanned.
Anomalies were restricted to relatively simple
ones which required little change in data and for
which corrective responses could be accomplished.
In one simulation, the planned anomaly was to
keep the gyros on after the end of a successful
midcourse. The simulation team was prepared
for the obvious corrective response, DC-40 Gyros
OFF. Instead, SPAC issued a sequence of a half-
dozen commands to investigate the reason for the
anomaly. Fortunately, the test ended here, be-
cause the Phase 1A program could not respond to
this type of activity.
In March 1968, the Phase II program was re-
vived under the auspices of the DSN, without any
commitment from Mariner Mars 1969 Project
that they would need or use the program. The
Phase II effort was considered to be a RfcD effort
to investigate simulation techniques. The pro-
gram was to accomplish the same objectives as
Phase 1A, except that the telemetry was to fol-
low mission sequences automatically by means of
mathematical models of the spacecraft with full
automatic response to all ground commands and
external events (earth shadow, etc. ).
The Phase II program, declared operational
in January 1969, was used to simulate engineer-
ing telemetry for most of the following tests, in-
cluding the ORT for Mariners VI and VII. The
data quality was improved as feedback was ob-
tained from SPAC, and the data generated by
Phase II for the ORT was the most realistic of
any data source used during the Mariner Mars
1969 tests.
After the successful launch and midcourse
of Mariner VI, the Phase II program was begun
and run so as to duplicate the flight data as closely
as possible. Point-by-point and channel-by-
channel comparisons have been made between the
simulated data and the flight data. This showed
that some subsystem models were very good in
their simulation (power distribution, CC&S com-
puter), while others will need improvement for
future simulation (solar panels, launch transients
in attitude control).
2. Telemetry output modes. The various
uses of the 6050 telemetry simulation program
can be classified by considering the types of out-
put available from the computer.
a. Spacecraft simulation. The simulated
spacecraft output is two telemetry bit streams
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(zeros and ones) simulating the engineering and
the science commutators. All spacecraft formats
and bit rates are available, except for the high!
rate (16. 2 kbits/s) which was never generated by
SDCC.
The direct commutator output mode was used
primarily to record analog tapes. These tapes
were used to supply spacecraft data for DSIF
station checkout and testing, and to serve as a
source of telemetry from the ETR and MSFN
stations (since these stations could not use the
DSIF input mode described later). Analog tapes,
played through СТА!21, were also used to simu!
late a second spacecraft while the 6050 was
simulating the primary spacecraft.
The recording of these analog tapes was more
difficult than expected and took more time than
anticipated. There were problems with incom!
patibilities between different models of recording
and playback tape decks, with choosing appropriate
tape speeds and speed!lock signals, with signal
levels and modulation characteristics, and with
ensuring correct data content. It is recommended
that future simulation configuration exclude ana!
log tape operations. A total of 117 analog tapes
were made, including 12 made directly from
spacecraft in SAF.
b. Combined SFOF/DSIF input. Another
output mode was developed under the pressure of
operational requirements. The SDCC computer
would be initialized in the SFOF input mode, in!
cluding output of teletype and all HSD blocks. The
HSD blocks would also be sent to a DSIF. Here,
special initialization of the DGI would make the
DGI skip all HSD block types except the engineer!
ing telemetry.
By operating in this mode, SDCC personnel
could simulate, for example, the later part of a
pass at DSS 41, while the data were also going to
DSS 12 to begin their pass. After LOS at DSS 41,
the SFOF input would be terminated and the test
would continue in the DSIF input mode.
Since this mode of initialization could act as
SFOF input, or DSIF input, or both, it became the
standard mode of operation. It should be planned
for in any future simulation system design.
3. Tracking simulation. A 6050 simulated
tracking data generator program that produces
multiple!station , on! l ine, teletype tracking mes!
sages, is controlled from a special console in
SDCC. However, this program could be used only
occasionally because the 6050 was necessary for
the telemetry simulation program. Instead,
simulated tracking data was supplied by pre!
punched teletype paper tapes prepared by one of
two 7094 processes .
a. SIM 94. SIM 94 is a 7094 Tracking Data
Simulation Program that was developed as a
mission!independen t program in 1967. This pro!
gram has been used for other projects, and was
the major source of tracking data for Mariner
Mars 1969 with the addition of ranging and doppler
resolver data.
The input to SIM 94 is a station ephemeris
tape developed by PREDIX, and simulation con!
trol cards that select output options such as one!,
two!, or three!way lock, ranging on/off, sample
rates, and can add simulation noise and bias.
The SIM 94 output, after media conversion, was
punched teletype tapes and equivalent punched
cards. The punched card output was used typi!
cally, to quickly load two!, or three!days worth
of tracking data onto the 7044!7094 disk to pro!
vide a backlog of data for a midcourse test.
The simulation scheme was, for each station,
to punch several parallel tapes containing, for
example, one!, two!, and three!way data, with
and without ranging. These tapes would be played
on especially timed, parallel tape readers (TD)
in SDCC, and real!time choices of data types
(e. g. , ranging on/off) could be made by selecting
the TD to be patched into the CP. However, there
are only eight tape readers in SDCC, and these
had to be allocated for two or three stations at
once, therefore, it was not possible to have avail!
able all possible data types for all stations. This
did not cause too much inconvenience, since the
FPAC Director was always informed of what types
he could request before the start of a test. How!
ever, anomalous conditions could occur, such as
good ranging data in the tracking data after the
ranging transponder in the spacecraft had been
turned off.
The DSIF stations did not have parallel tape
readers, especially timed to correctly pace out
the usual 60!s sampled data. Therefore, most
tracking simulations were run with the tracking
data going directly from SDCC through the Comm
Processor to the 7044!7094 (i.e., short loop)
even if the DSIF was in the loop for telemetry
data.
b. Tracking simulation from the ODP. The
tracking data generated by SIM 94 was barely
adequate for simulations of cruise or midcourse
tests and it gave very poor results whenever the
spacecraft was near a planet (i. e. , launch and
encounter). It was f irst thought that SIM 94 was
causing the errors, since it was still being de!
bugged, but the cause was finally proven to be
PREDIX. PREDIX was programmed to be' ade!
quate for its primary function — directing a DSIF
onto a spacecraft — but it was not accurate enough
to drive the tracking programs.
After this was discovered (at about the start
of encounter testing), the simulated tracking data
were prepared by a scheme used during Surveyor
testing, based upon an output directly from the
SPACE and ODP programs. This method pro!
duced data with the required accuracy, but it was
more cumbersome and time consuming for simu!
lation personnel, since many simulation features
available in SIM 94 were lacking.
c. ETR tracking simulation. JPL does not
have any powered flight tracking simulation gen!
eration programs. The simulated tracking data
for launch tests were always generated by ETR
from their programs. Punched teletype tapes
would be mailed to JPL if the test was to be in!
house, or would be played from the Cape if they
were included in the test.
d. Canned tracking data limitations. Track!
ing simulation was derived from pre!planned
canned tapes, and could not respond to all real
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time changes. Data types not preplanned could
not be supplied. Any change in midcourse mag!
nitudes or in midcourse execution time would
not be reflected in the tracking data. The
spacecraft/DSIF state reflected in the telemetry
data did not always agree with the state reflected
m the tracking data. It will require a real!time
tracking generator program in the same computer
system as the simulated telemetry generator to
solve these deficiencies.
4. Simulator equipment failures. Mariner
Mars 1969 simulator equipment failure summary
is shown in Table 54. The main anomaly was in
the Model 6122 DC amplifier. It is suggested
that this amplifier be given a closer review be!
fore use in subsequent missions.
F. GCF Operations Support
1. HSD failure. The standard Mariner Mars
1969 DSS/SFOF communications complement
(i. e. , 1 voice, 1 HSDL, 4 TTY) was employed
for the maneuver of Mariner VI. However, suc!
cessive indications of bits!m!error displayed on
the GCF HSD digital TV (DTV), monitor and dis!
play, on the prime (DSS 41) HSD were observed
by communications operations personnel immedi!
ately before initiation of the time!critical maneu!
ver sequence, the line itself failed moments later.
An alternate circuit path was obtained and oper!
ationally certified by operating personnel on
short order, only minutes remained before ini!
tiation of the maneuver command sequence.
2. Dual HSD link study. As a result of this
untimely HSD failure, a study was initiated by
GCF operations to determine a method of avert!
ing the effect of a similar failure — a recurrence
was not improbable — during the impending ma!
neuver of Mariner VII. Discussion of the problem
did not center about the quality of сommunications
to DSS 41, the overall reliability of circuits to
this DSS was within established tolerances before
and after the HSD failure. The objective of this
study was therefore to devise a method providing
immediate availability (within the framework of
existing resources) of dual HSD from the DSS to
the SFOF, should the prime data link fail at a
critical time.
Negotiation with NASCOM representatives
secured the availability of a second HSD from
DSS 41 to the SFOF for use during the maneuver
of Mariner VII. Additionally, both HSD available
to the DSN were geographically diverse!routed,
negating the possibility of failure or quality de!
gradation of both lines as a result of natural
causes.
The audio patch configuration within the
Comm Control Group at the DSS itself was modi!
fied accordingly in order to interface the singular
transmitting source with the dual NASCOM HSD.
Modification of the manual patch configuration
required entry of data set audio output into a four!
wire audio bridge, the DSS transmit side of each
HSD was patched to an output "port" of the bridge.
No hard!wired changes were required to accom!
plish this configuration.
Inasmuch as the incoming dual streams of
HSD electrically appeared to be transmitted from
different sources, no modification of either patch!
ing or equipment configuration was required within
the SFOF Comm Terminal Subsystem and the DPS.
A later review of this dual HSD capability,
which supported DSS 41 coverage of the Mariner
VII maneuver in an excellent manner, led to a
slight change of GCF HSD equipment operation at
the DSS and the philosophy behind authorizing the
use of this redundant capability.
Availability of redundant streams of HSD
proved popular with Project mission operations
personnel. During the pre!encounter cruise
phase, the greater majority of programmed CC&S
readouts were preceded with a real!time request
of the DSN to provide dual HSD coverage to the in!
view DSS. This development did not appeal to
GCF operations. The original intent of the GCF
was provision of HSD redundancy during mission!
critical events only in an attempt to avoid signi!
ficant real!time HSD loss in the event of DSS
GCF equipment or HSD outages. Secondly,
NASCOM was not committed to provide dual oper!
ational HSD to overseas DSS; the exception of
course was that agreement reached with this
agency before the maneuver of Mariner VII. It
must be recognized that this agreement extended
beyond the scope of the SIRD and NSP as the re!
quirement for dual HSD to each Mariner Mars
1969 DSS was never identified therein.
G. Discrepancy Report Summary
1. DSN discrepancy report system. A re!
view of the discrepancy report (DR) Level A Sys!
tem was initiated in October 1968 and a number
of modifications and updates were implemented
into the system in order to assure satisfactory
system performance in support of the Mariner
Mars 1969 Project.
In mid!January 1969, the DSN DR Group pro!
vided DR presentations to DSN and Project oper!
ations personnel, with particular emphasis on
proper use of the DR system in reporting and
documenting DSN operational discrepancies. The
newly developed procedure, DR Report Initiation
(JPL 840 Series Document 842!31, DSN SOP
20!211 ) was used as a guideline for discussion.
DSN DR presentations were also given at both
Mariner Mission F and G Prelaunch Readiness
Reviews. Mariner Mars 1969 DR discrepancy
data were presented which related the total number
of DR written to the total number of DR outstand!
ing. Those DR remaining open which were
classified critical were presented for consider!
ation and comment by members of the Readiness
Review Board.
On March 28, 1969 and April 29, 1969, the
DSN DR Group issued DSN DR Mariner Mars
1969 launch through midcourse reports for
Mission F and G, respectively. A special RWV
failure!by!statio n summary was also provided
to the Mariner Mars 1969/DSN PE by the DR
group on June 10, 1969.
2. DR facility data summary
a. Review. A review of all Mariner Mars
1969 DR, Level A, data submitted between
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October 1, 1968, and August 31, 1969 indicates the
following: a total of two 142 Mariner Mars 1969
DR were collected and processed by the DR group
durmgthe indicated period. Forty-eight percent of
the reports submitted were initiated against the
GCF, 42% against the SFOF, and 10% against the
DSIF.
b. DSIF. Of the 212 DSIF discrepancy re-
ports submitted, approximately 61% were classi-
fied as hardware and 28% as procedural. The re-
maining 11% were in the software and undetermined
categories.
c, GCF. Out of a total of 1027 GCF DR re-
ports, the most significant number (42%) was
against the SFOF CP. Approximately 24% were
written against the teletype system, 17% against
the SFOF intercommunication system (ICS), and
14% against the HSD system. The remaining
GCF DR were distributed as follows
Area
Voice
CP (GSFC)
CP (Madrid)
CP (Canberra)
Miscellaneous
Total
Number of DR
112
39
19
3
43
216
d. SFOF. Out of 903 SFOF DR, which con-
stituted 42% of the total number of DR received,
80% were initiated against the DPS. The support
system accounted for the remaining 20%. The
^i «tribution of DR was as follows:
SFOF DR dispersion
IBM X and Y strings
Milgo, 30 X 30 plotters
Stromberg Carlson
3070 printers
Motorola 3000 printer
4020 processors
Burroughs, B122
card reader
Consoles
Procedures
Miscellaneous
DPS total
Support (FSG)
SFOF total
16
36
29
728
175
903
Number of DR
235
165
118
82
21
26
The X string computers accounted for 144, or
approximately 61% of the total X and Y computer
string anomalies. The Milgo 30 X 30 plotter DR
constituted approximately 22% of the total DPS
discrepancies.
3. Comparative summaries
a. Comparative totals. Figure 145 provides
a comparison of the total number of DR (all facil-
ities, all projects) to the total number of Mariner
Mars 1969 DR (all facilities).
b. Comparative support, DSIF. Figure 146
presents a comparison of the total number of
Mariner Mars 1969 DR to the total hours of DSIF
support provided Mariner Mars 1969 project. It
is interesting to note the inverse relationship be-
tween the number of DR compared to DSIF
loading.
c. Comparative support, DSS. The total
DSIF Mariner Mars 1969 support by hours is
compared to the total number of Mariner Mars
1969 DR by site in Fig. 147. Using these data,
the number of hours of operation per DR (h/DR)
for each station was computed as follows:
DSS
11
12
14
41
42
51
62
Hours of operation per DR
11.5
35.5
49.8
52.6
32.5
28.5
39.6
Station efficiency ratings (h/DR) can be de-
rived from these results. However, it should be
remembered that the efficiency ratings so derived
are only apparent inasmuch as they are a function
of the number of DR submitted, over the known
hours of support.
4. Pioneer data compared. As a point of
reference, the number of h/DR was calculated
using Pioneer DR data (Table 55) for the same
stations as those supporting Mariner Mars 1969,
over the same period of time.
The differential in h/DR for Pioneer as com-
pared to Mariner was found to be quite noticeable
(Table 56).
An attempt was made to explain the difference
in the following manner: On the assumption that a
large number of Mariner procedural and software
problems may have contributed to the lower effi-
ciency ratings, those DR were extracted from the
Mariner data. The resulting number of hours of
operation per DR (efficiency), for all sites, was
still higher for Pioneer than for Mariner
(Table 56B).
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The use of h/DR as a single measure of
eff iciency is questionably sufficient. The large
disparity in h/DR between two projects using
basically the same support system suggests the
need for fur ther analysis.
H. Recommendations
1. Spacecraft CC&S memory readout. The
CC&S dump should be coded for error correction.
If possible, this should be accomplished in the
spacecraft. The second choice would be an error
code inserted at the TCP.
2. DSN scheduling. Scheduling should be
handled by project ID rather than spacecraft ID.
A policy should be established with the MOS to
provide the coverage plan before countdown. A
major expenditure of energy was required on the
part of all involved in scheduling when a space-
craft anomaly or strategy change required chang-
ing spacecraft numbers. This was true even when
the committed resources were unchanged. Energy
lost in these efforts could be better expended in
other areas. This change should not affect the
weekly forecast, and this information should be
forwarded from the DSIF to the DSS in the weekly
forecast TWX.
3. Simulation. Simulation for Mariner Mars
1969 was excellent, but far too limited. As a
minimum extension, the capability to generate
worst case CCfeS dumps (minimum transitions in
the PCM stream) and the capability to generate
coded high-rate data that contains recognizable
TV patterns are required.
4. CAT areas. CAT areas should be recog-
nized as a DSN responsibility and implementation
should be handled in the same manner as the
Mission Operations and Mission Support area
implementation. Support requirements should be
included in the SIRD and thus become a properly
funded and planned activity.
5. User area display devices. The current
inventory of DPS display devices consisting of
TTY machines, Milgo plotters, and 3070 bulk
printers, should not be used on other projects.
The devices proved to be unreliable and required
excessive maintenance, excessive downtime, and
had many other undesirable features. They should
be replaced with state-of-the-artdisplay devices.
6. Operational support systems. The DSN
must immediately provide manpower and funding
to update archaic operational support systems.
Efforts in these areas were heroic, but improper
use of manpower jeopardized the DSN's ability to
provide strong technical support. The systems
that require a well-supported systems study and
procurement of equipment and software include
DSN Sequence of Events, Scheduling, and Dis-
crepancy Reporting Systems.
7. Telecommunications performance esti-
mates. The DSN must develop a mission-
independent capability for telecommunication per-
formance estimates. Historically, the Project
has been responsible for providing performance
estimates, however, their activities, although
useful, are normally concentrated only on critical
events. The DSN requires telecommunications
performance estimates during 24 h/day operations
and for planning support. The DSN should develop
a software to perform the analysis.
Training. The DSN should study a train-
fit a geographically diverse,
A studio should be
ing approach to
multi-shift operational team,
maintained to allow video taping of subjects such
as mission plan, systems, description, and pro-
ject roster. Video tape equipment is needed at
overseas sites, NASCOM facilities, and the SFOF.
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Table 52. TDS command performance3!
Spacecraft
number
6
7
Number of
commands
transmitted
46
57
Number of
operator
errors
0
0
Number of
equipment
failures
0
0
aThese values reflect data taken through GMT Day 104.
Table 53. Mariner RWV equipment frequency of failures summary
Year
1969
1968
1967
Model
420
12000
12029
RM561A
12011
12026
420
12000
12078
12006
420
420PF
424
TMR21B
Equipment
Perforator
Assembly PC В
Assembly PCB
Oscilloscope
Assembly PCB
Assembly PCB
Perforator
Assembly PCB
Assembly PCB
Assembly PCB
Perforator
Perforator
Reader
Time Meter
Manufacturer
Tally
Astrodata
Astrodata
Tektronix
Astrodata
Astrodata
Tally
Astrodata
Astrodata
Astrodata
Tally
Tally
Tally
Defense Electronics
TFR
13
12
07
06
18
14
11
08
08
11
10
06
06
06
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Table 54. Mariner Mars 1969 simulator equipment failure summary
Model
6122
3310
542357
7816R
Equipment
Amplifier DC
Supply Power
Assembly PC В
Oscillator Generator
Manufacturer
Dynamics
TRW Systems
Texas Instruments
Dynamics
TFR
12
02
02
01
Table 55. Pioneer data
DSS
Total
hours
support
Pioneer
DR
No. of
H/DR
11
499
3
166.3
12
2793
24
116.4
14
2169
38
57
41a
1340
!
m
42
2538
25
101.5
51
1457
9
161.9
62
1599
16
99.9
DSS 41 submitted no DR although they provided some 1340 h of support. Yet in the case of
Mariner during the same period, DSS 41 showed a total of 42 DR against 2209 h of support.
In the f irst case, we have an efficiency rating of 52. 6 h/DR and in the latter, an efficiency
rating of infinity.
Table 56. Comparison of Mariner and Pioneer DR
A
DSS
11
12
14
41
42
51
62
Mariner Mars 1969,
h/DR
11.5
35.5
49.8
52.6
32.5
28.5
39.6
В
Pioneer,
h/DR
166.3
116.4
57.0
03
101.5
161.9
99.9
Mariner Mars 1969,
h/DR
H/W Only
12.5
55. 1
83. 0
84.9
37. 1
50. 1
64 0
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HOURS DRS
ОСТ NOV
1968
NO. OF MM69 DRS 132 102
MM69 DSIF LOADING, (hrs) ! !
NOTE: DSIF LOADING DATA WERE
OBTAINED FROM A SOURCE
OTHER THAN DR
MAY JUNE JULY
1969 E(f)
82 189 362 327 219 199 216 222
! 200 194 1031 1068 858 1104 1520
Fig. 146. Mariner Mars 1969 DR volume vs DSIF loading
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GLOSSARY
А/С attitide control
AFETR Air Force Eastern Test Range
AGC automatic gain control
ANT Station 91, Antigua Island
ASC Ascension Island, MSFN/USB site
ATR analog tape recorder
az azimuth
BDA Bermuda Island station, MSFN
CAT complementary analysis team
CC&S central computer and sequencer
comm communications
COMSAT communications satellite
CP communications processor
CVT configuration verification test
DACON data controller
DAS data automation subsystem
DIS digital instrumentation system
DOD Department of Defense
DPS data processing system
DR discrepancy report
DSIF Deep Space Instrumentation Facility
DSN Deep Space Network
DSS Deep Space Station
DSS 11 Pioneer Deep Space Station,
Goldstone, California
Echo Deep Space Station,
Goldstone, California
Venus Deep Space Station,
Goldstone, California
Mars Deep Space Station,
Goldstone, California
Woomera Deep Space Station,
Island Lagoon, Australia
Tidbinbilla Deep Space Station,
Canberra, Australia
Johannesburg Deep Space Station,
Johannesburg, South Africa
Robledo Deep Space Station,
Madrid, Spain
Cebreros Deep Space Station,
Madrid, Spain
DSS 12
DSS 13
DSS 14
DSS 41
DSS 4 2
DSS 51
DSS 61
DSS 62
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DSS 72 Ascension Deep Space Station,
Ascension Island
DTR digital tape recorder
DTV digital TV
EDED error!detector!encoder!dec oder
El engineering instructions
EOPS AFETR Operations
ETO estimated time operational
ETR Eastern Test Range
FM frequency modulation
GBI Grand Bahama Island
GCF Ground Communications Facility
CRTS Goddard real!time system
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HA!DE C hour angle!declination
HRC high!rate correlator
HSD high!speed data
IBM International Business Machines
ICS Intercommunication system
IF intermediate frequency
I/O input/output
IRV inter!range vector
JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory
L time of launch
LOS loss of signal
LV launch vehicle
M time of maneuver
MECO main engine cutoff
MMTS multiple!mission telemetry system
MODEM modulator!demodulator
MOS mission operations system
MSFN Manned Space Flight Network
NASCOM NASA communications system
NAT network analyst team
NOP network operations plan
NOR not operationally ready
NSP NASA support plan
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GLOSSARY (contd)
OCC
ОСТ
OD
ODG
ORT
OSE
OVT
РАМ
PCM
PE
PTM
RTCS
R W V
SAA
SAF
S/C
SDA
SDCC
SFOF
SFOD
SFOTP
SIRD
Operations Control Chief
Operations Control Team
Operations Director
orbit data generator
operational readiness test
operational support equipment
operational verification tests
pulse!amplitud e modulation
pulse code modulated
project engineer
proof test model
real!tim e computing system
read, write, ver i fy
S!ban d acquisition aid
Spacecraft Assembly Facility
spacecraft
subcarrier demodulator assembly
system data conversion center
Space Flight Operations Facility
Space Flight Operations Director
space flight operations test plan
support instrumentation requirements
document
SMC station and monitor console
SPAC spacecraft performance analysis and
command
syn synchronization
Т interruptible time count referenced to
an event
TAER time, azimuth, elevation, range
TCP telemetry and command processor
TDA tracking and data acquisition
TR tape readers
TDP tracking data processor
TDS tracking and data system
TEL!2,! 4 AFETR stations
TLM telemetry
TSS teletype switching machine
TTY teletype
TV television
TWT traveling wave tube
UHF ultrahigh frequency
USB unified S!band
VCO voltage!controlled oscillator
VECO vernier engine cutoff
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